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Abstract

This thesis is concerned mainly with the use of flows in finding f-factors,

including maximum matchings, in a graph. A special kind of network called a

balanced net,uork is presented. Balanced networks have the useful property that every

undirected $aph G corresponds to a balanced network N, and there is a 1-1

correspondence between a subgraph H of G and a valid flow, called a balanced flow,

in N.

The theory of balanced networks is developed in Chapter 2. This includes the

definition of a balanced edge cut, and the development of the Max-Balanced-Flow-

Min-Balanced-Cut theorem, which is analogous to the Max-Flow-Min-Cut theorem

for general networks. Chapter 3 gives an algorithm for finding a maximum balanced

flow in a balanced network. This algorithm generalises Edmonds' concept of a

blossom.

Chapter 4 gives applications of balanced networks, and includes both theoretical

and practical uses. On the practical side they can be used to find an f-factor H in a

graph G in O(me) time, where m and e ale the number of edges in H and G

respectively. Specifîcally, this means that this algorithm can find a maximum

matching in O(ne) dme, where n is the number of vertices in G. On the theoretical

side, once the necessary groundwork has been developed they can be used to give

extremely short proofs of known results about f-factors. The most notable of these is

the proof of Tutte's theorem, which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the

existence of a perfect matching.
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Flows and Matchings - an Overview

1.1. Graphs - Some Basic Definitions

A graph G consists of two finite disjoint sets: V(G)={v1,v2,...vn}, the vertices

of G, and E(G)=(e1,e2,...€m), the edges of G. Every edge e has associated with it an

unordered pair of vertices { v¡,v¡ } , called the endpoints of e, which define v¡ to be

adjacent (or joined) to vi, and v¡ to be adjacent to v.¡. We also say that e is incident

on v¡ and v.¡, and that e goes between its endpoints. The degree of a vertex v is the

number of edges incident on v. An edge which has an associated vertex pair {v¡,v¡} is

called a loop, and if there is more than one edge with the same associated vertex pair

we call each such edge a multiple edge. A graph which has no loops and no multiple

edges is called a s¡mple graPh.

A directed graph or digraph is very similar to a graph, and differs only in that

there is a direction associated with the edges, which are therefore sometimes referred to

as directed edges or arcs. More formally, a digraph D is the same as a graph except

that every edge e in E@) has associated with it some ordered pair of vertices (v¡,vj),

which defines v¡ to be adjacent tovi.but not the converse. vi is called the tail of e and

v¡ is called the head; e is said to be an out-edge from v¡ and an in-edge to v¡, and is

said to be directed from vi to vj. The out-degree of a vertex u is the number of

directed edges in E@) for which u is the tail (i.e. edges directed out from u), and the

in-degree of u is the number of directed edges for which u is the head (i.e. edges

directed in to u). A multiple edge in D is one of two or more edges in D with the

same ordered vertex pair. For example, the edges e1 and e2 with respective associated

ordered vertex pairs (v¡,v¡) and (v¡,v) would not be multiple edges in a digraph.

V/e can rake any digraph D, and for every edge e in E(D) ignore ttre ordering on the

verrex pair associated with e. We would then have a graph, which we call the

underlying graph of D. Thus, provided that there is no superseding definition, any

1.



definirion for a graph can also be applied to a dignph D; we just apply the definition to

the underlying graph of D.

A walk in a graph G is a sequence W = vl,el,Y),c/,...,ê¡-1,v¡ such that the vi are

(not necessarily distinct) vertices of G and the e¡ are (not necessarily distinct) edges,

and e¡ has associated with it the vertex pafu {vi,vi*l}. If G is a digraph then ei may

have either (vi,vi+t) or (v¡a1,v¡) as its associated vertex pair. If a directed edge e¡ on W

has the associated ordered vertex pair (vi,v¡..1), then we Say that we follow e¡ in a

forward direction and call it a forward edge. Conversely, if e¡ has the associated

ordered veftex pair (v¡a1,v¡) then we say that we follow e¡ in a backward direction and

call it a backward edge. The concept of a directed walk is defined only for

digraphs and is a walk in which every edge e¡ is a forward edge. Thus, given a digraph

D, a walk in D may contain both forward and backward edges, but a directed walk in D

consists entirely of forward edges. For both walks and directed walks we define the

tength of a walk IV to be the number of edges on W. The length of the walk

vt,ol ,vz,ez,...,er-l,vr is therefore r-1, and the length of the walk defined by the

sequence v1 is 0.

A path P in a graph G is a walk in G on which there is no repeated vertex; that is,

the vertices, and thus the edges, on the sequence that defines P are all distinct. All of

the definitions for a walk also apply to a path, since a path is a walk; thus we are free to

talk about directed paths and the length of a path. If we have a path P on which u and v

are the first and last vertices respectively (so P begins at u and ends at v) then we say

that P is a uv-path. Another important type of walk is a cycle. A cycle in a graph G is

a walk C = v1,e1,v2,e2,...,cr-l,v1 such that v1+v¡ whenever i*j. If we slightly abuse

the definition of a path, we may say that a cycle is a path that begins and ends at the

same vertex.

One other important fundamental concept with respect to $aphs is that of

connectivity.We say that a graph G is connected if there is a path between every pair



of vertices in G. If G is not connected then choose any vertex ve V(G) and let C be the

set of all vertices u, such that there is a path from v to u. We call C a connected

component of G, and if we now choose some vertex ve V(GþC and repeat this

process, we get another connected component of G; thus it is clear that every graph G

consists of one or more connected components. Each of these components is itself a

connected graph, so that in most cases there is no loss in generality when we assume

that a graph is connected; if it is not, then we just work on each of the connected

components in turn.

When working with simple graphs it is convenient to use some notation which is

shorthand for what has been given above. A simple graph does not have any multiple

edges so an edge is uniquely defined by its endpoints and conversely. Consequently the

notation {v¡,v¡}, or simply v¡v¡, is often used to denote a particular edge of a graph,

and the notation vlv2...vr is used to denote a path. 'Where brackets are not given, the

context determines whether or not the order of the vertices is important. A similar

convention is also used when discussing networks, which will be introduced later.

1.2. The Breadth First Search

The most fundamental concept inherent in almost all graph algorithms is that of the

search. Pseudo code which describes an algorithm to perform a breadth lirst search

(often abbreviated to BFS) of a connected graph G is now given. The compound

statement delimiters begin and end increase the length of a piece of pseudo code and

thus make it harder to follow. Thus all pseudo code in this thesis uses the convention

that compound statements are delimited using indentation, whilst begin and end are

used only to delimit the statements in a sub-program.

3



Data Structures

ScanQ:queue { holds the vertices from which we still have to search }

nevÈlvertex]:vertex { the parent of a vertex in the search tree }

Procedure BFS (G : graPh)

I begn
2 seithe ScanQ to Ø
3 place some vertex r on the ScanQ
4 mark r searched
5 repeat
6 remove u from the ScanQ
7 for all vertices v adjacent to u do
8 if v has not been searched then
9 put v on the ScanQ
10 mark v searched
1l set PrevPt[v] = u
12 until the ScanQ is emPtY
13 end { Procedure BFS }

This algorithm uses a queue data structure, which is formally defined as a linearly

ordered list Q with 2 operations:

. enqueue(Q,v) - place an element v into Q so that it is last in the ordering (i.e. at

the back of the queue);

. x := dequeue(Q) - remove from Q the element x that is frst in the ordering (i.e.

at the front of the queue), and return x.

To enhance readability in the pseudo code, the operation enqueue(ScanQ,v) is

described as "put v on the ScanQ", and the operation w := dequeue(ScanQ) is described

as "remove w from the ScanQ".

The idea behind any search is that we begin by searching a (usually arbitrary) vertex

re V(G). We then (recursively) search an as yet unsearched veftex v that is adjacent to a

searched vertex u through the edge uv, until every vertex in the graph has been

searched. Searches proceed in a manner that guarantees that every vertex in the graph is

eventually searched, provided that the graph is connected, and this is their most

important property.

4



A tree is a connected graph T with n-1 edges, where n is the number of vertices in

T. A tree T has no cycles, since any connected graph with a cycle has at least n edges.

There is exactly one path between any pair of vertices in T, for if were two, T would

contain a cycle. Any vertex with degree one in T is said to be a leaf of T, and all other

vertices in T are called non leaves or internal vertices. Now suppose that one of the

vertices of T, say r, is designated as the root; then T is called a rooted tree. If a

vertex v is on the unique path P in T from r to another vertex u then we call v an

ancestor of u, and u a descendent of v. If there are no vertices between v and u on P

(i.e. u and v are the endpoints of an edge in E(T)) then we say that v is the parent of u

and u is a child of v. Every vertex in T except the root has exactly one parent, but may

have an arbitrary number of children. It is exactly those vertices with no children that

are the leaves of T. The depth or level of of a vertex v in T is the length of the path

from r to v.

Any search, including the BFS, conceptually builds what is called a search tree,

and the search ree built by a BFS is usually called a breadth first search tree. As

you can see from the above pseudo code, every vertex veG (except the vertex r at

which we began the search; this is the root of the search tree) is marked searched as a

result of the algorithm finding that there is an edge, say uv, between v and an already

searched vertex u. When this occurs we set PrevPt[v] = u. Thus we can make a graph

T, where V(T)=y16) and E(T) = all edges [v, PrevPt[v]]. If G has n vertices, then T

is a connected gnph with n vertices and n-l edges; that is, T is a tree.

The defining property of a BFS is that we always visit all vertices at a given depth d

before visiting any vertex with a depth greater that d. (Notice that in the above

algorithm we consider a vertex to be searched at the time it is added to the ScanQ, and

visited at the time it is removed. Thus vertices must be searched before they are visited,

and their depth is defined at the time they are searched.) The reason for searching a

graph G in ttris manner is that in the breadth first search Eee, the length of the path from



the root r to any vertex v is equal to the length of the shortest path in G from r to v. It

should now be easy to see that if we visit vertices in the same order in which they are

searched, we perform a BFS; thus the need for the queue.

PrevPt is used to record of the parent of a vertex in T. Usually we are looking for a

special kind of path P (which sta-rts at the root), and when we discover P we have just

searched some vertex v. Then, beginning at v, recursively following the edge from a

vertex to its parent gives us the path from v to r (and therefore a path from r to v); thus

PrevPt effectively records the required path.

We should also verify that T contains every vertex in G. To prove this is so, just

suppose that some vertex v is not added into T and use the property that in a connected

graph there is a path between every pair of vertices. There must therefore be a path in G

between r and v, so let P be such a path and let w¡ be the first vertex on P =

(r=wgw1w2...wr-1wr=v) that was not searched (since v=wr is such a wi we know that

w¡ does exist). Then w¡-1 was searched, and since w¡ is adjacent to wi-l it must have

been searched too, a conmdiction.

To finish justifying that a breadth first search Eee T is indeed a tree, we must prove

that T is connected. Take any pair of vertices u and v in T; as described above, there is

a path P from u to r, and a path Q from r to v. læt w be the firstvertex on P that is also

on Q (i.e. w is the fust common ancestor of u and v in T) (maybe r=w), and let P* be

the portion of P from u to w, and Q* be the portion of Q from w to v. Then P*Q* is a

path from u to v.

We can also verify that T has no cycles, for suppose there is a cycle C in T, and

consider the edge uv in C that was added to T last. C is a cycle, so there is already a

path in T from u to v before we add the edge uv; thus u and v are both in T, and have

both therefore been searched. But the algorithm never adds to T an edge for which both

endpoints have already been searched, a conradiction.
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One final point should be made here. The above discussion states that we may add a

vertex v to the search tree T only if v is adjacent to a vertex u that is already in T, which

implies that when searching directed graphs, we allow the search tree to contain only

directed paths from the root r to a vertex v in T. This may be too restrictive though, so

when dealing with directed graphs it is not unusual to also allow v to be added to T if

ue T is adjacent to v. That is, rv-paths may contain forward and backward edges, and

so are not necessa¡ily directed.

1.3. Matchings in Bipartite Graphs

1.3. 1. Introduction

A matching in a graph G is a set of edges MEE(G) such that no vertex in V(G) is

an endpoint of more than one edge in M. Any vertex that is the endpoint of an edge e in

M is said to be saturated, and the two endpoints of e are said to be matched to one

another. The vertex matched to a vertex u is denoted match[u], so if u is matched to v

then matchlu]=v and match[v]=u. A maximum matching in G is a matching M such

that there is no matching in G with more edges than M, and a matching that saturates

every verrex in G is called a perfect matching. An alternating path with respect to

M is a path in G on which the edges are alternately in M and not in M.

Sometimes the vertices of a graph G can be partitioned into two sets, say

X=(x1,x2,...,x¡) and Y={yt,y2,...,yq}, such that every edge in G has one endpoint in

X and one in Y. We say that such a graph is bipartite and call (X,Y) the bipartition

of G. Bipartite graphs a¡e a useful subclass of the set of all graphs. 'We often want to

find out certain things about a graph (for example, find a maximum matching in G),

and the algorithms that find these things in bipartite graphs are often much easier to

understand and program than their counterparts, which operate on general graphs. The

Hungarian Algorithm is such an algorithm.



I.3.2. The Hungarian Algorithm

The Hungarian Algorithm finds a maximum matching in a bipartite graph G by

starting with an empty matching M, and repeatedly searching for an augmenting path

P, which is an alternating path with respect to M that starts and ends at an unsaturated

vertex. Thus P begins and ends with an edge that is not in M, so the number of edges

on P that are in M exceeds the number of edges on P that are not in M by exactly one. It

is therefore clear that if we consider M and P as sets of edges and set M equal to MOP,

where (E represents the exclusive or operation performed on M and P, then not only

will M still be a matching, but it will be a matching with exactly one more edge than

before. The process of performing this "exclusive or" operation is called augmenting

on P (see fîgure 1.1). In general, M is a maximum matching in G if and only if there is

no augmenting path in G with respect to M (see [1] for a proof), and this is the

fundamental principle on which both the Hungarian Algorithm and Edmonds'

Algorithm, which finds a maximum matching in a general graph, are based.

The Hungarian Algorithm searches for an augmenting path in G by taking an

unsaturated vertex x¡e X, where G has bipartition (X,Y), and building a breadth first

alternating search tree rooted at xi.



x1

x2

G

y2=matchlx3]

match[Y2]=x3

edge that is in the matching
edge that is not in the matching

Figure 1.1

A bipartite sraph with an 
i:Tåt*årr;irTJfJ,lä,1Ë.¿"ie 

size or the matchins can

This search tree T is built using the following algorithm:

Data Structures

ScanQ:queue { holds the vertices from which we still have to search }

Matchlv-ertexl:vertex { match[u] is the vertex matched to u ]

kocedure Hun gari an (G : graph)

I begrn
2 fof i := I to n do { G has n vertices )
3 ifx¡ is unsaturated then
4 initialise ScanQ so that it is empty
5 put xi on ScanQ
6 repeat
7 remove x from the ScanQ
8 foreach y adjacent to x do
9 if y is not marked searched then
10 if y is unsaturated then
11 { we have found an augmenting path }
12 use the augmenting path to augment the matching
13 else
14 mark y sea¡ched
15 add edges xy and (y,match[y] ] to the sea¡ch tree
16 add March[y] to the ScanQ
17 until (an augmenting path is found) or (the ScanQ is empty)
18 end { Procedure Hungarian }

x4

9



Yin

edge that is in the matching

edge that is not in the matching

Figure 1.2
A breadth first alternating search tree. The inner vertices are shaded.

No Y-vertex y is ever added to the ScanQ. This is because if y is unsaturated then

an augmenting path has been found, and if y is saturated then the alternaring rt-path in

T, where r is the root of T, can be extended to exactly one vertex: x=matchly]. Thus we

never need to visit y.

In order to prove that the Hungarian Algorithm works, we must prove that if an

iteration of statement 2 first searches a vertex x, and there is an augmenting path in G

that begins at x, then that iteration finds an augmenting path. This can be proved by

induction on the length of an alternating path from the root of the search tree to an

unsaturated vertex, and a sketch of such a proof is as follows:

Suppose there exists in G an augmenting path P between x¡o and Yiu, and that the

curent iteration of statement 2 first searches x¡o.

10



edge that is in ttre matching
ed[e that is not in the maætring

If y¡, is unsaturated then the current iteration will find P, and if y¡t is saturated then

yi1 and match[y¡r]=x¡, will be added to the alternating search uee.

Suppose some yik is added to the alternating sea¡ch tree. Then x¡n will be added to

the search tree as match[y¡*], and cannot already be in the search tree since it can only

be added as match[y¡n].

Now suppose some x¡n is added to the alternating sea¡ch tree T. Because G ís

bípartíte, the length of the path from xi' to xik in T is even, so when xiu is searched by

the algorithm, an alternating path to Yir+l is discovered, so y¡u*, is added to T.

Ho*euer, if G is not bípartite, thenthe path in T from xi' to xik may be odd; in this

case the path discovered to yi¡*1 is not alternating, so there is no guarantee that y¡n*t

will ever be added to T. This is why the Hungarian Algorithm works only for bipanite

graphs.

This shows that if there is an augmenting path P in the bipartite graph G, then all

the vertices on P are eventually added to the search ree by the algorithm, and since this

includes yio, an augmenting path is eventually found.

A vertex with an even depth in an alternating search tree is called an outer vertex

and a vertex with an odd depth is called an inner vertex. Thus, when we build an

alternating search Fee T in a bipartite graph (where T is rooted at an X-vertex), all outer

vertices in T will be X-vertices and all inner vertices will be Y-vertices. Hence the

Hungarian Algorithm never adds an inner vertex to the ScanQ. In figure 1.2, which

depicts an alternating search tree, the inner vertices are indicated by the shading.

However, when dealing with graphs that are not bipartite, it is sometimes necessary

to add an inner vertex to the ScanQ. Consider the example in figure 1.3. The graph

1t



shown contains exactly one augmenting path P between u and y. Suppose we use the

Hungarian Algorithm on this graph, beginning at u. Then x is added to the search tree T

as an inner vertex. But y is adjacent to only x in G, so in order for P to be discovered,

x must be searched.

edse that is in the matchins
ed[e that is not in the matcling

Figure 1.3

A graph with an alternating path that the Hungarian Algorithm may not flnd.

This problem arises because of the edge between the two outer vertices w and v,

which allows us to travel back up the search tree to find an alternating path. Of course

there is no such edge in a bipartite graph. It might appear at ffust glance that merely

adding the inner vertices to the ScanQ might overcome this problem. In fact, while we

do need to do this, on its own it is not enough. Even if we added the vertex x to the

ScanQ we still could not extend the alternating search tree with edge xy because the

path from u to y in T would not be alternating. The extra trick required to make things

work is embodied in the concept of blossoms, which were discovered by Edmonds

when he developed his algorithm [5] for finding matchings in general graphs.

Edmonds' algorithm is discussed briefly in section 1.5.
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1.4. Flows

1.4. 1. Networks

A network N is a simple directed graph in which:

. one of the vertices is designated as a source, and another vertex is designated as

the targetl;

o every edge e has associated with it a positive integer valued capacity, denoted

cap(e).

A vertex v in N such that v is neither the source nor the target is called an

intermediate vertex. Now tet SeV(N). Then S is the set of all vertices in VQ.{þS,

and [S"S], which is called an edge cut in N, is the set of all edges directed from a

vertex in S to a vertex in S. Whenever we consider an arbitrary edge cut tSSl, it will

be assumed that se S and teS, unless otherwise stated.

If f is an integer valued function defîned on E(N), and KcE(N), then f(K) is used

ro denote I, f(e). Also, f+(S) is used to denote f(tS;SD and f-(S) is used to denote
eeK

f(ls,Sl). The capacity of an edge is such a function, so we are free to talk about

cap(K), the capacity of an edge cut K. We can therefore define a minimum edge cut

or minimum cut in N to be an edge cut K* such that every edge cut K in N satisfies

cap(K) > cap(K*).

A flow in N is a non negative integer vaÌued function defined on E(I'{) such that:

. the flow on an edge eeE(N), denoted flow(e), satisfies 0 S flow(e) I cap(e). This

is called the capacity constraint;

. flow+(v) = flow-(v) for all intermediate vertices v. This is called the

conservation condition.

I In general multiple sources and targets can be allowed, but would unnecessarily complicate this

discussion, as úere is no loss in generality in assuming a single source and a single ørget.

13



Notice that a vertex ve N is a set of vertices that contains only one element. Thus

flow+1v¡ is defined, and is the sum of the flows on all out-edges from v, and flow-(v)

is the sum of the flows on all in-edges. For example, in figure 1.4 we have flow+(v1)

is 2+3=5, and flow-(v1) is 2+3=5.

The value of a flow f in N, denoted val(Ð, is defined to be flow+(source) -
flow-(source), and a maximum flow in N is a flow f" such that every other flow in

N has a value no larger than val(f"). Every network N has a valid flow, since the zero-

flow, which is everywhere zero, satisfies the conditions for a flow.

6(3)

v3 4(2) v4

Figure 1.4
A ne¡vork on which a non zero flow-is defined. Standard notation, in which the

capacity of each edge is indicated along with the ngy tl parentheses, is used. The value
of the flow in the network is 7 units.

Now consider a path P = vtv2...v¡ in N. P is not necessarily a directed path, so the

edges on P can be either forward or backward. The residual capacity of an edge e

on P, denoted rescap(e), is defined as follows:

I cap(e) - flow(e), if e is a forward edge;
rescaole) = {

L flow(e), if e is a backward edge.

If an edge e on P has rescap(e)=O then \¡/e say that both e and P are saturated, and

if every edge e on P has rescap(e)>0 we say that P is an unsaturated path. For

example, in the above diagram sv3v4vlv2t is an unsaturated path Q in N. All the edges

on Q are forward edges except v1v4 which is a backward edge. Since e=vlv4 is
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followed in the di¡ection v4vt on P, it is usually convenient to call e the edge v4v1,

even though this is technically incorrect. In general, to improve the clarity of the

arguments used in this thesis, if e=vivj is a backward edge on a path P, then e will be

referred to as the edge v¡v¡ on P.

The residual capacity of an unsaturated path P is rescap(e), where e is an edge with

the smallest residual capacity on P. In the above diagram the smallest residual capacity

of an edge on Q is 2 (both the backward edge v4v1 and the forward edge v3v4 have a

residual capacity of 2 on Q), so rescap(Q)=z.I1P begins at the source s and ends at the

target t, then we can increase the value of the flow in N by rescap(P)=ô units, where

ô>1, by augmenting on P. This means that we increase the flow on all forward

edges by ô units, and decrease the flow on all backwa¡d edges by the same amount.

To prove that this works we need to show that after augmenting on P we still have a

valid flow in N, and that the value of this flow is larger, by ô units, than the flow that

existed in N before we augmented. If the fust edge on P is a forward edge then when

we augment on P we increase flow+(s) by ô units, and if it is a backward edge we

decrease flow-(s) by the same amount. Since augmenting on P causes only this change

to the value of flow+(s) or flow-(s), it causes the value of the flow in N, flow+(s) -
flow-(s), to increase by õ units.

Now it is necessary to show that the conservation condition and the capacity

constraint are both satisfied after we have augmented on P. læt us deal with the capacity

constraint first. If an arbitrary forward edge e on P has cap(e)=s and flow(e)=f, then

rescap(e)=c-f and after we augment on P flow(e)=f+ô, where õ>1. But ô was the

smallest residual capacity of any edge on P, so õSescap(e)=c-f' thus f+ô S f+(c-f¡ =

c. Similarly for a backward edge e on P we reduce the flow on e by at most õ, where

ôsf. After we augment we therefore have flow(e):f-$>f-f=0. This shows that if the

capacity constraint is satisfied before we augment on P then it is satisfied afterwa¡d.
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Now we deal with the conservation condition. Look at an arbitrary intermediate

vertex v on P, and suppose the conservation condition holds before we augment on P.

Then flow*(u) = flow-(v). Since P is a path and v is an intermediate vertex (i.e.

v*s,t), exactly two edges on P a¡e incident on v; the one along which P enters v, and

the one along which it leaves. Each of these edges may be either forward or backwa¡d,

so we have four cases to consider. If both edges are forward then augmenting on P

causes õ to be added to both flow+1v¡ and flow-(v), so after augmenting we have

(flow+(v)+õ) - (flow-(v)+õ) = 0, since flow+1v) = flow-(v) beforehand. If both

edges are backward we get (flow+(v)-ô) - (flow-(vFô) = 0. If only the edge along

which P enters v is forwa¡d we get (flow+(v)) - (flow-(v)+ô_ô) = 0, and if only the

edge along which P leaves v is forward we get (flow+(v)-õ+ô) - (flow-(v)) = Q.

Hence the conservation condition is also satisfied, so we still have a valid flow in N

after augmenting on P.

We can therefore conclude that augmenting on P does indeed give us a larger flow

in N, so we call any unsaturated path in N that begins at the source and ends at the

target an augmenting path. In hgure 1.4, Q = sv3v4vlv2t is an augmenting path in

N.

Now suppose that f is a flow in a network N, and let tS"Sl be an edge cut in N

such that se S and teS.

Lemma 1.1

val(Ð = flow+(S) - flow-(S).

Proof:

val(Ð = flow+(s) - flow-(s) (by definition)

= I(flow+(v)-flow-(v))
veS
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(since flow+1v¡ - flow-(v) = 0 for all ve S, where v+s)

= )no**qu¡- f flow-(v) (*)
veS veS

= flow+(S) - flow-(S),

since every edge carrying flow between two vertices that are both in S

contributes nothing to the total flow in the R.H.S. labelled (*) above. This is

because the amount of the flow is added to the total in the fust sum and subtracted

from the total in the second sum. !

It is now clear that val(Ð ( cap([S,S]), since the flow on an edge e cannot exceed

the capacity of e. Thus the value of a maximum flow in N cannot exceed the value of a

minimum edge cut. Furthermore, if one can find a flow f such that val(f¡ = cap([S$]),

then val(f) must be maximum and cap([S,S]) must be minimum. In fact one can always

find such a flow. Use any well known technique, such as the Ford-Fulkerson

algorithm described below, to augment the flow continually in N until no augmenting

path remains; then tS,Sl, where S is the set of all vertices to which there is an

unsaturated path from s, is such an edge cul To verify this, observe that in order for us

to be unable to continue any augmenting path from a vertex u in S to a vertex v in S,

either flow(uv) = capacity(uv) in the case that uv is a forward edge, or flow(uv) = Q

otherwise. Thus flow+(S) = cap([S,S]) and flow-(S) = 0. But se S, and te S because

there is no unsaturated st-path, so val(f) = flow+(S) - flow-(S) = cap([S,S]). This

proves:

Max-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem

The value of a maximum flow in a network N is equal to the capacity of a

minimum edge cut in N.
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If we augment on Q = sv3v4v1v2t in the network N

the flow in N will be maximum. Figure 1.5 shows the

along with the corresponding minimum edge cut [S"S].

in figure 1.4, then the value of

resulting maximum flow in N,

s

Figure 1.5
A ne¡vork in which the flow is maximum (9 units). A minimum edge cut in N (which
has capacity 9) consists of all edges directed from a vertex in S (i.e. s or v3) to a vertex

in S.

1.4.2. The Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm

The Ford Fulkerson Algorithm finds a maximum flow in a network N. It works by

repeatedly searching for an augmenting path P in N and increasing the flow in N by

augmenting on P. Although more efficient maximum flow algorithms were

subsequently discovered, the basic idea behind most of them is an extension of that

used by the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm. Since it is only this basic idea that is required

for the work contained herein, a description of the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm, rather

than one of its more eff,rcient but more complicated descendants, is now presented.

A breadth first search is used to look for an augmenting path, since always using a

shortest augmenting path gives the algorithm the best complexity. This is called the

Edmonds-Karp modification. If it is not possible to find an augmenting path then the

flow in N is maximum, and the algorithm terminates. The pseudo code for this

algorithm is as follows:

18
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Mainline
I init flow and maxflow to 0
2 repeat
3 flow:=IncreaseFlow0
4 maxflow:=maxflow+flow
5 until flow=O
{ maxflow is now the maximum flow in the nenvork }

Function lncreaseFlowQ :integer

{ finds one augmenting path using a breadth first search }

ScanQ:queue { vertices from which we still have to search }
Rescap[vertex]:integer { min rescap up to a vertex on P }

I begrn
2 put the source on the ScanQ
3 mark the source searched
4 repeat
5 remove vertex u from the head of the ScanQ
6 for all vertices v adjacent to u do
7 ifv has not been searched then
8 if uv is unsaturated then
9 add v to the ScanQ
10 mark v searched
11 Rescap[v] := min rescap on path to v
12 if v=target then
13 augment the flow on P by Rescap[v]
14 return(Rescaplvl)
15 until the ScanQ is empty
16 return(O)
17 end { Function IncreaseFlow }

This algorithm creates a breadth first search Eee T, which consists of unsaturated

paths from the root; we naturally call this an unsaturated breadth first search tree. The

vertices that a¡e added to T in the final execution of function IncreaseFlow form the set

S, consisting of all vertices in N to which there is an unsaturated path from s. Thus

IS,S] is a minimum edge cut in N. The edges of T are only necessarily unsaturated in

one direction - from the higher vertex (the one with the smaller depth) to the lower one;

that is, down the ree. This idea leads us to the concept of a residual network.
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The residual network of a net'work N with flow f, R(N,Ð, is created as follows:

l. The vertices of R(N,f) are those of N.

2. For each edge e=(u,v), where cap(e) = c and flow(e) = 0, create in R(N,f) an

edge (u,v) with capacity c - Q if c - 0 > 0, and an edge (v,u) with capacity $ if

0>0.
3. Remove all multiple edges from R(N,f) as follows: if R(N,Ð contains multiple

edges beween u and v, then replace them with a single edge uv, with capacity

equal to the sum of the capacities of the multiple edges.

The initial flow in R(N,Ð is the zero-flow.

v3 2 v4

Figure 1.6
The residual network for the netrvork in figure 1.4.

The capacities of the edges in R(N,f) a¡e the residual capacities of the edges in N,

and the edges of R(N,f) are unsaturated in a forward direction only; thus R(N,Ð is the

network containing all unsaturated paths in N. Any augmenting path in N corresponds

to an augmenting path in R(N,f¡ that contains only forward edges (i.e. a directed

augmenting path) and conversely. Also, a maximum flow in N has a value equal to the

value of the curent flow in N plus the value of a maximum flow in R(N,f); that is,

(max flow in N) = (max flow in R(N,Ð) + (current flow in N).
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1.4.3. Using Flows to Find Matchings in Bipartite Graphs

Any bipartite graph G with bipartition (X,Y), where X=[xt,x2,...,x¡] and

Y=[y1,y2,...,ys], can be transformed into a network N. We direct all edges x¡y¡ from

X to Y, add a source vertex s and a target vertex t, add edges sx for all vertices xe X

and edges sy for all vertices ye Y, and give all edges in N capaciry one. This process is

illustrated in figure 1.7.

GN
Figure 1.7

The transformation of a bipartite graph G into a network N so that a maximum flow in
N will also define a maximum matching in G.

There is a 1-l correspondence between a maximum flow f in N and a maximum

matching M in G; the edges in M are the edges xiyj that carry flow in (N,f). In fact, if

we examine the Ford-Fulkerson maximum flow algorithm and the Hungarian maximum

matching algorithm, \¡/e see that they are actually the same algorithm when used to find

a maximum matching in a bipartite graph. Augmenting paths in the Ford-Fulkerson

algorithm consist of consecutive edges which have a positive residual capacity. This

means that an augmenting path P in the above nefwork must alternately follow forwa¡d

edges, which carry no flow, and backward edges, which carry one unit of flow

(excluding the fust and last edges). This is exactly the same as following an alternating

path in G, since edges with flow can be considered to be edges that are in the matching

Ylxl
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and edges with no flow can be considered to be edges that are not in the matching. This

proves lemma 1.2.

Lemma 1.2

Let G be a bipartite graph, and let N be the

the above technique. Then every maximum

maximum flow in N, and conversely.

network constructed from G using

matching in G corresponds to a

1.5. Edmonds' Algorithm for Matchinss in General Graphs

As mentioned previously, Edmonds developed an algorithm for finding matchings

in general graphs [5] which overcomes the problems encountered when trying to extend

the Hungarian Algorithm. Edmonds' algorithm uses blossoms, which are recursive

structures based on odd alternating cycles, to solve these problems. Consider the

following example, which is the same example given previously but reproduced here

with numbered vertices for convenience.

edge that is in the matching
edge that is not in the matching

Figure 1.8
A graph with an augmenting path that a breadth first search cannot find-

As shown previously, the Hungarian Algorithm will never find the augmenting path

P = 745632, because P ends at a vertex (2) which is joined only to inner vertices in the

search Eee, and these vertices are never visited. It was also shown previously that the

G
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Hungarian Algorithm fails because there is an edge between two outer vertices (5 and

6) on the augmenting path. This edge creates an odd alternating cycle, C = 145631, in

the search tree.

Edmonds called such a cycle a blossom. Every blossom B contains exactly one

vertex that has only edges in G-M incident on it in B. This vertex is called the base of

the blossom. In the current example, vertex I is the base of the blossom C. Edmonds

recognised that if there is an edge from any vertex in a blossom to a vertex u outside the

blossom, then there is always an alternating path from u to the base of the blossom.

This means that if we shrink a blossom into a single vertex, the new graph with the

shrunken blossom will contain an augmenting path if and only if G does. Edmonds'

Algorithm therefore finds and shrinks blossoms as it searches for an augmenting path.

This conceptual model is physically realised by adding to the ScanQ all vertices in a

newly discovered blossom that have not yet been so added.

lVhen Edmonds' Algorithm operates on the crurent example, the inner vertex 3,

which was not added to the ScanQ when it was added to the sea¡ch tree, is later added

to the ScanQ when the algorithm f,rnds the blossom C. This allows the algorithm to find

the augmenting path in the graph.

The algorithm developed in this thesis uses flow techniques to find maximum

matchings in general graphs. These techniques use a structure that is similar to

Edmonds' blossom, but more general. This allows the algorithm to solve not only the

maximum matching problem, also known as the l-factor problem, but also the f-factor

problem, which is a natural generalisation of the maximum matching problem.
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,, Balanced Networks

2. l. fntroduction

A balanced network is a network N with the following properties:

. The vertices of N consist of a source s, a target t, and two sets of vertices

X={x1,x2,...,xn} and Y={yt,y¡,...,ynli

. N contains the pair of edges sx¡ and yit for 13Sn;

. The remaining edges of N are between X and Y, and oæur in pairs; these pairs are

either x¡y; and xjyi or y¡x¡ and yjxi, where i*j for every such pair. Every such

pair is called a complementary pair, as is every pair of edges of the form

{sx¡,y¡t}, and the two edges in any complementary pair are said to be

complementary edges;

. The two edges in a complementary pair always have the same positive integer

valued capacity;

The pairs of complementary edges partition E(N). If the two edges in a

complementary pair carry the same flow, then we say that they satisfy the rule of

complementarity. A balanced flow in N is a flow in which every complementary

pair of edges in N satisfies the rule of complementarity. V/e work strictly with balanced

flows in balanced networks. If f is a flow in a balanced network N, and f is not

balanced, then f is not considered to be a valid flow in N. As can be seen from the

following example, a balanced network is a symmetric bipartite nefwork.
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Y¿x4

N

Figure 2.1
An example of a balanced nenvork. Edges that are not labelled have a capacity of one

and all edges are directed from left to righr

The vertices of N also occur in complementary pairs. We consider any pair of

vertices {xi,yi} to be such a pair, and call x¡ and y¡ complementary vertices. We

also define yo=s and x¡=t, So that (s,tl is also a complementary pair. An arbitrary edge

or vertex in N occurs in exactly one complementary pair; thus it has a unique

complementary edge or vertex, respectively.

If G and H are graphs such that V(H)EV(C) and E(H)cE(G), then we say that H

is a subgraph of G. An exnemely useful property of balanced networks, and indeed

the motivation for their development, is the existence of a l-1 correspondence betrween

a flow in a special rype of balanced network N and a subgraph H of a graph G. Every

graph G corresponds to a unique balanced network N. If the vertices of G a¡e 1,2,...,n

then the vertices of N are s,t,x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xn,yn. The pairs of complementary edges

in N that do not have any endpoint incident on s or t a¡e all of the form {x¡y.¡,x¡yi}, and

N contains such a pair if and only if ij is an edge of G. It is clea¡ that every balanced

network N with this structure also corresponds to a unique gaph G. Every flow in N
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corresponds to a subgraph H of G, and conversely. ij is an edge of H if and only if

there is a non-zero flow defined on the pair of complementary edges x¡y¡ and xpi in G.

Now consider a path Q = vl,€l,vz,ez,...,er-l,vr in a balanced network

N. The complementary path of Q is defined to be the path Q'=
y'¡,a'¡-1,y'¡-1,ê'¡-/,.,.,a'lrv'1, where v'¡ and e'¡ denote the complementary vertex and

edge of v¡ and ei respectively. That is, Q' contains all the complementary vertices and

edges of the vertices and edges on Q, and these complementary vertices and edges

appear on Q' in exactly the opposite order from their complementary partners on Q. It

can be seen directly from the relevant definitions that Q'is indeed a path, and the

foregoing observation regarding uniqueness of complementary edges and vertices

makes it clea¡ that Q'is unique.

Since the idea of complementary pairs is a fundamental one in the study of balanced

networks, the notational convention introduced above is now adopted permanently.

Specifically, if z is one element in a complementary pair C, then z' denotes its

complementary partner, the other element in C. For example, if ve V(N) then the

complementary vertex for v is denoted v'; thus if v=xi then v'=yi, and if v=y¡ then

v'=xi. Similarly, if e=xiyje E(N) then e'=xjyieE(N), and if P is a path in N then P' is

its complementary path. For all complementary pairs C=(z,z'l we have the identiry

(z)'=z -

A very important property of pairs of complementåry paths is that íf P ís a path that

begíns ut u and ends at v (i.e. P is a uv-path), then P' is o ufu'-path. If u and v are a

complementary pair then v=u', so P'begins at (u)'=u and ends at u'=vi thus P'is also a

uv-path. As we shall see later, this is of particula¡ use when we deal with an

augmenting path P, since then P'is also an augmenting path (see figure 2.4).
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2.2. Maximum Flows and Minimum Fdge Cuts

For the remainder of this thesis we assume we are working with a balanced

network in which all the edges that are not incident on s or t are directedfromX to Y.

This is done because one of the main thrusts of the work in this thesis is the

relationship between graphs and this special kind of balanced network. Thus, while

many of the results obtained are true in general, generalising the discussion would

unnecessarily complicate many of the arguments used.

First recall from Chapter 1 that whenever we consider an edge cut K = [S,S] in a

network, we always assume that se S and te S, unless otherwise stated. Given an

arbitrary edge cut X = tSSl in a balanced network N, we may divide the pairs of

complementary vertices of N, other that {s,t}, into 4 ses:

A = [xi,yi I x¡e S, yi€ S ]

B = {xi,yi I x¡e S, yieS}

C = [xi,yi I x¡e S, yi€ S ]

D = [xi,yi I x¡eS, yie S]

A may then be further subdivided into A* = (x¡ I x¡eA) and At = (yi I y¡eA), and

the other 3 sets may also be subdivided in the same manner (see figure 2.2).Itis also

convenient to use the notation K to denote the edge cut [S,S]. In particular, we then

have flow(K) = flo*-(S); since it is clear that flow(K) = flow+(S), this shows us that

vat(f) -- flow(K) -flo*(K).

By the capacity constraint, we know that in any network N, the value of a

maximum flow cannot exceed the capacity of an edge cut K = [S,S], where se S. This

is of course true for balanced networks too, but in this special case this statement is not

as strong as it could be. With arbitrary networks one can always find a flow f such that

val(f) = cap(K) for some edge cut K, by the Max-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem. But we

work strictly with balanced flows in balanced networks, and we shall see later that it is
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not always possible to find a balanced flow f such that val(f) = cap(K). It would

therefore be useful to find a special kind of edge cut K in a balanced network N, such

that K has properties in N that are analogous to those mentioned above for the usual

kind of edge cut in an arbitrary network. This is what motivates the work in this

section.

Figne2.2
The general structure of an edge cut K in a balanced network. The edges drawn belong

to K.

If G is a graph and CEV(G), then we can make a graph H by taking V(H) = C and

E(FI) = {uv I uveE(G) and u,veC}. H is a subgraph of G, and is called the subgraph

induced by C.Now suppose we have an edge cut K in balanced network N. K has

the general structure given earlier, so the 4 sets A,B,C and D partition the pairs of

complementary vertices in V(Nþ{s,t}. Let Cl,Cz,...,Ct be the connected components

of the subgraph induced by C, K¡ be those edges of K that have an endpoint in Ci and

IÇ be the remaining edges in K; that is, the set of edges that a¡e in K but not in any Ki.
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I-et us also defîne K¡ to be those edges of K that have an endpoint in C, and Kr to be

the remaining edges in K.

Definition:

A balanced edge cut in a balanced network N is an edge cut in N that

satisf,res the following conditions:

. There are no edges between C and D;

. If ue Q then u'e C¡;

. cap(K)isodd, 1<i<k.

This definition of a balanced edge cut appears to be totally arbitrary; however, we

see later that it is just the kind of edge cut we are looking for. One important property of

the sets C¡ should be emphasized, since the following arguments rely on it entirely; this

property is that just like the sets A,B,C and D, each C¡ consists entírely of pairs of

complementary veftíces.

The following notation is now required. To avoid a subscripting nightmare, I will

sometimes be used to denote C¡ when an arbitrary C¡ is being discussed. Thus I*

denotes all vertices in C* that are also in C¡, and I, is similarly defined (see figure 2.3).

If [A,B] denotes the set of all edges directed from A to B in N (all such edges will in

fact be directed from A1 to By), then X¡s is used to denote cap([A,B]) and F¿s to

denote flow([A,B]). By the rule of complementarity we therefore have Xas = Xse and

FAR = Fsa. If [s,A] denotes all edges directed from s to A and [A,t] denotes all edges

directed from A to t, then X6 denotes cap([s,A]) = cap([A,t]) and F6 denotes

flow([s,A]) = flow([A,t]). This notation is also extended to B,C,D and I in the obvious

way.

Since the Ci a¡e the connected components of C and there are no edges between C

and D, the only edges directed out of I* are those directed from I to I, A and B.

Hence flow+(I*) = Ftr + Flt + F6. The only edges directed into I* are those from s,
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so flow-(I*) = Fr.

0. But flow+(I*) -

Identity 2.1

From the proof of lemma 1.1 it is clear that flow+1l*¡ - flow-(I*) =

flow-(IJ = (Fu + Fre + F¡g) - (Fl), so we have the identity:

F¡+F¡¡+Fm-Ft=0

f
f

cap Xn
flow E¡

Y'tp
/

Ix

<7G.

't¿

(,/
.a\. ¿

t-?a I=c
lr/ 

- 
edges

f ---- edges

'Iy other
.'d
-õ

S.-.. S-ìS--
.ryxS.
flow Fr in K = [S,S]

in K¡ = [S,S]
edges

Figure 2.3

Part of an edge cut in a balanced network. The different kinds of edges in K¡ and Ki *
shown, along with some other edges relevant to the current discussion.

If e is an edge directed from A to A, then e' is also such an edge. Thus F¿¡ is an

even number, and so is any Fgg, where Ue [A,B,C,D,I].

The only edges that are directed from I to a vertex in S are those directed from I1 to

Br, and those directed from I to t. Hence flow(K) = Fr * Fn. The only edges directed

from S to I are those directed from A* to Ir, so flow(Ril = Far = FrA.

Lemma 2.2

læt f be a balanced flow in a balanced network N, and K be a balanced edge cut

in N. If flow(Kù = 0, then there is an edge ee K¡ such that flow(e) < cap(e).

Proof:

If flowfiil = 0 then F¡r = Fre = 0, so F¡ + F¡a + Fn - Fl = Fu + Fn - Fl = 0

by identity 2.1. Hence Fr = Fn * Fß, so flow(K¡) = Ft + Fn - 2Fys + F¡, which
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is even because F¡ is. But cap(K¡) is odd and flow(K¡) 3 cap(K¡), so the required

edge must exisl

Since flow and capacity are integer valued functions, this shows that for this

particular edge cut f = [S,S] we must have at least k edges eeE(N), one for each Q,

such that either ee K and flow(e) I cap(e) - l, or ee K and flow(e) ) l. Hence

(cap(K) - flow(K)) + nowG<) > k

flow(K) - flow(R) < cap(K) - k

But flow(K) - flow(K) = val(Ð, so val(f¡ S cap(K) - k; that is, the value of a

maximum flow in N cannot exceed cap(K) - k.

The capacity of a balanced edge cut K, denoted balcap(K) is therefore defined to

be cap(K) - k. A minimum balanced edge cut is a balanced edge cut K* such that

every balanced edge cut K in N satisfies balcap(K) > balcap(K*). We have now proved

lemma 2.3.

Lemma 2.3

val(Ð ( balcap(K), where f is a balanced flow in a balanced nenvork N and K is

a balanced edge cut in N.

2.3. Complementary Augmenting Paths

The concept of the complementary path of an augmenting path in a balanced

network is important enough that some of the concepts involved should be illuminated

Suppose P is an augmenting path in a balanced network N in which there is no flow

on any edge in E(N).Then it is easy to see that it's complementary path P'is also an

augmenting path in N (see theorem 2.7). If we augment not only on P but on P' as

well, we find that every edge in N ca¡ries the same flow as its complementary edge (see

theorem 2.8), and it is again tn¡e that if Q is an augmenting path in N then its

complementary path Q'is also an augmenting path in N. Since only balanced flows are
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valid in N, we must be sure that as we ry to find a maximum flow we keep the flow

balanced; that is, we retain in N ttre property that every edge caries the same flow as its

complementary edge. The technique just described ensures that this is indeed the case.

Nxl

edee that caries flow
edþe that does not carry flow

Figure 2.4
An illustration of the fact that if P is an augmenting path in a balanced nefwork, then so

is P. All edges x¡y.¡ in N have capacity one. P = sxty2x4y3t is an augmenting path, and

so therefore is P'= sx3y4x2ytt.

Lemma 2.4

Suppose f is a balanced flow in a balanced network N. Then R(N,f) is

balanced.

Proof:

Look at an a¡birary edge e=uv in N, where cap(e) = c and flow(e) = 0. Then

cap(e') - c by definition, and flow(e') = 0 by the rule of complementarity. uv

therefore has a residual capacity of c - 0 in the direction uv, and e'=v'tJ'has the

same residual capacity in the direction v'u'. Thus if c - Q > 0, then R(N,Ð contains

the complementary pair of edges {uv,v'u'}, and both edges in this complementary

Yl

Y+x4
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pair have the same capacity in R(N,f). Similarly, if 0 > 0 then uv has a residual

capacity of Q in rhe direction vu, so R(N,Ð contains the complementary pair of

edges {vu,u'v'}, and both edges in this complementary pair has the same capacity

in R(N,f).

Since this comprises all edges of R(N,f), E(R(N,Ð) is partitioned into pairs of

complementary edges, where the two edges in a complementary pair always have

the same capaciry. Thus R(N,f) is indeed a balanced nework n

Lemma 2.5

If e is an arbitrary edge on an augmenting path P in a balanced network N then

e'has the same direction on P (i.e. forward or backward) that e has on P.

Proof:

Consider an arbitrary edge e=uv on P. Then e'=v'u'iS an edge on P'. By

definition, e and e' are either both directed from X to Y, or both from Y to X. If

ue X then ve Y and v'€ X, so both e and e' aÍe forward edges on their respective

paths. Similarly, if ue Y then e and e' are both backward edges. Ü

Corollary 2.6

Given any augmenting path P in a balanced network N, the residual capacity of

an edge e on P is the same as the residual capacity of its complementary edge e' on

P,.

Proof:

By defînition e and e'both carry the same flow and have the same capacity.

Since e'has the same direction on P'as e has on P it must be true that rescap(e') on

P'is the same as rescap(e) on P.
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Theorem 2.7

If P is an augmenting path with a residual capacity of r in a balanced network

N, then P is also an augmenting path with a residual capacity of r in N.

Proof:

If P is an augmenting path then both P and P' are st-paths, and by corollary 2.6

every edge e'on P' has the same residual capacity as e on P. Hence P'is also an

augmenting path, and rescap@) = rescaP(P). Ü

Theorem 2.E

Suppose that every time we use an augmenting path P to augment the flow in a

balanced network N, we also use P'to further augment the flow in N by the same

amount. Then every edge e in N always carries the same flow as e'(i.e. the flow in

N remains balanced).

Proof:

The proof is by induction on the number of times we have augmented the flow

in N. When we have not yet augmented the flow in N every edge carries zero flow

so the theorem is true.

Let us suppose we have augmented the flow in N k times in the manner stated

in the theorem; then by the induction hypothesis every edge e in N carries the same

flow as e', so the flow in N is still balanced. Now suppose that there is an

augmenting path P in N. Then by theorem 2.7 P'is also an augmenting path in N.

Now further suppose that we a¡e able to augntent the flow on both P and P'by

some amount ô. When we augment on P we change the flow on every edge e on P

by ô, and when rüe augment on P'we change the flow on every edge e'on P'by

the same amount. Furthermore, e and e' have the same direction on P and P'

respectively (by lemmaZ.S), so augmenting on these two paths either increases the
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flow on both e and e'by ô, or decreases it by õ. In either case, after we have

augmented on P and P'these two edges carry the same flow, so it is clear that the

flow in N remains balanced. n

At this stage we have to be a little bit careful. While it has been shown that if P is an

augmenting path in a balanced nerwork N then P is always an augrrìenting path in N, it

has not been shown, and nor is it necessarily true, that we can always augment on both

P and on P'. It is sometimes the case that augmenting on P destroys the augmenting

path P', and this is why in the above proof it was assumed that it was possible to

augment on both P and P'by õ. This leads nicely into a description of the restrictions

that must be applied when searching for an augmenting path in a balanced network.

2.4. Finding a Maximum Flow

2.4,1. Valid and Invalid Paths

Theorem 2.9

Given an augmenting path P with residual capacity õ in a balanced network N,

we can augment the flow in N on P and on P' by at least one unit (but not

necessarily by õ units), if and only if P does not contain a pair of complementary

edges with a residual capacity of one.

Proof:

First suppose that P does contain such a pair of complementary edges. Then P

has the form s...uv...v'u'...t, where rescap(uv)=1, and maybe u=s. When we

augment on a path with this form, the residual capacity of uv and v'u'on P'

becomes zero, so I/ is no longer an augmenting path in N.

Now suppose that P does not contain a pair of complementary edges with a

residual capacity of one, and let e be an arbitrary edge on P. If e'is not on P then

augmenting on P does not change its flow, and so its residual capacity on P'does
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not change either, but remains ) ô. If e' is on P then it has a residual capacity of at

least two before augmenting; thus if we augment on P by one unit, the residual

capacity of e'on P'changes by one unit and is therefore still at least one. So, after

augmenting on P by one unit, we can still augment on P'by at least one unit !

Hence whenever P contains a pair of complementary edges that have a residual

capacity of one, it is not possible to augment on both P and P and retain in N the

property that every edge carries the same flow as its complementary edge. W'e must

therefore ensure that any algorithm we use to find a maximum flow in a balanced

network N considers an unsaturated st-path to be an augmenting path only if it does not

have this form.

I-et N be a balanced network, and ve V(N). An unsaturated uv-path in N that

contains a pafu of complementary edges with a residual capacity of one is called an

invalid path. Any other unsaturated uv-path is called a valid path, and P is an

augmenting path in N only if it is a valid st-path. However, the term "valid

augmenting path" will still be used when it is desirable to emphasiræ that an unsaturated

st-path is valid. We say that a vertex v is s-reachable if there is avalid path in N from

s to v, and t-reachable if there is avalid path from v to t.

2.4.2. Maximum Balanced Flows and Minimum Balanced Edge Cuts

There is an important detail that has yet to be taken care of. If N is a network and f

is a flow defined on E(N), then there is a theorem that tells us that the value of f is

maximum if and onty if N does not contain an augmenting path. Without this theorem

we would not be able to use the "augmenting path" technique to find a maximum flow

in a network Since every balanced network is also a network, this theorem still holds if

N happens to be a balanced network. However, theorem 2.9 alerts us to the fact that we

may only use valíd augmenting paths in a balanced network N, so if we are to use the

"augmenting path" technique to find a maximum flow in N, then we need a parallel
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theorem for balanced networks. This section develops such a theorem, and another

powerful analogy between balanced nenvorks and their more general counterparts.

I-et N be a balanced network andf be a balancedflow in N such tlnt there is no

valíd augmentíng path ín (N,f). Consider the edge cut f = tS,Sl in N, where S is the

set of all vertices to which there is a valid path from s. Of course K has the general

form described in section 2.2; that is, the complementary pairs of vertices in N can be

partitioned into the 4 sets A,B,C and D. Iæt us now once again adopt all the notation

introduced in that section. Specifically, one should be familiar with the concepts

represented by the terminologY Ci, Ki, Ki, Kr, K-r, XAB, Fen, Xe and F¡ before

continuing.

Lemma 2.10

Every edge in IçuKt is saturated from S toS.

Proof:

Suppose that uve KruK, is unsaturated from S to S. Since uv is unsaturated,

the edge (ur)', and hence the vertex u', must be on every valid path to u, or there

would be a valid path in N from s to veS. Since ue S there is at least one valid path

to u, so both u and u'a¡e s-reachable; the complementary pair u,u'is therefore in C,

so uv is in some KluR¡. Thus uvÉ KruK-., a contradiction. t:
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Lemma 2.11

There are no edges between C and D.

Proof:

First notice that D4, so no vertex in D is s-reachable. Now suppose there is an

edge e=x¡y¡ between C and D. Then e'-x¡yi is also such an 
"d9", 

and without any

loss in generality we may assume that x¡,yie C and x¡,y¡eD. Either these two edges

carry flow or they do not. If they do then x.¡yi is unsaturated, in a backward

direction, from S to S. But then x¡ would be in S, notS, since y¡ is not on any valid

path from s. If they do not carry flow, then x¡y¡ is unsatufated from S to S, so y¡

would be in S; this is again a conmdiction. D

Lemma 2.\2

Each Ci consists entirely of pain of complementary vertices.

Proof:
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Let P be any valid path from s to ze C¡, and suppose that P first enters C¡ along

the edge uv. Then either u=s, ue B* or ue Ay, and in all three cases u'eS. Also,

(uv)'=y's'is unsaturated because uv is (by the rule of complementarity), so uv is on

every valid sv'-path, or there would be a valid sutpath in N. Thus every valid

sv'-path goes through v, and such a path P exists because v'e C. But if Q is the

sub-path of P that is a w'-path, then Q'is also 
" 

nv'-path. Thus every vertex on

both Q and Q' is in C, and therefore in C¡, so C¡ contains at least one pair of

complementary vertices.

Let v,v'€ Ci. If we C¡ then there is a path W connecting v to w,

connected. Thus W'connects w'to v', so w'e C¡.

Lemma 2.13

At least one edge is unsaturated from S toS in each K¡uR¡.

Proof:

edges in Ki = [S,S]
edges in K¡ = [S,S]
edges into Ci

Take an arbirary component C¡, and any valid path P from s to a vertex in Ci.

Let uv be the first edge on P where ve C1. (uv)'=y'u'is unsaturated because uv is.

ue S, so if uv is a forwa¡d edge on P then either u=s or ue B¡; in either case v'€ S,

since Ci is

T-t

$.-.. S

'\- -,\\
\\

\
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u'eS and (uv)'eKi. If uv is a backward edge then ueAy, so v'€S, u'€S and

(uv)'e K¡. In either case, K¡uR¡ contains an edge that is unsaturated from S to S. ¡

Theorem 2.L4

I-et ve C¡ be a vertex such that there is a valid sv-path which first enters C¡ at v.

Then every we C¡ can be reached on a valid path Qw from v, where Q*cCi.

Proof:

By contradiction. I-et C* be the largest non empty set of pairs of complementary

vertices in C¡, with the property that every vertex we C* is reachable from v on a

valid path. The paths Q and Q'of 1emma2.12 are in C*, so C*#Ø.

Now suppose that C**C¡, so there is some edge wz such that we C* and

ze C¡-C*; thus w'e C* and z'eCi-C*.If wz is saturated then zw, and hence w'z',

is unsaturated. Thus either wz or w'z'is unsaturated from C* to C¡-C*, so suppose

it is wz. z'eCi, so there is a valid sz'-path P.

Suppose veP. veC* and z'eC*, so letP leave C* forthe last time from a

vertex g, and let R be the portion of P from qto z'. Now let Q'*u be a valid path from

v to w that does not leave C*. R'is a valid path because R is. Hence if Q'¡,wzR'is

not a valid path, then R'contains an edge e such that either e'=wz or e'is on Qyy. It

is clear that e'e Q* is not possible, and if e'=wz then there is a valid zz'-path Z.
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Hence Z' is also a valid zz'-path, so we can enlarge C*

contradiction. Thus R'contains no such edge, so Q1uwzR'is a

we can enlarge C* with V(Rr-.rR'), another a contradiction.

with V(ZruZ'), a

valid path. But then

Now suppose vÉ P. If P does not enter C*, then Pz'w'is a valid path into C ,

so let q'be the fust vertex at which Pz'w'enters C* (maybe q'=w'), and Pq'be the

portion of Pz'w'up to q'. Then PqQ'q is a valid svlpath that does not contain the

edge uv, where Qq is the valid vq-path that does not leave C*. This is a

contradiction, so C*=Ci, as required.

Lemma 2.15

At most one edge is unsaturated, by at most one unit, from

in each KiuKi.

Proof:

S toS
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If any edge of K¡uR¡ is unsarurated from S to S by more than one unit then a

vertex in S would be s-reachable, a contradiction. By theorem 2.14 there is always

at least one such edge v'u', where v is the only vertex in C¡ on a valid sv-path R.

Now suppose there is a second such edge, say z'w'. By theorem 2.14 there is a

valtdvz'-path Q that does not leave C¡. But then RQ is a valid r2'-path that does not

use the edge wz, a contradiction. ¡

This proves that there is exactly one edge in each K¡uR¡ that is unsaturated from S

to S. But by lemma 2.10 every edge in KruK-, is saturated f¡om S to S, so (cap(K) -
flow(K)) + flow(K) = k. Since val(Ð = flow(K) - flow(K), this proves corollary 2.16.

Corollary 2.L6

val(Ð=caP(K)-k.

Lemma 2.L7

cap(K)isodd, 1<i<k.

Proof:

By lemmas 2.13 and 2.15, either flow(KÐ = cap(Ki) and flow(Ri) = 1, or

flow(Kù + I = cap(K¡) and flow(K¡) = Q.

In thefirstcase, Fel=Flt= l.Thus F¡ +F¡,q +Fn-Ft= 1+F¡+Fp-F1=

0 by identity 2.1, and so Fl = Fu + F6 + 1 (eqn 1). But then flow(Kil = Fn * F1 =

2Fp + F¡ + I (by eqn 1), which is odd because Fs is even. Since cap(K¡) =

flow(Ki), cap(K) is therefore also odd.

In the second case, F4¡ = FIA = 0. Hence F¡ + F¡¡ + Fre - Ft = Fn+ Fß - F¡ =

0 by identity 2.1, and so Fl = Fn + Fls. Thus flow(Ki) = Fls + Fl = 2Fn + Fu

(eqn 2). But then cap(K) = flow(KÐ + 1 = 2Fp + F¡ + 1 (by eqn 2), which is odd
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But by definition there are no edges between C¡ and C¡ when i+j, so by lemmas

2.11,2.12 and2.l7 K is a balanced edge cut, and balcap(K) = cap(K) - k. Hence, by

corollary 2.16, val(f) = balcap(K), so by lemma 2.3 f is a maximum balanced flow in

N and K is a minimum balanced edge cut Since the original assumption was that (N,Ð

does not have a valid augmenting path, and if such a path P does exist then f is not a

maximum balanced flow, since augmenting on P and P'will give a larger balanced

flow, we have proved theorem 2.18. Some of these results are also used in the proofs

of theorem 2.I9 and the max-balanced-flow-min-balanced-cut theorern

Theorem 2.18

I.et N be a balanced network. f is a maximum balanced flow in N if and only if

there is no valid augmenting path in N.

Theorem 2.19

If f is a maxímum balanced flow in a balanced network N then ISS] is a

minimum balanced edge cut in N, where S is the set of all vertices in N to which

there is a valid path from s.

Proof:

By theorem 2.18, if f is a maximum balanced flow in N then there is no valid

augmenting path in (N,f). Thus, from the preceding discussion, tS,Sl is a

minimum balanced edge cut.

It is possible that C4 for the minimum balanced edge cut ç = IS,SJ described in

theorem 2.l9.In this case k=0, so cap(K) = balcap(K). However, K is still both

balanced, since it is trivial that any edge cut for which C4 is balanced, and minimum,

by the max-flow-min+ut theorem.
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Max-Balanced-Flow-Min-Balanced-Cut Theorem

Let N be a balanced network. The value of a maximum balanced flow in N is

equal to the capacity of a minimum balanced edge cut

Proof:

V/e can always find a balanced flow f in N such that there is no augmenting

path in (N,Ð.We begin with the zero-flow in N, and continually augment on P and

P', where P is a valid augmenting path in (N,Ð, until no path such as P remains.

The result now follows from the preceding discussion. ¡

2.4.3. Summary

To summarise, we may use the augmenting path technique as the basis for an

algorithm to find a maximum flow in a balanced network, and this algorithm must take

care of the following:

. we may only augment on an unsaturated st-path if it is valid; that is, it does not

have the form s...uv...v'u'...t, where rescap(uv) = rescap(v'u') = 1;

. when we augment the flow on a path P we also, immediately or simultaneously,

augment the flow on P.
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A Maximum Balanced Flow Algorithm

3.1. The Algorithm

3.1.1. The Balanced Network Search and the Mirror Network

'We must now try to develop an eff,rcient'way of finding a maximum flow in a

balanced network. It is clear that the Ford-Fulkerson (or indeed any existing) max-flow

algorithm does not work, since it has no mechanism for ensuring that we do not take an

invalid, but none the less unsaturated, path.

Let us suppose for a moment that we have such a mechanism. The semantics of a

breadth first search (BFS) dictate that it must not add to the sea¡ch tree T any edge that

introduces into T an invalid path. We could therefore use this mechanism to build a

breadth first search tree that does not contain any invalid paths. This appears to form

the basis for a maximum balanced flow algorithm in a balanced network. Unfornrnately

this is not so, and the reason is illustrated by the following example:

NxlYr

edge that is in the matching
edge that is not in the matching

edge that carries flow
edge that does not carry flow

A balanced nerwork N in which ,nr*Tttiri".Í;t"r"nting path (sx1y2x3yax5y6t).Every
edge in N has capacity 1, and the thick edges carry flow.

3.

G
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Discussion of a balanced network N is often easier to follow when the graph G and

subgraph H, corresponding to N and the flow f in N respectively, are available for

reference. G and H a¡e therefore shown for N and f in figure 3.1. H is a matching in

G, and N is a balanced network which contains an augmenting path. There is a 1-1

correspondence between augmenting paths in G with respect to H, and pairs of

complementary augmenting paths in N; the augmenting path v1v2...v¡ in G corresponds

to P = Sxvryvz...yv,t and P'in G. It is this relationship that makes illustration of G and

H along with N useful. Now perform a BFS of N with the restriction mentioned above

regarding invalid paths. V/e get the following search tree:

_..o,,

t

Figure 3.2
The breadth first search tree for the balanced network N in figure 3.1. Dotted lines

indicate edges that could not be added to the nee.

y1 has an unsaturated edge e to t, but is visited on a path that contains e'; similarly

for y6. Consequently, despite the fact that N contains an augmenting path, the sea¡ch

concludes that no such path exists.

The above problem can be solved by using a Balanced Network Search or

BNS to search N, rather than a BFS. A BNS builds a search network called a
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mirror network, rather than just a search tree. This network is a balanced sub-

network of the residual network R(N,Ð, where f is the flow in N. The following

pseudo code describes the BNS algorithm:

Data Structures

ScanQ:queue - holds the vertices from which we still have to search
SwitchEdge[vertex]:edge - the swirch edge for a vertex
sReach[vertex]:boolean - has u been searched (i.e. is u s-reachable?)

A:mirror network - the search nenvork Ì
Note that E(A) is implicitly recorded in the SwitchEdge array, )
and V(A) is implicitly recorded in the sReach array )

kocedure BNS(N:balanced network)

I begrn
2 set all sReach[u] to false
3 set the ScanQ to Ø
4 place s on the ScanQ
5 sReach[s] := true
6 repeat
7 remove u from the ScanQ

8 for all ve-u by an unsaturated edge e do
I let rescaP(e)=r ]9 ifv has not been sea¡chedthen

l0 put v on the ScanQ
11 ma¡k v searched { which implicitly... }

{ adds v to T and v'to T, (and thus adds v and v'to A) }
12 SwitchEdge[v] := uv { which implicitly... }

{ adds uv with capacity r to T (and thus to A) }

I adds v'u'with capacity r to T" (and thus to A) ]
13 else if uv is a switch edge then

another vertex w in A becomes s-reachable if uv is added to A, )
and maybe another vertex z in A becomes s-reachable if )

e'=Y'u'is added to A )
14 for all such vertices w do
15 SwitchEdge[w] := uv { which implicitly... }

{ adds uv with capacity r to A (if not yet added) }

I adds v'u' with capacity r to A (if not yet added) ]
16 for all such vertices z do

17 SwitchEdge[z] := v'u' { which implicitly... }

{ adds uv with capacity r to A (if not yet added) }

I adds v'u'with capacity r to A (if not yet added) ]
18 until the ScanQ is empty
19 end { Procedure BNS }
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A BNS makes use of the fact that in a balanced network there is a valid su-path if

and only if there is a valid u't-path (proof: these two paths are complementary). As is

the case with a BFS, a BNS builds a search tree T rooted at s and consisting of those

vertices which are s-reachable, but a BNS also simultaneously builds a search tree T'

rooted at t and consisting of those vertices which a¡e t-reachable. This second tree is a

mirror image of the first, and the complementary partner of any vertex or edge in T is

its image in T,. This means that the direction of the edges is reversed in T,; thus we can

only follow paths down T and up T'. These two Eees, along with some extra edges,

form the miror network A. A is a sub-network of R(N,Ð, the residual network for N,

and is itself balanced, as is R(N,f).

Figure 3.3

Example of a mirror network. (a) shows the search trees T and Ï in the mirror network
A, which is shown in (b). 4 was created by a BNS of the balanced network N in figure

3.1.

Figure 3.3 illustrates what happens when we perform a BNS of the balanced

network N in figure 3.1, thus creating a mirror network A. Part (a) shows the two

sea¡ch trees that extend from s and t. Each vertex in V(A) appears in exactly one of

A

t

(b)

t

(a)
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these trees, and vertices are always added to A in complementary pairs; one vertex goes

into T, the other into T'. Edges are also added to A in complementary pairs, and if an

edge e goes into T then e'goes into Ï. However, A usually contains edges that are not

in either T or T,. It is clear then that neither T nor T, contains an invalid path, so all the

vertices in T are s-reachable and all the vertices in T, are t-reachable. This illustrates the

two different types of path in A: those paths that extend from s and make vertices

s-reachable, and those that extend to t and make vertices t-¡eachable. The

complementary path of any path from s to u in T is always from u'to t in T'. Part (b)

shows the complete miror network A, which includes some edges that are not in T or

T'. A contains the augmenting paths P = sxty2x3y4x5y6t and P'= sx6y5x4y3x2y1t in

N.

3.1.2. SwitchEdges

In order to fully understand how a mirror network A is created, one must

understand how the paths in A are recorded. For this pu{pose it is useful to draw an

analogy between a BFS and a BNS. A BFS of a graph G builds a search tree T rooted

at r, and uses T to find and record an rv-path, if one exists, for every ve V(G). A BNS

searches a balanced network N with a balanced flow f; it builds a mi¡ror network A

with a source s, and uses A to find and record a valid sv-path, if one exists, for every

ve V(G).

Consider how a BFS wo¡ks. Every time it finds an edge e = uv that creates a path

from r to v, where there is currently no such path in T, it adds e to T. It records these

paths using PrevPt[], which effectively records the edge e=uv for vertex v, since we

cannot follow a path unless we know which edges to fraverse. Thus a BFS, via

PrevPt[], conceptually records an edge e=uv for each vertex ve T. The only reason that

PrevPt[v], which is a vertex, is sufficient to record e, which is an edge, is that v is

always an endpoint of the edge.
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Since we are searching for a valid st-path in N, whenever we discover a valid sv-

path, where ve V(N), we should add this path into the mirror network A so that we

may then visit v and possibly find a valid path from s to yet another vertex. In figure

3.3 (b) the last pair of complementary edges added to A were x3y4 and xay3. Addition

of x3y4 to A created the valid st-path sxly2x3y4x5y6t and such a path did not exisr

beforehand. Before x3y4 is added to A, x3 is s-reachable on a valid path R and ya is

t-reachable on a valid path Q. x3y4 switches us from R to Q; that is, from a valid path

extending from s to a valid path extending to t; thus we say that x3y4 is the switch edge

of t, since t becomes s-reachable when x3y4 is added to A. We therefore set

SwitchEdgelt] equal to x3y4. (Observe that addition of x4y3 also creates a valid sr-parh

in A, so we could equally well set SwitchEdge[t] equal to x4y3 instead.) This is in

many ways analogous to PrevPt[ in a BFS. PrevPt[v] in a BFS records the first edge e

encountered, such that adding e to the search tree T creates in T an rv-path.

SwitchEdgelv] in a BNS records one of the edges e encountered, such that adding e to

the mirror network A creates in A a valid sv-path. However, in the fîrst case it is

guaranteed that v is always an endpoint of the edge, but in the second case, as is

illustrated by SwitchEdge[t] above, this is not so.

PrevPt[] in a BFS gives us a recursive method for following the path from r to v; if

PrevPt[v]=u, then ttre path from r to v is the pat]r from r to u concatenated with the edge

uv. SwitchEdge[] in a BNS gives us a slightly more complex recursive method for

following the pattr f¡om s to v; if SwitchEdge[v]=y¿2 then the valid parh from s to v is

the valid path from s to w concatenated with the edge \ryz concatenated with the valid

path from ztov.
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Definition:

In a BNS of a balanced network N, a switch edge is any edge e encountered,

such that if e is added to A then A will contain another s-reachable vertex, where A

is the mirror network created by the BNS.

Such an edge e is a switch edge for every such vertex v, but the algorithm may not

make the assignment SwitchEdge[v] := e for every such v. This is because only one of

the potentially many switch edges for each vertex v in A is recorded by the BNS, and

although this is usually the first switch edge encountered, situations do arise where this

is not the case. It really does not matter which switch edge is recorded for v, but if v

has a switch edge then one must be recorded. (It would be nice if we could efficiently

record the one that gives us the shortest valid path to v, but that is beyond the scope of

this algorithm, and a nice future research topic.)

The SwitchEdge array is used to record the paths in a mirror network A, just as

PrevPt[] is used to record the paths in a search tree. From the definition of a switch

edge, it is clear that every edge in A is a switch edge, not just those in E(A) -
E(I)uE(T). However, we shall see later that switch edges are divided into two types,

and these two types are closely related to this partitioning of the edges in A.

It is easy to see what SwitchEdge[v] is for all vertices v that a¡e in T. Statement 12

in the body of the compound statement 9 in the BNS sets SwitchEdge[vJ = ¡u

whenever an unsea¡ched vertex v is found to be the other endpoint of an edge incident

on a searched vertex u. Since every such vertex v is added to T (and v'is added to T'),

T is just a breadth first search tree, and SwitchEdge[v] is the edge (PrevPt[v],v] that

would be recorded by a b'readth first search. That is, SwitchEdge[v] is just uv, where u

is the parent of v in T. However, an exarnple will serye to solidify the idea of a

SwirchEdge for the other vertices in A; that is, the vertices in T'.
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Refer to figure 3.3 and suppose the BNS has reached the point where it has created

T and T" exactly as depicted in part (a). At this point, if v is in Ï then there is no valid

sv-path in A=T\-rT, so SwitchEdge[v] has not yet been recorded for any vertex v in T".

This appears to illustrate a difference between PrevPt[] in a BFS and SwitchEdgefl in a

BNS. In a BFS of a graph G, PrevPt[v] is defined for a vertex v only if v is in the

sea¡ch tree T, but in a BNS of a balanced network N the sea¡ch network A usually

contains vertices v for which SwitchEdge[v] is not defined. However, SwitchEdge[v]

is defined for a vertex v in A if v is s-reachable, which is completely analogous to the

BFS, in which PrevPt[v] is deflrned for a vertex v if there is a path from r to v.

Now suppose the BNS visits vertex y2 next. Then the edge e=y2x3 is examined

and, since there will be a valid sx3-path in A if y2x3 is added, the BNS makes the

assignment Switch&lge[x3] := (yz,x¡). Also, there is a valid sx2-path in A if e'-y3x2is

added to A, so the assignment SwitchEdge[xz] := (y3,x2) is made. The BNS now

makes the assignment SwitchEdge[y1] := either (yz,xg) or (y3,x2). This is because

there is a valid syt-path P in A if e=(y2,x3) is added, and there is also a valid syl-path

P* in A if e=(y3,x2) is added. If we let P=RQ, where R is the portion of P from s to

(yl)'=xl, and simila¡ly let P*=R*Q*, then Q*=Q'. This not a coincidence. In general, if

SwitchEdge[u] = (xi,yj), and the su-path in the mirror network goes through u', then

(x¡,yù is also a valid SwitchEdge for u. Furthermore, if u=t and we put P, the su-path

created by (xi,yj), into the form P=RQ as above, then R=Ø and the su-path created by

(x¡,yù is P. This gives us the two complementary augmenting paths in N.

Continuing with the example depicted in figure 3.3, we can see that the BNS ma¡ks

as s-reachable the vertices x2,x3 and y1, and so these vertices ¿ue subsequently

searched. It should now be easy to verify that as the BNS proceeds it eventually makes

the following assignments: SwitchEdge[x4] := (ys,x¿), SwitchEdge[x5] := (y¿,x5),

SwitchEdge[y6] := either (y¿,xs) or (y5,x4) and SwitchEdge[t] := either (x3,y4) or
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(x¿,y¡). This last assignment indicates that t is s-reachable, so we have found an

augmenting path.

3.1.3. The Paths in a Mirror Network

A word about the paths in a mirror network A is now in order. If the BNS

discovers that wz is a switch edge for a vertex v, then there must be a valid sw-path and

a valid zv-path in A. However, it is apparent that the SwitchEdge ¿uray records only

valid sv-paths, and every vertex on every such path is s-reachable. How then is it

possible to determine that there is a valid zv-path in A, when v is not s-reachable? It

would appear that there is no such path in A, since no such path is recorded in the

SwitchEdge Íuray. (Of course there is such a path if v=2, but this is often not the case.)

The answer lies with the complementary paths of the paths recorded by the

SwitchEdge array. In the above examples two trees, namely T and T,, are built as part

of the process that creates the mirror net'work A, and it is assumed that the paths in Ï
are part of A. But when v and v' aÍe added to A, where ve T and v'€ T', only

SwitchEdge[v] is recorded, so it appears that this assumption is incorrect. However,

every path in T' is the complementary path of a path in T. Thus the well defìned

relationship between pairs of complementary paths allows us to traverse the paths in T,,

so these paths are indeed paths in A.

This is a special case of the general situation with respect to paths in A. The swirch

edge array records only valid sv-paths, and such a path is recorded if and only if
SwitchEdgelv] is defîned. However, if P is a valid sv-path then P'is a valid v't-path.

Thus there is a valid sv-path in A if and only if SwitchEdge[v] is defined, and a valid

vt-path in A if and only if SwitchEdgelv'] is defined.

As mentioned earlier, there are two different types of path in A. The first is a valid

sv-path for some vertex v, which is recorded directly or explicitly in the SwitchEdge

may; this is referred to as an explicit path in A. The second is a valid vt-path, which
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is the complementary path of the explicit tv'-path in A, which is therefore recorded

indirectly or implicitly in the SwitchEdge array; this is referred to as an implicit path

in A. It is not possible to use the SwitchEdge array to follow an implicit path P'

directly; we must follow the explicit path P a¡rd deduce P'.

A subtle point regarding the paths in A should now be described. If T is a search

tree, then the only paths in T that we are interested in are those that go from root to leaf;

furthermore, we are only interested in sub-paths of these paths. T is really a collection

of vertices andpaths, rather than vertices and edges, and the edges in T are only

considered in the context of these paths. A miror nen¡ork A is analogous to a search

tree in this regard. A is also a collection of vertices andpaths, and not vertices and

edges. Thus we consider P to be a path in A only if P is recorded in the SwitchEdge

array, just as we consider Q to be a path in T only if it is recorded in the PrevPt array.

This point is made because while it is obvious that one does not \,vant to go up and

down a search tree, the paths in a mirror network are far less easily identifred.

Since the paths in A are clearly directed, this tells us that if ve V(A) then there is at

most one path that ends at v in A, namely the explicit sv-path, and at most one path that

begins at v, namely the implicit vt-path. A path of length zero in A is clea¡ly both

implicit and explicit. These observations help us to prove lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.1

If P is a non-empty explicit uv-path in A, then P has the form RwzQ', where

SwitchEdge[v] = wz, R is an explicit uw-path and Q is an explicitv'z'-path.

Proof:

The proof is by induction on the number of switch edges in A. If there is one

swiæh edge in A then it is SwitchEdgelv] = sv for some v (recall that every edge in

A is a switch edge). The only non empty explicit path in A is therefore the sv-path
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of length one, and this has the form RsvQ', where R and Q' are both paths of length

zeÍo.

Now suppose the theorem is true whenever A has at most k switch edges.

Consider what happens when a k+lst switch edge is added, say SwitchEdge[v] =

wz, which creates a valid sv-path in A. If adding wz to A creates a valid uq-path P

in A, for any pair of vertices u and Q, then P must use wz; P therefore has the form

P = RwzQ', where R is a valid path that ends at w and Q'is a valid path that begins

at z. But from the foregoing discussion R must be a (possibly improper) sub-path

of the explicit srü-path in A, and is therefore itself explicir Similarly, Q'is implicit,

so P has the required form.

This illustrates the recursive structure of the explicit paths in A, which gives us the

method by which we can raverse valid augmenting paths in a mirror nefwork, and thus

augment a balanced flow.

Lemma 3.2

Iæt v be a vertex that is not t-reachable, P=RQ be an explicit sw-path that enærs

v, and R be portion of P from s to v. Then there is an explicit path from v to every

vertex on Q.
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Proof:

Every vertex in T, is t-reachable, so v is in T. Hence SwitchEdge[v] = uv for

some vertex u. Since v is not t-reachable it is not on any implicit path, so the

explicit sv-path V must be part the sq-path to every vertex q on Q. But in order to

follow V we must examine SwitchEdgelv]; hence we must follow a vq-path, and

this path is clearly explicit.

3.1.4. Augmenting a Balanced Flow

It is assumed that a BNS has been performed on a balanced network N, so there is

a mirror network A and the value SwitchEdge[v] is recorded for every s-reachable

vertex v in A. It is also assumed that t is s-reachable, so SwitchEdgelt] is defined. Then

the following recursive procedure gives a pseudo code description of an algorithm to

augment a balanced flow in a balanced network.

Procedure PullFlow(u,v:vertex) { pull flow from u down to v }

I begrn
2 if u = v then { augment flow on path of length 0 }3 renrrn
4 else

let SwirchEdge[v] be wz

5 simultaneously augment the flow on e=wz and e'=z'w'
6 PullFlow(u,w)
7 PullFlow(v',2') ( note - realises PullFlow(z,v) )
8 end { Procedure PullFlow }
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Figure 3.4
The paths on which the flow is augmented by procedure PullFlow, where

SwitchEdge[v] = r¡Y".

When it is discovered that t is s-reachable, an augmenting path has been found;

SwitchEdgelt] is assigned a value and the balanced network maximum balanced flow

algorithm executes the call PullFlow(s,t). This call simultaneously augments the flow

on P and F/, where P is the explicit st-path in A, by recursively constructing P and P'

from P. In general, whenever the call PullFlow(u,v) is made there is an explicit uv-path

V, so by lemma 3.1 V=RwzQ', where R and Q' ate explicit paths. The call

PullFlow(u,w) augments the flow on R and R', the call PullFlow(v',2') augments the

flow on Q'and Q, and the current call augments the flow on wz and z'w'. Thus the call

PullFlow(u,v) augments the flow on exactly V and V'(see figure 3.4).

An example should clarify this. Consider again the mirror network in figure 3.3

(b). The switch edge for every vertex ve A was given earlier, and figure 3.5 shows A

with these switch edges given in square brackets. SwitchEdge[t] is defined, so there is

an explicit st-path in A, and so we can use PullFlow to augment the balanced flow in A.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the recursive calls that are executed during this process.
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The pair of complementary augmenting paths recorded by the SwirchEdge array are

P = sxly2x3y4x5y6t, the explicit st-path in A, and Iu = t*oy5*¿y3xzytt, the implicit

st-path, and it is exactly the edges on these nvo paths that have their flow augmented.

A

[s,x1l x1 x6 [s,x6]

fx1,y2]Y2 V5 [x6,y5l

x2 x5
ly3,x2 ly¿,xsl

y1

[yz,xg]

¿ [x3, y4l

Figure 3.5
A mirror network A with SwitchEdge[v] shown in square brackets for every vertex

ve V(A).

(s,s) (y6,y6)

Figure 3.6
The tree of recursive calls that will result from the call PullFlow(s,t) for the mirror

network A in figure 3.5. (u,v) denotes the recursive call PullFlow(u,v).

(s,s)

[x t, y¡] [x6, y4

Y3 Y4

x3 x4

2,x3) [!5,x4

(s,x4)

(xs, xs)

0r'Yr)
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PullFlow(s,t) { x3,y+ and x¿,Yg }

PullFlow(s,x3) (. yz,x3 and Y3,x2 )

PullFlow(s,y2) { xt,yz and x2,Y1 }

PullFlow(s,x1) { s,xl and y1,t }

PullFlow(s,s)

PullFlow(y1,y1)

PullFlow(xz,xz)

PullFlow(y3,y3)

PullFlow(s,v) { y¿,x5 and ys,v }

PullFlow(s,y5) { x5,Yo and xO,YS )

PullFlow(s,x6) { yO,t and s,x6 }

PullFlow(s,s)

PullFlow(yO,ye)

PullFlow(x5,x5)

PullFlow(y4,ya)

Figure 3.7
This shows how the flow on the edges on the two augmenting paths in A is augmented
by the above recursive calls. The edges on which the flow is directly augmented by a
pârticular call a¡e shown in curly brackes and ttre levels of recursion are indicated by

the indentation.

Before \¡/e can verify that PullFlow works properly, we must def,rne precisely what

it does. It augments the flow on all edges on a path P from u to v, where P is an explicit

path in A, and in so doing simultaneously augments the flow on the edges on P'. The

order of P and P' in this definition is important, since it is not possible to use the

SwitchEdge array to follow an implicit path directly, and P is such a path.

Lemma 3.3

If P is an explicit uv-path in A, then PullFlow(u,v) augments the flow on

exactly P and P'.

Proof:

The proof is by induction on the length of P. If the length of P is zero then

PullFlow executes the easy case, which clearly works by doing nothing.
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Now for the recursive case. [æt SwitchEdgelv] = wz. By lemma 3.1 P has the

form P = RwzQ', where R is an explicit valid uw-path and Q is an explicit valid

v'z'-path.If P contains k edges then, since wz is an edge on P, the paths R and Q'

each contain less than k edges. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, the call

PullFlow(u,w) at statement 6 augments the flow on R and R', and the call

PullFlow(v',2') at statement 7 augments the flow on Q'and Q (observe that this

would not be the case if the call PullFlow(z,v) was executed, since the zv-path is

implícít). The flow on wz îndz'w'is augmented in statement 5. !

Thus, provided that there is an explicit valid st-path P when the call PullFlow(s,t) is

made, this call will augment the flow on exactly P and P', thus leaving the flow in N

balanced. This gives us corollary 3.4.

Corollary 3.4

PullFlow works.

3.1.5. Blossoms and Recognition of SwitchEdges

The following arguments assume that every edge in the balanced networks we

subsequently consider has capacity 1. This supposition is made merely for the purposes

of simplicity, to enhance clarity in the following discussion; all the following results are

independent of it, and consequently also apply when some edges have capacities that

exceed one.

We now have the basis for a maximum balanced flow algorithm; the only part that

is missing is a framewo¡k in which we can recognise the switch edges as we encounter

them. That is, when we examine an edge e, ,,ve need to be able to tell immediately

whether adding e to A would make another vertex in A s-reachable. Let us therefore

now develop such a framework.
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If we discover an edge e to a vertex that is not in A, then it is obvious that e is a

switch edge and should be added to T, and thus to A; let us therefore concentrate on

recognising whether or not an edge between vertices that are both already in A is a

switch edge. The basic idea is to partition the vertices of A in such a way ttrat an edge

between two vertices in the same partition can never be a swiæh edge. Then as we add

edges to A we amalgamate partitions, thus reducing their number and hence the number

of edges in N that are potentially swirch edges. It would seem that putting each vertex

into a different partition would be a good initial partitioning of A; however, it turns out

that we want these partitions, which we will call blossoms, to consist entirely of

complementary pairs of vertices; thus we initially place every complementary paír of

vertices into a different partition. This is quite feasible, since vertices are always added

to A in complementary pairs.

For the purpose of giving some insight into the following work, it is worth pointing

out that when the max-balanced-flow algorithm, which is presented shortly, terminates,

the set of k blossoms in the final mirror network that the algorithm builds are actually

the k C¡ described in Chapter two; that is, the k connected components of N[C]. This is

the reason that the blossoms must consist entirely of complementary pairs of vertices.

Now let us develop the method by which these initial partitions are merged to form

a larger partition. [æt uv be an edge between vertices that are both in A. Every vertex in

T is already s-reachable and every vertex in A is in either T or T; thus if some vertex w'

becomes s-reachable when we add uv to A, then w'e T'. The explicit sw'-path in A

begins with the explicit su-path U, follows the edge uv, then ends with a sub-path of

the impticit vt-path V', which isthe complementary pathof the explicit 5v'-path V.

Since we \ilant to identify all vertices that become s-reachable upon addition of uv to

A, we would like to know just how far we can follow V'. We can certainly follow it as

far as w', and we can continue to follow it so long as the complementary edge of
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e--b'a', the next edge we would like to follow on V', is not on U; that is, e'=ab is not on

U (see figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8

We can continue following V'until we reach o".

When we add uv to A, this gives us a valid sb'-path of the form RQ, where R is an

sb-path and Q's a bb'-path. It tums out that we should amalgamate all the partitions on

Q and Q'into one big partition, and the pseudo code for function ExtendlongBase,

which does just that, is presented below. ExtendlongBase uses the concept of the

depth of a vertex to accomplish this.

f 0 if v=s;
I
I

depth[v] = I Depth[u]+l if v*s and ve T, where SwitchEdge[v]=¡v'

I

L Depth[v'] if ve T'.

Depth[v] is defined for every vertex ve A and is never altered once assigned, and

the depth of s-reachable vertices in T' is defined before they are found to be

s-reachable. Thus, unlike a similar concept in a BFS, it can not help one measure the

lengths of the paths from s to an s-reachable vertex.
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We also need a mainline for the algorithm. This is easy though; it is just a BNS

inside a loop, where each iteration of the loop finds an augmenting path P in N and

uses P and P'to augment the balanced flow. Thus the following pseudo code completes

the algorithm.
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Data Strucrures

ScanQ:queue - holds the vertices from which we still have to sea¡ch
longBase[vertex]:vertex - the l,ongBase of u
PrevPt[vertex]:vertex - parent of u in T or T,
sReach[vertex] :boolean - is u s-reachable?
SwitchEdge[vertex]:edge - the switch edge for u
Depth[vertex]:integer - the depth of a vertex in A

Mainline

begin
Repeat

set the ScanQ to Ø
set all L,ongBase[u] to -1 { or any invalid value }
set all sReach[u] to false { tReach[u] = sReach[u'] ]
put s on ScanQ
sReach[s] := true
LongBase[s] := t
LongBase[t] := t
Depth[s] := 0
Depth[t] := 0
augmented:= false
Repeat

remove u from ScanQ
uBase := FindBase(u)

I u =x¡ oryi ]

for all ve-u by an unsatuated edge do
vBase := FindBase(v)
if vBase = -1 then { v not in either tree }

PrevPt[v'] := u' ( needed by ExtendlongBase ]
Depthlvl := Depthlul + I { ditto }

Depthlvl := Depthlvl
put v on ScanQ
sReach[v] := true

longBase[v] := v' { LongBase entries are in bottom tree }
IongBase[v'] := v'
SwitchEdge[v] := (u,v)

else if (uBase * vBase) and (sReach[v]) then

{ uv may be a swirch edge }
if (v is not parent of u in lower tree) or (Rescap[uv]>1) then

{ we will not add an invalid path into A }
uBase := Extendl,ongBase(uv)
if uBase = t then I augmenting path found ]

PullFlow(s,t)
augmented := true

Until (ScanQ is empty) or (augmented)
Until not augmented
end { Mainline }
I the balanced flow is now maximum ]

I
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
l4
15

16
t7
18

19
20

2t
22
23

24

25
26

27

28

29
30
3l
32
33
34
35
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Function Extendl,ongBase(uv:edge):vertex

{ assigns switch edges and merges a set of blossoms into a single blossom }

begin
p := FindBase(u)
q := FindBase(v)
while (p*q) do

if Depthlp] >Depth[q] then
p := FindBase(PrevPt[p] )

else
q := FindBase(PrevPt[q])

w i= p I common base ]

10 p := FindBase(u)
11 while (p * w) do
12 longBase[p] := w

( Note: it is possible to hit some non s-reachable vertices and then run )

{ into some that are s-reachable (on this path back to the common base) }
13 if not sReach[p] then

I swirch edge always set at time vertex is marked s-reachable ]
L4 SwitchEdge[p] := (v',u)
15 sReach[p] := true
16 putpon ScanQ
17 p := FindBase(PrevPtlpl)

q := FindBase(v)
while (çw) do

IongBase[q] := w
if not sReach[q] then

SwitchEdge[q] := (u,v)
sReach[q] := true
put q on ScanQ

q := FindBase(PrevPt[q])

{ w may already be s-reachable }
if not sReach[w] then

SwitchEdge[w] := (u,v) { could equally well be complementary edge }
sReach[w] := true
put w on ScanQ

30 renrn(w)
3l end { Function Extendl,ongBase }

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

18
19
20
21
))
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
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The blossoms in A change dynamically as the algorithm progresses. Blossoms are

therefore algorithm dependent structures, so they are defined in terms of the algorithm.

Definition:

Let N be a balanced network and A be the mirror network that is being created

by a BNS of N. The algorithm changes the blossoms in A as follows:

a) The blossom [v,v'] is added to A by statements 24 and 25 in the mainline;

b) Let 86,8 1,...,Bt be the set of blossoms visited in statements 6 or I by a

single execution of the function ExtendLongBase (ELB).Then an execution

of ELB adds to A the blossom B = B0uB1u...uB¡, and removes from A

the blossoms B9,B1,...,8¡.

It follows from the definition that blossoms partition the vertices in A. Any blossom

that contains two vertices is called a trivial blossom. Thus it is clear that trivial

blossoms are added to A only under part a) of the definition, and non-trivial blossoms

are added to A only under part b), since k22.

Whenever the algorithm discovers an edge uv that could be a switch edge, and both

u and v are already in A, ELB is called (statement 29 in the mainline). As mentioned

earlier, the key property of blossoms is that an edge between two vertices in the same

blossom is never a switch edge (see property 5 in section 3.1.7); thus statement2T in

the mainline checks that u and v a¡e in different blossoms with the conditional

uBase*vBase. But if uv is a switch edge then adding uv to A must create in A a valid

path from s to a vertex g, where no such path already exists. From the discussion on

the paths in A, there must therefore be an explicit su-path and an implicit vt-path in A.

The explicit su-path exists only if u is s-reachable; this is clearly so, because the

algorithm only visits s-reachable vertices. The implicit vt-path exists only if v is

t-re¿chable; thus the need for the second conditional in statement 27.
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Function ExtendlongBase serves two purposes. The first is to set SwitchEdgelq] =

uv for all verrices q for which uv is a possibly uniquc switch edge. In fact ELB usually

sets SwitchEdge[q] = uv for a// vertices q for which uv is a swiæh edge, but as noted in

the definition of a switch edge, situations do arise where ELB will not assign uv as the

switch edge of a vertex such as q. However, whenever this happens it is always

guaranteed that the algorithm will identify another switch eÅge wz for q, and make the

assígrvnent SwitchEdge[q] := wz.Tlte second purpose of ELB is to dynamically alter

the blossoms in A. An execution of ELB reduces the total number of blossoms in A by

at least one, since it merges, and thus deletes, at least two blossoms in A to form a new

blossom. This is important to the complexity of the algorithm. It is possible for the call

ExtendlongBase(u,v) to be executed when uv is not a switch edge, but it is now clear

that such a call is still useful.

Definition:

The base of a blossom B is:

v'if B - {v,v'}, where v'eT'; that is, if B is trivial;

the vertex w from statement 9 of ExtendlongBase otherwise.

Blossoms are implemented in the algorithm with a merge find data structure (see [2]

for a description of this data structure). Each blossom is represented by its base, and

LongBase[v] is the base of the blossom containing the vertex v. Since ELB updates

only LongBaselb] when a blossom B is being merged into a larger blossom, where b is

the base of B, the I-ongBase array becomes out of date. We therefore need the function

FindBase(u), which takes as input a vertex u, returns the base of the blossom

containing u, and updates all the longBasefi entries it traverses in the process.
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Function FindBase(v:vertex) :vertex

begin
if (I-ongBase[v] = -1) or (LongBaselv] = v) then
{ (v is unsearched) or (v is the base) }

return(-ongBase[v])
else

u := FindBase0-ongBase[v])
LongBase[v] := u { path compression }
return(u)

end { Procedure PullFlow }

Cursory examination of the body of the 'while' loop which is statement 4 in ELB

tells us that p and q are always the base of a blossom. Since every initial blossom has

its base in T', a simple inductive argument shows us that the base of a non trivial

blossom is therefore also in T'; thus the base of a blossom must always be in T,.

3.1.6. Some Examples

It is now time o look at some ex¿rmples: the fint illustrates some blossoms built by

ExtendlongBase, the second further illustrates the structure of T and T' and the third

portrays the structure of blossoms. ln order to follow these examples it is necessary to

know that every vertex in a non-trivial blossom is both s-reachable and t-reachable.

(See corollary 3.6, which is presented later, and note that if v is in a non-trivial

blossom B then so is v'; thus if there is a valid rv'-path P in A, then P'is a valid

vt-path.)

Consider the example given in figure 3.9. The first non trivial blossom formed by

the algorithm is D={xz,ytt,xt2,y7,yt2,xll} with base y7, formed when the edge

yttxtz is discovered. Then discovery of the edge y13x1a will cause the algorithm to

create the blossom C=[xg,yl3,xl4,yg,yl4,xl3] based at yg.Since x12 is now

s-reachable it is searched and the edge e=x12yt3 examined. e goes between

two different blossoms, D and C, and yl3 is t-reachable, so the call
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Extendl,ongBase(x12,yt¡) is made. A new non-trivial blossom B is formed by merging

blossoms C,D and B¡ = (x¡,y¡), for i = 3,4,1.

As

l).
G

Figure 3.9
The miror networkA that is constructed from the balanced network for the graph G

and the subgraph of G indicated by the thicker lines.
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This illustrates some of the blossoms that the algorithm forms, but this example has

another purpose. V/hen the edge x9y4 is examined y4 is not yet t-reachable, so the

algorithm will determine that x9y4 can not be a switch edge. However, without this

edge we do not find the two complementary augmenting paths in N. This problem is

solved when we examine (xgyq)' =x4yg; y9 is t-reachable, because x9 \¡las searched

and is therefore s-reachable, so x4y9 is identified as a switch edge and is thus added to

A along with íts complementary edge xgy4.In general, if x¡y¡ is a switch edge then y¡

eventually becomes t-reachable on a path P; but then P'is a valid sxj-path, so x¡ is

eventually searched. Thus the edge (x¡y¡)'= x¡yi is examined and found to be a switch

edge. Hence the above solution always occurs.

Figure 3.10 gives an example which further illustrates the structure of T and T,. In

all previous examples T, and thus T', has been a Eee. However, recall that when the

BNS first finds an edge to a vertex vÉ A, it adds v into T and v' into T'. Consider the

vertex y9 in A in figure 3.10. y9 is in T because it is added to A when the edge x4y9 is

examined. But there is no path in T to y9, so y9 is not in the tree rooted at s; rather it is

the root of a new Eee in T. Hence T is actually a forest, rather than a ree. This does not

in any way injure the correctness of the preceding discussion, since no part of the

algorithm so far relied on the fact that T was a tree. T'is still the mirror image of T, and

the definition of a mirror network is also still valid. In light of this discovery the

following convention is now used: T represents the forest, Tg represents the tree in T

rooted at s, and T¡ represents an arbirary ree in T.

The non trivial blossoms that are formed by the algorithm, in order, are: Bl =

{xi,yi I i = 1 ,3,41, or simply {1,3,41, based at base=yl and created upon discovery of

edge=y3x4i BZ = (6,7,8), base=y6, edge=y7xg; 83 - {10,11,12}, base=y1g,

edge=y11x12. Discovery of the switch edge xpyT causes 84, a non trivial blossom
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based at t and containing every vertex in the graph, to be formed. t is therefore

s-reachable, so an augrnenting path has been found.

x2

YS

x6

Figure 3.10
The mirror search Fee A that is constructed from the balanced network for the graph G

and the subgraph of G indicated by the thicker lines.

lr,
I
x5

,y,

I \"'x4 x9
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It may be helpful to follow the process by which ELB creates 84, so let us do that

now. ELB determines which blossoms should be in B¿ by following two paths of

blossom bases (in the body of statement 4), gne from each endpoint of the current

switch edge, which in this case is xt2yT.These two paths end when they reach a

blossom C that is common to both, and then eùery blôssorn on one of these two paths

is included in the new blossom, which is based at the base of C. In the example the

path of blossom bases from x12 is ylg,x9,yl,t, the path from y7 is y6,x5,y2,t, and {s,t}

is the first blossom that is common to both paths.

Notice how Depth is used by ELB to accornplish this. Let v be a vertex in T. Then

PrevPt[v'] = u'(statement 19 in the mainline) and SwitchEdge[v] = uv (statement26in

the mainline) for some vertex u in A. By definition, Depth[u] < Depth[v] and

Depth[u'] < Depth[v']. But the base of a blossom is always in T,, and ELB goes from

v'to the base of the blossom containing u'= PrevPt[v] in finding the next base on the

path of blossom bases. That is, ELB goes to the base of a blossom containing a vertex

with a depth smaller than that of v'. It will be proved later that the depth of any vertex in

a blossom is at least the depth of the base of the blossom. Hence if b' is the base of the

blossom containing u', so that b' is the next blossom on the path of blossom bases

followed by ELB, then the depth of b' is at most the depth of u'. The depth of the

blossom bases on both paths of blossom bases followed by ELB is therefore strictly

decreasing.

Since ELB is looking for the hrst blossom common to both paths, the next path we

should advance along is the one on which the current blossom base has the highest

depth. This is exactly what ELB does. In the current example, the depths of the bases

on the path of blossoms followed from x12 are Depth[ytO]=4, Depth[xg]=1,

Depth[y1]=l and Depth[t]=O, a srictly decreasing sequence.
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G

Figure 3.11
A miror network A. Indicated in A are the blossoms that exist immediately before

addition to A of the pair of complementary edges x3y7 and x7y3.

Some of the following proofs are easier to understand if one first becomes familiar

with a pictorial representation of the blossoms in a mirror network. At thís point the

assumptíon that all edges ín the balanced network have capaciry one is weakened; we

now assume thot thís is so only for edges that are not incídent on s or f. Figure 3.11

portrays a graph G and the blossoms in A just before the edge x3y7 is discovered. Aìl

edges in the balanced network N for G have capacity one, except for the edges sx3 and

y3t, which have capacity two. The important thing to notice in this diagram is the 'C'
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shape of the blossoms. In the diagram, all the 'C' shaped blossoms are trivial, but

non-trivial blossoms may also have this form. As an example, consider the pair of

complementary edges x3y7 and x7y3. When they a¡e added to A, a big blossom

containing all the vertices in A is created, and this new blossom is C shaped and non

trivial (the gap in the 'C' is between x7 and y7).

3.L.7. Some Properties of Mirror Networks

An important concept used in these properties is the differentiation be¡ween the nvo

kinds of edges in a miror network A; those for which one endpoint is added to A along

with the edge, and those that go benveen two vertices that are already both in A. One

can verify this by examining the mainline; statement26 effectvely adds the first kind,

while statement 26 effectively adds the second, and these are the only places that edges

are added to A. This first kind of edge is referred to hereafter as a search edge,

because it corresponds to an edge that would be added in a conventional search. If v is

the endpoint of a search edge uv, where v was added to A when uv was, then we say

that uv is the search edge for v. The second kind of edge is called a link edge,

because it links together two paths in the search network A to form a path to another

vertex in A. These two sets of edges partition the edges in A.

The search edges a¡e themselves partitioned into two types: the first is those that

have both endpoints in either T or T'; the second is those that go from a vertex in T'to

one in T. To verify this, recall that search edges have some as yet unsearched vertex as

an endpoint. If the algorithm is currently searching a vertex u and finds an edge to an

unsearched vertex v, it places v into T and v'into T'(implicitly at statements22-26 n

the mainline), and this is the only place that verrices are added to A. If ue T these nvo

edges are clearly of the first type, otherwise ue T' and they are of the second type. It is

exactly the second type of edge that causes us to stafi building a new tree in T, and an

example of this is the edge x4y9 in figure 3.10.
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The following discussion will often refer to PrevPt[v], for a vertex v. If ve T then

PrevPt[v] is u, where SwitchEdge[v] = uv. If ve T' then PrevPt[v] = u, where

SwitchEdge[v'] = u'v'. It is easy to see that PrevPt[v] is simply the other endpoint of

the sea¡ch edge uv that was added to A at the same time as v. Thus the statements "uv is

a search edge" and "u = PrevPtlv]" are equivalent. Also, if v is in T then these two

statements are equivalent to the statement "SwitchEdge[v] = r¡y".

Let f be a balanced flow in a balanced network N, and A be the miror net'work

constructed by the max-balanced-flow algorithm in sea¡ching for an augmenting path in

(N,Ð.

Property 0

If uv is a search edge and ue T, then ve T also.

Proof:

As noted above, if the mainline is visiting a vertex w and it discovers an edge

to an unsearched vertex z, then it always puts z into T and z'into T,, and adds to A

the search edges wz and z'w'. This is the only way in which sea¡ch edges a¡e added

to A. Since u is the tail of such an edge, if ue T then u=w for some w (because u*z'

for any z', since z'eT'), and the only possibility is that v=zeT for some vertex z. n

However, the converse is not true. If ue T" then it is certainly possible that u=z'; but

w, and hence w', may be in T or T', since vertices in T, do get searched. Hence v=w'

may be in T or T'.
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Property I
If e is an edge between blossoms in A, then e is a search edge.

Proof:

Whenever a link edge uv is added to the mirror network A,

ExtendlongBase(uv) is executed; this puts u and v into the same blossom (lines 12

and 20 in ELB). n

Property 2

Let u' be the base of a blossom B. Then every zeB (zttu,u') has depth[z] >

depth[u].

Proof:

By induction on the number of calls to ExtendlongBase (or ELB).

This property is certainly true after ELB has not been called, since every

blossom contains exactly two vertices, so there is no vertex such as z. To verify

this examine lines 24 and 25 in the mainline, which is where v and v', a pair of

newly added complementary vertices, a¡e first put into a blossom in A; they are

both put into the same blossom, and this blossom is certainly new.

Suppose the property is true after < k calls to ELB and look at the k+lst call,

ExtendlongBase(uv). This call merges some set of blossoms, say Cg,C1,...,C¡

with respective bases wb,w'I,...,w'¡, into a single blossom B. This can be verified

by examining the code for ELB and confirming that it only changes the LongBase

of vertices that are already the base of a blossom (statements 12 and 20). ELB

begins in the blossom containing u, say C¡, based at w'¡,, and moves into another

blossom, say C¡, based atw'i, along the edge w'irz'i, where z'iz=PrevPt[w'ir]

(statement 6 or 8) (see figure 3.LZ). Hence SwitchEdge[wir] = z¡rw¡, (see

statements 19 and 26 in the mainline), so Depth[z'irJ < Depth[w'i,] by definition;
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furthermore, C¡, was created after at most k calls to ELB, so by the induction

hypothesis Depth[w'¡r] S Depth[z'irJ (and we have equality only if w'ir=z'ir).ELB

then leaves C¡, in the same way, and continues along this path of blossoms until it

gets to C¡, the blossom that has its base w'i, become the base of B. Every blossom

on this path becomes part of the new blossom B, and it is clear that every vertex

q*wij,w't in these blossoms has Depth[q] > Depthhv'tl.

ciz

Figure 3.12
The path of blossoms followed by function Extendl,ongBase.

This process happens concunently with an identical process for a path of

blossoms from the blossom containing v up to Ci, Gn the body of statement 4), so

all the vertices q in these blossoms also have Depth[q] > Depth[w'¡]. But the

blossoms on these two paths are exactly the blossoms Cg,C1,...,Cr, so this

property is true after k+l calls to ELB.
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Property 3

Let B be a blossom, v be avertex in BnT and u = PrevPt[v] (u may be in T or

T). v'is the base of B if and only if u'e B (so ue B also).

Proof:

From statements 19 and 26 in the mainline it is clear that SwitchEdge[v] = uv'

hence Depth[u] < Depth[v], so if v' is the base of B then by property 2 u'ÊB.If v'

is not the base of B then B is not trivial, so there must have been a call to ELB that

merged {v,v'} into a larger blossom. This call must have followed the edge v'u'

(statement 6 or 8) and put v'and u'(and hence v and u) into the same blossom; thus

u'€ B, since blossoms are never split apart. n

The following notation is used to describe property 4. Given a pair of

complementary vertices w€ T and w'€ T', wT represents w, and wT' represents w'.

This notation is necessary because sometimes we label a pair of complementary vertices

w and w', but do not know which of the two vertices is in T, and which is in T'.

Property 4

Let uv be a search edge, and let u and v be in different blossoms, B and C

respectively. Then either uT' is the base of B, or vf is the base of C.

Proof:

This is just a corollary of property 3. uv is a search edge so u = PrevPt[v]; thus

if ve T then v'=vT' is the base of C. If ve T' then v'€ T and, since v'u' is also a

sea¡ch edge, u'e T by property 0. Thus, by property 3, u=uT'is the base of B. D

Property 5

Let B be a blossom with base b', and let e be the search edge for be T (so

SwitchEdge[b] = e). Every valid path in A from s to z€ B first enters B along e.
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Proof:

Suppose there is a valid path P from s to z€ B that first enters B along f=uv,

where f*e, and let B be the fust blossom on P for which property 5 does not hold.

By property I uv is a search edge. If ve T then f is the search edge for v and, by

property 3, v'is the base of B; hence v=b and, since the search edge for a vertex is

clearly unique, e=f, â contradiction. Thus ve T'. If ue T we contradict property 0,

so ueT, too, and we have the following situation:

uv therefore goes up T', since search edges in T' are only unsaturated in this

direction, and since it is a search edge v = PrevPtlu]. Thus v'= PrevPt[u'] and,

since u'e T and u' and v' are in different blossoms, \#e can apply property 3 to

establish that u is the base of the blossom C in which it lies. v'u'is not on P (since

v'e B and P fust enters B on the edge uv), so P enters C on some other edge. Thus

C is a blossom for which property 5 does not hold, and since ue C precedes the

first vertex in B (namely v) on P, this contradicts the fact that B \ilas the fust such

blossom on P.

It is now easy to see why the algorithm need never record an edge between two

vertices in the same blossom as a switch edge. If uv is an edge between two vertices in
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the same blossom B, then ab is on the explicit su-path in A and b'a'is on the implicit

vt-path. Since every vertex in B is already s-reachable, the only valid paths that uv can

introduce into A are ones that contain a pah of complementary edges. If ab and b'a'

have a residual capacity of one, then uv can not be a switch edge. Otherwise, b' will

eventually be searched, and the relevant valid paths found. This latter case illustrates

when uv could be, but is not, recorded as the switch edge for a vertex.

Property 6

There is no valid path in a mirror nefwork A that leaves and then re-enters a

blossom.

Proof:

Suppose that such a path P exists and follows the sequence of blossoms

B681B2...B'BO. By property 5 P enters each new blossom B¡ at w¡, where w'¡ is

the base of B¡. B¡ is then departed along the edge uiwi+I, where u¡ is any vertex in

Bi. By property 1 u¡w¡..1 is a search edge, so since w¡.,1e T, SwitchEdge[w¡*1] =

uiwi+1.
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Thus we have:

Dep'lhrwsr 

: ;:iiH1 [ï:"trT1,3,.r*' = uow,)
< Depth[u1] þV property 2)

< Depth[w¡] (since SwitchEdge[wt] = ur-lwr)

: ffii"il, H::"für3¿g,r*or=ur\#o),

a contradiction.

Property 7

There is at most one pair of complementary edges between two different

blossoms B and C.

Proof:

Suppose that there are two pairs of complementary edges that go between two

different blossoms B and C, and let these two pairs of edges be {b1c1,c'1b'1} and

{b2c2,c'2b'2}, where b¡e B and c¡e C for all i. By property I all four of these edges

a¡e sea¡ch edges. We have the following possibilities:

Ð c'1 and c'2aÍe both in T'.

This also handles the case where c'1 and c'2are both in T, since \ile can

rename c1 to c'1 and c'1 to c1, and similarly fot c2 and c'2.If c'1 and c'2 are

both in T, then c1 and c2 are both in T, PrevPt[ct] = brÉ C and PrevPt[c2] =

UzeC. Hence, by property 3, c'1 and c'2are both the base of C. But C has a

unique base, so c'Z=c'1, and c'1 has a unique PrevPt, so b'2=þ"' there is

therefore really only one pair of complementary edges between B and C.

!
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ä) c'1eT'andc'2eT.

The case where c'2eT'and c'1eT is also handled here, since \tre can

rename ct to cz, and conversely. Arguing as above, c'1 is the base of C.

Also, since c'2eT we know by property 0 that b'2eT (since c'2b'2isa

search edge), and so by properry 3 that þ is the base of B.

o'1 r'rrl
.,À LaL

cio oh.

11 ll^ll
biò uo,

We therefore have:

3. 1.8.

Depthþ1) < Depth(cr)

< Depth(c2)

= Depth(c'z)

= Depth(be)

< Depth(br)

which is a contradiction.

Proof of Correctness

Lemma 3.5

A vertex in T' is marked s-reachable if and only if it is in a non-rivial blossom.

Proof:

The first part of the proof is easy; vertices are marked s-reachable in one of two

ways: when they a¡e added to T (statement23 in the mainline), or when they are put

into a non-trivial blossom (statements 15,23 and 28 in function ExtendLongBase).

(since c1e T, so SwitchEdgelcr] = btct)

(by property 2)

(complementary vertices have same Depth)

(since b' 2e T, so S witc hEd gefb' zl--c' zb' z)

(complementary vertices have same Depth)

(by property 2)
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The converse is proved by induction on the number of times ELB has been

called. The lemma is true when ELB has been called 0 tinrcs, since then there are no

non-trivial blossoms in the mirror network A.

Now suppose that ELB is called to create a new blossom B. ELB amalgamates

some set of blossoms C1,C2,...,C¡ to create B; if Ci is a non-trivial blossom then

every vertex in C¡nT' is s-reachable by the induction hypothesis. If C¡ is a trivial

blossom then c', the base of C¡, must be visited by ELB at one of statements 9,17

and 25. Thus, if it is not yet marked s-reachable then it is so ma¡ked by statement

23 or 28. Hence every vertex in BnT'is marked s-reachable. !

Since all the vertices in T are marked s-reachable, we have the following corollary:

Corollary 3.6

Every vertex in a non-trivial blossom is marked s-reachable.

Lemma 3.7

If a vertex v in A is ma¡ked s-reachable, then there is a valid sv-path in A.

Proof:

By induction on the number of calls Extendl,ongBase(uv).

Vertices are marked s-reachable in only two ways: when they are added to T

(statement 23 in the mainline), or when they are put into a non-trivial blossom

(statements 15,23 and 28 in function ExtendlongBase). The following lemma is

useful in completing this proof:

Lemma 3.7.1

If lemma 3.7 is true at either statement 12 or statement 30 in the mainline,

then it remains true until ELB is called again.
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Proof:

First let the time perid during which this lemma is applicable be r; rhar is, t
is the time from when either statement 12 or statement 30 is executed, until ELB

is called again. The only place vertices are marked s-reachable during r is at

statement 23 in the mainline. Thus A acquires another s-reachable vertex v

during t only if a vertex u is visited, where u is already ma¡ked s-reachable, and

the edge e=uv is unsaturated in N. If there is a valid su-path P when this edge is

discovered then there is a valid sv-path after e, e'and v are added to A, since p

existed before e and e' were added to A, so P cannot contain e'. Hence if lemma

3.7 is true at the start of 1, then, by induction on the number of vertices marked

s-reachable during t, it is true at the end oft. D

Lemma 3.7 is true when statement 12 in the mainline is executed; there are no

edges in A, only s is marked s-reachable, and A contains a vacuous ss-path of

length 0.

Now look at the k+lst call, ExtendlongBase(uv); by the induction hypothesis

and lemma 3.7.1, we can say that lemma 33 is true at the start of this call. {u,u'}

and {v,v'} a¡e in different blossoms, say C1 based at w'1 andC2 based atw'2

respectively.
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A detailed look at the path or ubslsJJ?"1iå1,r0 by funcrion Exrendl¡ngBase.
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As described in the proof of property 2,ELB follows a path P* of blossoms up

T', beginning at C1. The blossom following C1 on P* is C3, where Prevpt[w'1] =

z'3eC3, and in general the blossom following Cz¡+t þased atw'2ia1) on p* is

CZ;+Z where PrevPt[w'2i+t] = z'2i+3eCZi+3. Thus P*=CtC¡...CZq+1Cg, where Cg

= C2q+3 (see figure 3.13). ELB also follows a similar path of blossoms up T'

beginning at CZ, and this path is Q*=CZC¿.. .C2..CO, where C0 = CZr+z. The last

blossom on both P* and q* is cg, the first blossom that is common to both. By

property 5 every valid sq-path P, where geCt, uses the edge z3wt, and by

property 6 the portion of P from w1 to q stays inside C1. Both of these statements

are true in general; hence a valid path Po from s to u must eventually enter Cg and

thereafter follow blossoms C2q+t, C2q-1,...,CI, and by the induction hypothesis

such a path does exist. Also, v is t-reachable so v' is s-reachable; hence a similar

path P" from s to v'also exists, and P, eventually enters Cþ and thereafter follows

blossoms C2¡, C2¡-2,...,C2.

Now let z0=PrevPt[w2q+t], aO=PrevPt[w2¡], and bO be the last vertex on the

szo-path that is also common to the saO-path. Also, let Qu be the sub-path of Pu

from b9 to u, and Q" be the subpath of P" from b9 to v'. Qu and Qu are vertex

disjoint, except for fo (or Cg would not be the first blossom on P* and Q* that is

cornmon to both), and are therefore edge disjoint; thus Q'u and Q'" âre also edge

disjoint and so q=QuuvQ'" is a valid path, since if ee Qu and e'e Q'" rhen, since

e'e Q'o by definition, Q'u and Q'" are not edge disjoint, a contradiction.

If R is the portion of Pu from s to bg, then P=RQ is a valid path from s to w'g,

as is RQ'. This is so because if it were false then, since Q and the su-path are both

valid, there would have to be an edge e on R such that e'is on either Q'u or Q'". But

every edge e on R is on the sbg-path, and is therefore on the su-path Po and the

sv-path Pu, and precedes bg on both of these paths; thus e' follows b'g on P'o and

P'", and is therefore not on Q'u or Q'r.
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But only vertices that arc on Q or Q'are marked s-reachable by ELB, so if there

is a path P in A from s to any such vertex q, then P is certainly valid. There is a

valid sq-path in A if there is an su-path and a vq-path in A, where SwiæhEdgelq] =

uv. Every vertex such as q has its switch edge recorded as uv at one of statements

14,22 and 27 in ELB, and there is an su-path by the induction hypothesis. v' is

s-reachable because v is t-reachable, so by the induction hypothesis there is an

explicit sy'-path V, and hence an implicit vt-path. Property 5 can be used in a

simple inductive argument to show that q'is on V. But q'is not t-reachable, so by

lemma 3.2 there is an explicit q'v'-path, and hence an implicit vq-path. Hence there

is an sq-path in A, and this path is valid. D

Lemma 3.8

If a valid sv-path appears in A, then v is eventually marked s-reachable.

Proof:

Suppose there is a valid path P in A to a vertex that does not get marked

s-reachable, and let v'be the fust such vertex on P. Every vertex in T gets marked

s-reachable, so by corollary 3.6 v'must be the base of a trivial blossom {v,v'}.

Every edge incident on v' is therefore a search edge (if a link edge was incident on

v', then v would be in a non-trival blossom); hence every edge that is unsaturated

into v'is a search edge, including the edge w'v'on P, where 1¡,"=pr€d[v']. w'is

marked s-reachable so it is searched, and statement 2T is executed when the edge

wf is discovered. Hence the conditional statement 28 is executed, since statement

27 clearly evaluates to true, and ELB is called and thus marks v' s-reachable unless

statement 28 evaluates to false; thus ResCap[vw1=1 and v-pred[w]. Also, if w'e T

then we violate properry 0, so w'e T'; thus we T and so by property 3 w' is a

blossom base. But then by property 5 every r'r¡r'-path in A contains the edge vw;

since this includes P, P is not a valid path to v', a contradiction.
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Corollary 3.9

There is a valid path in A from s to v if and only if v is eventually marked s-

reachable.

Theorem 3.10

A valid sv-path eventually appears in A if and only if there is a valid path in N

from s to v.

Proof:

Suppose there is a valid sv-path in A. Every edge in A is an edge in N, so this

is also a valid path in N.

Now suppose there is a valid sv-path P in N, and further suppose that no such

path appears in A. læt u'be the first vertex on P that is not marked s-reachable, and

let w'be the vertex preceding u'on P (so all vertices preceding u'on P are searched

and therefore in A). As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.8, w' is the base of a

blossom B, ResCap[uw]=1 and u-pred[w]. Now consider the fîrst edge zb on P

such that be B in A; neither z nor b comes after w'on P, since wt B, and zb is not

an edge of A, or by property 5 it must be the edge uw and so P is not a valid su'-

path, a contradiction. z is s-reachable so it was searched by the algorithm and the

eÅge zb was examined but not added to A; hence b was not t-reachable at that time.

B is a non trivial blossom, by lemma 3.5 and the fact that it contains a vertex in T'

that is ma¡ked s-reachable, so every vertex in B is searched; this includes b', so the

edgeb'z'was examined by the algorithm and not added to A; hence z'was not t-

reachable at that time. But either zb or b'z'was examined first, so suppose it was

zb; at this time z' was ma¡ked t-reachable, a conü?diction. tr

Theorem 3.11

The balanced network max-flow algorithm works.
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Proof:

The flow in a balanced network N is maximum if and only if there is a valid

augmenting path in N. This algorithm finds an augmenting path in a balanced

network N if and only if t is marked s-reachable (see statement 30 in the mainline).

But by corollary 3.9 and theorem 3.10 this happens if and only if there is an

augmenting path in N.

3.2. Complexity Analysis

In the following analysis, a step is considered to be anything that takes a constant

amount of time, regardless of the size of the constant. However, the sizes of the

constants are actually quite small; that is, this algorithm is certainly of practical use. Let

e and n be the respective number of edges and vertices in the balanced network N. læt

us flust determine the complexity of fînding and augmenting on a single augmenting

path, which involves one iteration of the body of statement 2 in the mainline. The

complexity of procedure calls that a¡e made during this single iteration of statement 2

will be analysed by calculating their complexity over all calls,rather than calculating the

complexity of a single call. This enables us to add the complexity of each of these

procedures to the complexity of the mainline, instead of multiplying the number of calls

by the complexity of a single call.

In the mainline, the maximum number of steps executed by one of statemenß 3-12

is n (for array initialisation), so their complexity is O(n). Statement 13 can be executed

at most n times, once for each vertex in N. It contains exactly one loop, statement 16.

In the worst possible case every edge in N may be unsaturated in both directions; thus

statement 16 may be executed at most 2e times. But this is over all íteratíons of

statement 13, not per iteration. All other statements in the body of statement 13 require

constant time, so the complexity of statement 13 is O(e + n).
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Procedure PullFlow is called exactly once from the mainline, but will be called

recursively during the execution of this call. Every call to PullFlow, recursive or

otherwise, requires a constant amount of time, so an upper bound on the number of

calls will give us the complexity of this procedure. Every call to PullFlow that executes

the recursive case augnents the flow on a pair of complementary edges; since the length

of an augmenting path in N cannot exceed n, there are no more that n such calls. But

each call to PullFlow may make at most two recursive calls, so we get a trivial upper

bound of 2n on the number of calls to PullFlow that execute the easy case. Thus there

are no more than 3n calls to PullFlow altogether, so PullFlow has complexity O(n).

Now consider the number of steps executed by procedure Extendl.ongBase (ELB)

over all cal/s during a single iteration of statement 2 in the mainline. The mirror network

A that the algorithm builds can have at most n/2 blossoms, and each call to ELB

reduces the number of blossoms in A by at least one. Hence there are no more than nf2

calls to ELB. The first loop in ELB is at statement 4. In the body of this statement, an

assignment at statement 6 or 8 is a movement from one blossom into another. This is

how ELB traverses a path of blossoms. For each assignment made, another blossom is

merged into the new blossom, so the number of blossoms in A is reduced by l. Thus

there can be no more that ry'2 such assignments over all calls to ELB. ELB has only two

other loops, at statements 1l and 19, and the body of each of these statements requires

constant time. But it is clea¡ that over all calls to ELB, statement l1 will be executed

exactly once for each assignment made in statement 6, and similarly for statements 19

and 8. Thus, over all calls to ELB, these two loops execute no more than n/2 steps

between them. All other statements in ELB require constant time, and therefore also

execute no more than n2 steps between them over all calls to ELB, since ELB is called

no more thann/2 times. Thus, over all calls,ELB executes n/2 steps and therefore has

complexity O(n).
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Now all that remains is to analyse the complexity of FindBase. The calls to

FindBase at statements 2,3,10 and 18 in ELB are included in the pseudo code purely

for the purpose of clarity, and will therefore not be considered; they are clearly not

necessary because the values FindBase(u) and FindBase(v) a¡e known in the mainline

and can therefore be passed to ELB as par¿rmeters. From the analysis of ELB, we can

see that FindBase will be called in ELB no more than nl2 times at statements 6 and 8

combined, and no more than nl2 times at statements 17 and 25 combined. This gives at

most n calls in ELB. In the mainline FindBase is called at most n times at statement 15

(once for each vertex) and at most 2€ times at statement 17 (at most once for each edge

incident on a vertex). This gives a total of at most ?¿. + 2n non-recursive calls to

FindBase; that is, calls to FindBase from outside FindBase. Hence there a¡e no more

than 2n + 2e calls to FindBase that execute the easy case, since every such call must

have a corresponding non-recursive call.

We can now place an upper bound on the total number of calls to FindBase by

finding bounds for the number of such calls that do and do not alter the l-ongBase

al:ray. I-et us first examine the latter. This clearly includes all calls that execute the easy

case. If an invocation of FindBase executes the recursive case and does not change a

value in the l,ongBase ¿uray, then from statements 5 and 6, FindBase(I-ongBase[v]) =

LongBase[v]. Hence LongBase[v] is the base of the blossom in which it lies, so the

recursive call at statement 5 executes the easy case and the recursion ends. There are

therefore no more than 2n + 2e such calls, for a total of no more than 4n + 4e calls to

FindBase that do not alter the LongBase ¿uray.

Since blossoms are always merged, and never split apart, each element of the

LongBase array may rivially change no more than n times. Since each call to FindBase

changes at most one such element, there are therefore no more than n2 calls to FindBase

that change an element in the LongBase anay. Thus the complexity of FindBase over

all catls is O(n2 + 48, +4n) = O(n2 + e).
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Summarising the above results, we see that the complexity of finding and

augmenting on a single augmenting path is O(e + n) + O(n) + O(n) + O(n2 + e) =

O(n2 + e). However, the complexity of FindBase can very easily be improved to

O(n.log n). To do this, when blossoms are merged always make the base of the largest

blossom (i.e. the one with the most vertices) the base of the new blossom. Then a

given vertex v is always merged into a blossom that is at least twice as big, so

longBase[v] can change no more than log(rV2) times. Hence the total work done by

FindBase is O(e + n.log n), and the complexity of finding a single augmenting path is

then improved to O(e + n'log n).

This can be implemented with only trivial changes to the algorithm given herein.

LongBase can no longer be used to hold the representative of the blossom containing a

vertex, since that representative will now usually not be the base of the blossom.

Instead, an array BlossomRep will be needed for this purpose, and having determined

that u is the blossom representative, LongBase[u] will then give the base of the

blossom. Also, we will need to store the size of each blossom. This can be done with

an exÍa Íuray, but in a clever implementation this is not necessary. One merely stores a

negative number -x in BlossomRep[u] for every vertex u that is a blossom

representative, where x is the number of vertices in the blossom. FindBase then knows

it has an easy case when it finds a negative number in the BlossomRep affay.

This last improvement was mentioned because of the simplicity of the changes

required to the given algorithm in order to implement it However, it is not the best we

can do. The use made of the merge-find data structure in this algorithm is a special case

in which the "union tree" [8] is known in advance. That is, we only merge blossoms

that are already in the tree. This differs from the general merge find situation, where the

performance of a merge operation defines some sub-tree of what will later become the

"union Eee", but the placement of this sub-tree in the final union tree is not yet known.

t8l describes a method of implementing this special case in O(e) time and O(n) space by
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pre-computing some of the FindBase operations, and augmenting the normal FindBase

operation with some table lookups, which are performed in constant time.

This is really only of theoretical importance, because the extra programming

required is definitely non-trivial, and the fi¡st improved algorithm given above will

perform the merge-find operations in time that is very close to O(e) anyway. However,

it does allow us to say that the complexiry of fírùing a single augmenting path in the

algorithm given in this thesís is O(e + n), even though that will not be the complexity of

an implementation from the given pseudo code.

Since finding one augmenting path P guarantees that the value of the balanced flow

will be increased by at least two units (we augment by at least one unit on both P and

P'), we may need to find such a path at most ny'2 times, where m is the value of a

maximum balanced flow in N. Thus the complexity of the maximum balanced flow

algorithm is O(m) . O(e + n) = O(me + mn).

Of particular interest is the relationship benryeen the number of edges and vertices in

a graph G and the corresponding network N. If we now let n and e be the respective

number of edges and vertices in G rather than N, then N has 2n + 2e edges andZn + 2

vertices. In terms of the number of vertices and edges in G, the complexity of

the maximum balanced flow algorithm is therefore O(m.(2n + 2e) a ¡¡¡.(2n + 2)) =

O(me + mn).

One final note should be made here about the complexity of the BNS. The BNS

does not make a BFS of the balanced network, since a vertex v may be visited before a

vertex u, even though the sv-path is longer than the su-path. The advantage of a BFS is

that it gives us shortest paths, but the fust switch edge we find for a vertex v may not

be the one that gives us the shortest path to v, even if we do perform a BFS of N.

Adding to the algorithm another level of complexity so that it executes a BFS is

therefore not worthwhile, since something more would be needed to ensure that
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shortest paths are found, and thus improve the complexity. The important thing is that

all s-reachable vertices get searchd and this does happen.

3.3. Implementation

Appendix A contains a program that uses an implementation of the maximum

balanced flow algorithm to find an f-factor in a simple graph. This program is coded in

Think's Lightspeed Pascal [9] for the Macintosh computer. The edges in the balanced

network that a¡e not incident on the source or the target therefore all have capacity one,

but this implementation can easily be extended to multiple graphs, where this restriction

does not apply (see section 4.3.3.5).

In the given implementation an augmenting path P always has a residual capacity of

one, and procedure PullFlow always augments the flow in the balanced network by

exactly one unit on both P and P'. In general an augmenting path may have a residual

capacity that is greater than one. It is extremely difficult to keep track, for each vertex v,

of the residual capacity of the sv-path in A, because this path often contains subpaths of

other su-paths. One simple answer to this problem is for PullFlow ro first augmenr the

flow on both P and P'by one unit, and at the same time calculate the residual capacity

of P. Then PullFlow can augment on P a second time, by the appropriate amount, so

that P is no longer unsaturated. @e careful if P contains a pair of complementary edges

with a residual capacity that is greater than one, since then the flow on P can only be

augmented by Lrescap (Ð12J, and similarly for P'.) This will basically double the

number of steps required to augment the flow on an augmenting path, and will

therefore not adversely affect the complexity of the algorithm.

The given implementation contains an optimization that should be clarified- A pair

of complementary vertices always have the same LongBase and the same Depth, so it is

only necessary to store this value once. The type "GraphVertexType" is used to denote

the range of values 0 < i < n, where N contains the pairs of complementary vertices
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{xi,yi I 0 < i S n }. Both LongBase and Depth are indexed by an element of this type;

thus to look up Depth[x¡] or Depth[y¡] one actually looks up Depth[i], and similarly for

LongBase[x¡].

This is the only significant optimization that is made though, since the code was

designed with clarity and readability, rather than efficiency, as the main priority.
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4. Apptications of Balanced Networks

4-l - An Alternate Proof ol Tutte's Theorem

In section 2.1 ît was noted that given any graph G there is a unique balanced

network N that corresponds to G, and that a balanced flow in N corresponds to a

subgraph H of G. By the conservation condition, it is clear that every vertex i in H has

degree flow(sxi) = flow(yit). Suppose we would like to know if there is a perfect

matching in a graph G. We can give every edge in N capacity 1, and if there is a

balanced flow f in N that saturates all of the edges incident on s then it defines a perfect

matching in G. In this case val(Ð = n, the number of vertices in G. Also, any perfect

matching in G defines a balanced flow f in N such that val(f¡ = n. Thus, by the Max-

Balanced-Flow-Min-Balanced-Cut theorem, there is a perfect matching in G if and only

if balcap(K) > n, for every balanced edge cut K in N.

Iæt lAl denote the number of pairs of complementary vertices in A, so lAl = lA*1, and

[A,B] denote the set of edges directed from A to B in N. lA,Bl is used to denote l[A,B]1.

This notation is also extended to the sets B,C and D in the obvious way. Thus

balcap(K) = 2l1rl+ lB,Bl + lB,Cl + lB,Dl + lCl + lDl - k and n = lAl + lBl + lCl + lDl, so

balcap(K) 2 n-m implies that lAl + lB,Bl + lB,Cl + lB,Dl> lBl + k. This proves:

Theorem 4.1

G has a perfect matching if and only if lAl + lB,Bl + lB,Cl + lB,Dl 2 lBl + k, for

every balanced edge cut K in N.

Now suppose that G does not have a perfect matching. Let f be a maximum

balanced flow in N, and S be the set of all vertices that are s-reachable in (N,f). The

edge cut X = tS,Sl can be used to divide the pairs of complementary vertices in N into

the 4 sets A,B,C and D, as described in section 2.2, and by corollary 2.20 K is a

balanced edge cut in N.
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Lemma 4.2

lB,Bl =ÍBÐl=Ø.

Proof:

Suppose xy is an edge in either [B,B] or [B,D]. xy cannot be unsaturated or

ye S would be s-reachable, so suppose xy is saturated. Then by the conservation

condition sx is also saturated, and since cap(sx) = 1, xy is the only edge out of x

that carries flow. Thus there is there is no valid sx-path in N, a conmdiction. D

Lemma 4.3

lB,C1 = g'

Proof:

Suppose xy is such an

complementatity) and thus sy

edge. If xy is saturated then so too is y'x' (by

'(by the conservation condition). But then there is no
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valid sy'-path in N, a contradiction. Thus xy is unsaturated, so every valid sylpath

must use the edge xy, or x'eS would be s-reachable. But every such valid path P

must begin with yz, the one saturated edge in N directed into y, and end with the

edge z'y'. Thus P is invalid, a contradiction. tr

Let an odd component be a connected component with an odd number of

vertices, and odd(G) denote the number of odd components in a graph G. If ZeV(N)

and consists entirely of pairs of complementary vertices, define in G the set

7* = {zeV(G) I xz,yzeZ}. This defines the sets A*,B*,C* and D* in G.

Tutte's Theorem

G has a perfect matching if and only if odd(G-U) S lUl for all sets of vertices U

in G.

Proof:

First suppose G does not have a perfect matching, and consider (N,f), as

defined previously. By lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 the vertices in B* will be isolated

vertices in G-A*, and the C¡* will be odd components, since cap(Kù - Xp -F X¡ =

Xu = lCil = lCi*l is odd. Thus G-A* has at least lB*l + k odd components; that is,

lB*l + k < odd(G-A*¡. But G has no perfect matching, so by theorem 4.1 lAl < lBl

+k. Thus lA*l = lAl < lBl + k = lB*l + k <odd(G-A*).

If there is a set of vertices A* in G such that lA*l < odd(G-A*¡, then: let B* be

all isolated vertices in G-A*; C* be all vertices that are in an odd component

consisting of more that one vertex in G-A*, where there a¡e k such components;

and D* be the remaining vertices of G. Now construct a balanced network N from

G. Form the edge cut K in N defined by the sets A,B,C and D, which are related to

A*,B*,C* and D* respectively in the manner described previously. Then lBl + k =

lB*l + k = odd(G-A*) > lA*l = lAl = lAl + lB,Bl + lB,Cl + lB,Dl, since there are
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no edges in [B,B], [B,C] and [B,D], or the vertices in B* would not be isolated in

G-A*. Hence, by theorem 4.1, G does not have a perfect matching. ü

The maximum balanced flow algorithm will clearly find a perfect matching in G if

one exists. However, if a perfect matching does not exist, then the algorithm will still

find the sets A,B,C and D. This is extremely useful, because it means that the algorithm

will actually frnd a set A* of vertices that, by Tutte's Theorem, proves that G does not

contain a perfect matching.

It is easy to generalise the above results. læt M be a maximum matching in G, and

suppose that r vertices in G are unsaturated with respect to M. Then we say that r is the

deficiency of G, def(G). If a graph has a perfect matching then def(G) = 0. As

stated earlier, it is clear that a balanced flow in N with value n-r, r20, defines a

matching in G that saturates n-r vertices, and conversely. Hence def(G) = lt - val(Ð,

where f is a maximum balanced flow in N. We therefore have:

Theorem 4.4

G has a matching that sarurates n-r vertices if and only if lAl + lB,Bl + lB,Cl +

lB,Dl > lBl + k - r, for every balanced edge cut K in N.

This gives us theorem 4.5, the proof of which is similar to that of Tutte's theorem,

but with an extra term included in the calculations.

Theorem 4.5

IJt G be a graph with n vertices. G has a matching that saturates n-r vertices if

and only if lul > odd(G-U) - r for all sets of vertices U in G.

Proof:

First suppose G does not have a matching which saturates n-r vertices, and

consider (N,Ð, as defined previously. As in the proof of Tutte's Theorem, k (
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odd(G-A*). But G has no matching that saturates n-r vertices, so by theorem 4.4

lAl < lBl + k-r. Thus lA*l = lAl < lBl + k-r= lB*l + k-r <odd(G-A*) -t.
If there is a set of vertices A* in G such that lA*l < odd(G-A*) - t, then form

the edge cut K in N defined by the sets A,B,C and D, as described in the proof of

Tutre's Theorem. Then lBl + k - r = lB*l + k - r = odd(G-A*) - t t lA*l = lAl = lAl

+ lB,Bl + lB,Cl + lB,Dl. Hence, by theorem 4.4, G does not have a matching that

saturates n-r vertices.

If there is no matching in G that saturates n-r vertices, then as before the maximum

balanced flow algorithm will find a set A* of vertices that" by theorem 4.5, proves that

G does not contain such a matching.

4.2. Conditions for the Existence of a Simple Graph

Let Â = (dl, d2,...,dn), where di > di+t for 0 < i ( n-1, and 0 < d¡ < n - I for

0 < i < n-l. Â is called a degree sequence, because the degrees of the vertices in a

graph can always be arranged in such an ordered n-tuple. Thus every graph has a

degree sequence, but the converse does not necessarily hold. If there is a simple graph

that has degree sequence Â, then we say that Â is graphic.

Suppose we are given a degree sequence Â, and would like to determine whether or

not 
^ 

is graphic. The following well known theorem of Erdös and Gallai [4] gives us

one,way to make this determination:

Theorem 4.6

A degree sequence A = (dt, d2,...,dn), where d¡ > di*t for 0 < i ( n-1, and 0 <

di < n- I for0 <i< n-1, is graphic if and only if:
n

1. L di is even, and
i=l
jn

2. Idi < j0-1)+ lminfi,di),for1<jcn
i=1 ¡=¡+l
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It is easy ro see that this is necessary. For a proof that it is sufficient see [4].

A graph G with degree sequence Â is a subgraph of Kn, the simple graph on n

vertices in which every possible edge occurs. We can therefore observe that if we

construct a balancednetworkN from K¡, and giveedge sx¡ in N capacitydi, I <i < n,

then À is graphic if and only if a maximum balanced flow in N saturates all the edges

incident on s.

By the Max-Balanced-Flow-Min-Balanced-Cut theorem, a maximum balanced

flow in N sarurates all the edges incident on s if and only if the value of a minimum
n

balanced edge cut in N = .f cap(sx). Now suppose we have found a maximum flow

in N, and let S be the set of all vertices in N that are reachable on a valid path. Then as

noted in section 2.4.2 K* = tS,Sl is a minimum balanced edge cut in N, and has the

general structure described in section 2.2.8y lemma 2.ll there are no edges between C

and D; but N was constructed from Kn, so if there is a vertex in C and a vertex in D

then there is an edge berween them; hence either C=Ø or D=Ø.In either case we get

balcap(K*) = 2 . L cap(sx¡) + b(b - 1) + b(n - b - a) + ) cap(sx¡) - k, where a and
xie A xieA

x¡eB

b denote the number of pairs of complementary vertices in A and B respectively. If a

simple graph with the required degree sequence does exist, then we must have
nn

balcap(K) > | cap(sxi) = I di for all balanced edge cuts K in N. V/e may assume
i=l i=l

n

this latter sum is even, since adding an edge to a graph H adds 2 to I deg(v) = L di;
ve H i=l

thus if the aforementioned sum is odd then the degree sequence is certainly not graphic.

Since every vertex x¡ is joined to every vertex yj, i*i, in N, the number of

connected components in C is exactly l,if C*Ø. Thus we have exactly two sets of

edges in K, namely K¡ and K¡, and so cap(K) = cap(Kr) + cap(KÐ. But edges appear in

K¡ only in complementary pairs, so cap(K¡) is even. This shows that if K is a balanced
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edge cut then k=1 and cap(K) is odd, because cap(Ki) is. So, if K is a balanced edge
nn

cut and cap(K) > I cap(sx¡), then cap(K) > ), cap(sx¡), and balcap(K) = cap(K) - 1

i=l i=l

> Ë, ,up(rx). This shows us that it suffices to check the condition for cap(K) instead
i=l

of balcap(K). That is, for all edge cuts K in N we require
n

cap(K) =2. Zcap(sx¡) + b(b- 1) + b(n-b-a) + I cap(sxÐ > L cap(sx¡),
x¡eA x¡eA i=l

x¡e B

which, after simplification, becomes:

) cap(sx¡) + b(n - 1- a) 2 ), cap(sx¡)
x¡e A x¡eB

To find out if this is ever false, we must examine what happens when the L.H.S. is

made as small as possible. This occurs when the b largest d¡ are in B and the a smallest

d¡ are in A, where the phrase "d1 is in A" means that x¡ is in A. For a given value of b

there is a particular value of a that makes this as small as possible; we put the a vertices

x¡ for which di < b into A.
b

Thusif b(n- 1-a) + I,di > )d¡,whereaisthenumberof termsinthe
dicb

summation on the L.H.S., for all possible values of b, then a maximum balanced flow

in N saturates all the edges incident on s. If this condition is violated for any value of b,

then no such flow exists. But D is graphic if and only there is such a flow, which

proves:

Theorem 4.7

A degree sequence Â = (dt, d2,...,dn), where di > di+l for 0 < i ( n-1, and 0 <
b

di<n- 1for0<i<n-1, isgraphic if andonlyif b(n- 1-a) + I di > I di,
dicb i=l

where a is the number of terms in the summation on the L.H.S., for 0 < b < n.
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In actual fact the conditions given in theorem 4.7 are the same as those given in

theorem 4.6, so ,we can once again use balanced network theory to give us an alternate

proof of a known result. First recall that a and b are the number of pairs of

complementary vertices in the sets A and B, so that n = a + b + c, c > 0. Now we can

say that Â is graphic if and only if
b

I di < b(n - 1 - a) + I, d¡ (a terms in the summation)
i=l dicb

=b((a+b+c)-1-a)+ (sincen=a+b+c)

=b(b-1)+bc+ Idi
dicb

n

=b(b-l)+ lmin{b,dt} (because c 2 0)
i=b+l

Hence, by theorem 4.7 and an earlier note about the parity of a degree sequence,

degree sequence Â exists if and only if the conditions stated in theorem 4.6 hold; this

proves theorem 4.6 in both directions.

Now suppose we ask whether or not there is a multigraph G with degree sequence

Â, where m is the maximum allowable edge multiplicity in G. Using the previous

method, and using the fact that the capacity of an edge between X and Y is now m

instead of 1, it is easy to work out that G exists if and only if:

I cap(sx¡) + mb(n - I - a) 2 | cap(sx¡), for all balanced edge cuts K.
x¡e A x¡e B

Proceeding as before, this is true if and only if:
b

mb(n-1-a)+ Idi> Idi, 0<b<n,
d¡<mb i=l

where a is the number of terms in the summation on the L.H.S. Thus:
b

Idi <mb(n-1-a)+ Idi
i=l d¡<mb

=mb((a+b+c)-1-a)+

Idt
di<b

Ldi
d¡<mb
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= mb(b- 1) + mbc + I di
dicmb

n

= mb(b- l) + | min{mb, d¡}
i=t¡¡ I

(because c > 0)

We have therefore proved the more general Erdös Gallai conditions for a

multigraph, which are summarised in the following theorem:

Theorem 4.8

There is a multigraph G with degree sequence Â = (dt, d2,...,dn), where d¡ >

d¡a1 for 0 <i < n-1, 0 . di < n - I for 0<i ( n-1, and m is the maximum

allowable edge multiplicity in G, if and only if:
bn
Idi<mb(b- l) + )min{mb, d¡}, 0< b < n.
i=1 i=b+l

4.3. The Factor Problem

4.3.1. Introduction

First let us define deg¡(v) to be the degree of a vertex v in a graph G. If the graph

under consideration is unambiguous, then deg(v) may be used.

Given a graph G and a non negative integer valued function d defined on V(G),

consider the following question: Is there a subgraph H of G such that every vertex

ve V(G) has degree d(v) in H? This is called the factor problem, and if H exists it is

called a factor of G. (this is usually called the f-factor problem, where f is the function

defined on V(G), but since f has been consistently used to denote a flow, a slight

change from the usual terminology seems appropriate.) One should observe that the

factor problem is the natural generalisation of the maximum matching problem, since a

maximum matching in G is also a factor of G, where d(v) = 1 for all ve V(G). Thus a

maximum matching in G is also called a l-factor of G, and in general a factor of G in

which d(v) = k for all ve V(G), is called a k-factor of G. It is assumed that d(v) S

deg(v) since if d(v) > deg(v) then the required factor clearly does not exist.
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(1) Q) Q) (1) A) Q)

Figure 4.1
Two copies of a graph G, with d(v) shown in parentheses for each vertex v in G. Two
possible factors of G a¡e shown, one in each copy. The thicker edges a¡e the edges of

the factor.

If H exists, it is clea¡ that V(H) = V(G), so H is called a spanning subgraph of

G. However, it is easy to see that this is not at all restrictive. If we are interested in only

some proper subset U of the vertices in G, so that d(v) is non zero only for vertices that

are in U, then H certainly cannot contain any edge that is not in the subgraph Grul

induced by U. Thus we simply apply the factor problem to GM instead of G.

4.3.2. Tutte's Transformation

An existing method of finding a factor in a graph G is called Tutte's

Transformation. This works by transforming the factor problem into a maximum

matching problem in such a way that there is a perfect matching if and only if there is a

solution to the factor problem, and a perfect matching gives the solution to the factor

problem. Much work has been done on methods of solving the maximum matching

problem, so any one of these well known methds, such as Edmonds' Algorithm, can

then be used to solve the resulting maximum matching problem, and thus the original

factor problem.

The transformation is clearly the key to this method, and it is this transformation

that is presented here. A new graph G* is created from G using the following methd:

For each edge e=uv in G, create two vertices e¡ and ey and an edge euey in G*. For

each vertex v in G, create in G* a set Yv of deg(v) - d(v) vertices. Join each of these to

all vertices ey, for all edges e incident on v. If we let Xu be the deg(v) vertices ey, then
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in G* each XuuY" induces a complete bipartiæ gaph with bipartition {Xu,Y"}. G* has

?t.+ Ð (deg(v)-d(v)) vertices.
veV(G)

Figure 4.2

The edges and vertices in G* for a single vertex in G.

Now f,rnd a maximum matching in G*. If such a matching M exists, then form a

spanning subgraph H of G as follows: uv is an edge of H if and only if euey is an edge

of M. H is then a factor of G.

To verify this, consider a single component X"uY" of G. Vertices in Y" are only

joined to vertices in X" in G*, so exactly lYyl = deg(v) - d(v) of the vertices in Xy are

matched to a vertex in Yy. Since lX"l = deg(v), there are therefore d(v) remaining

vertices in Xy matched to vertices that are not in Yy. But these are edges of the form

eueu and there are d(v) of them. Hence v has degree d(v) in H.

It is also clear that a factor H in G defines a maximum matching in G*, so there is a

maximum matching in G* if and only if there is a factor in G.

Now a quick note on the complexity of this technique. Suppose G has n vertices

and e edges. The number of vertices in G* is 2¿ + ) (deg(v) - d(v)) 1 4E = O(e).
veV(G)

Thenumberof edgesinG*ise+ Ldeg(v)'(deg(v)-d(v)) S n'((n - 1)2) +e
veV(G)

= O(n3), since deg(v) I n - 1. Hence the complexity of this algorithm when used in

G
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conjunction with one of the best known maximum matching algorithms, say the O(eü)

algorithm described in [3], is O(nlrþ. This is unquestionably a weak upper bound,

but is does give the flavour of the orders of magnitude involved

4.3 .3. Using Flows to Find Factors in Graphs

4.3.3.1 Bipartite Graphs

The idea of using flows to find a factor in a bipartite graph is not new. If you

refer back to the section that describes how to use flows to find a maximum matching

or l-factor in a bipartite graph G, you see that it is easy to extend the idea contained

therein to find an arbitrary factor, if one exists. In order to make this extension it is only

necessary to notice that in the network N, which we create by transforming G, every

edge sx¡ or yit has a capacity which is equal to the degree that x¡ -d yi respectively

require in H. When we are searching for a maximum matching this degree is of course

one, but there is no reason whatsoever that it should not be higher. We can therefore

fînd a factor by giving the edges sx¡ capacity d(xù, and the edges yit capaciry d(yÐ.

Hence the algorithm presented earlier is nothing more than a special case of this more

general algorithm for solving the factor problem in bipartite graphs.

4.3.3.2. General Graphs -The Balanced Network Method

This is where the balanced networks come in. As noted at the end of this section,

the method described here extends very easily to multi-graphs, which are graphs that

are not simple, but for now let us suppose that G is a simple graph with V(G) =

{ 1,2,...n}. Create a balanced network N from G as follows:

. V(ÌrI) - [s,t ],..¡{xi,yi}, 1 < i < n;

. E(N) = (sx¡,y¡t I 1 < i < nlu{x¡y¡,x¡yi I rjeE(G)};

' caP(sx¡) = câP (Y¡) = d(i);

. cap(x¡y¡) = cap(xjyÐ = 1.
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It is easy to see that a maximum balanced flow in N that saturates all the edges

incident on s defînes a factor H of G; E(H) is simply fv¡v¡ I x¡y¡ and xjyi carry flow].

To verify that H is indeed a factor of G, consider an arbitrary xi in N; flow+(x¡) = d(i),

so since flow+(x¡) = flow-(xi) by the conservation condition, there are exactly d(i)

pairs of complementary edges incident on x¡ that carry flow. But there is exactly one

edge incident on i in H for every such pair of complementary edges in N, so

degH(i) = d(i).

Conversely, a factor H can be used to find a balanced flow f in N that saturates all

the edges incident on s. One just puts flow on {x¡y¡,x¡yi } if ij is an edge of H, and then

puts the appropriate amount of flow on the edges incident on s and t so that the

conservation condition is satisfied. f is clearly a maximum flow in N,

because cap(ts5l) = val(Ð, where S = {s}. Hence there is an f-factor in G if and only

if a maximum balanced flow in N saturates all the edges incident on s.

The complexity of the algorithm is O(me), where m is the number of edges in the

required factor, since the complexity of finding a single augmenting path is O(e), and

we must find m such paths. This is O1e2¡ for simple graphs.

læt us nolv once again use the notation introduced in section 4.1, and let IU denote

I cap(sx¡), for any U ç V(N), where U consists entirely of complementary pairs of
xieu

vertices. Thus lA = I d(a), and similarly for B,C,D and every C¡. Also, let V =
ae A*

V(ltÐ - {s,t} - AuBuCuD. From the foregoing discussion and the Max-Balanced-

Flow-Min-Balanced-Cut theorem we can say that G is without a factor if and only if N

contains a balanced edge cut K such that batcap(K) . Ë cap(sx¡) = EV. But balcap(K)
i=1

=2ÐA+ lB,Bl + lB,Cl + lB,Dl +EC + ED -k and EV = ÐA + IB +EC +ID, which

gives us:
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Theorem 4.9

G is without a factorif and only if IA < tB + k- lB,Bl - lB,Cl - lB,Dl.

Let A* e V(G) and B* c V(G) - A*. If C¡* is a component of G - (A*uB*) then

[B*,Ci*] is used to denote the set of edges of G with one endpoint in Ci* and the other

in B*; thus lB*,C¡*l = lB,Cil. oddt(A*,B*¡ denotes the number of components C¡ of G

- (A*'uB*) such that lB*,Ci*l *..àgn, is odd.

Factor Theorem

G is without a factor if and only if there is a subset A* of V(G) and a subset B*

of G-A* such that:

L d(a) < oddE(A*,B*) + t (d(b) - degc-r'(b))
aã* beB*

Proof:

Suppose G has no factor and let f be a maximum balanced flow in N. By

corollary 2.20 f defines a balanced edge cut K = [S,S] in N, where S is the set of

all vertices that a¡e s-reachable in (N,Ð. By theorem 4.9 ZA < IB + k - lB,Bl -
lB,cl- lB,Dl.

It is clear that ÐB - lB,Bl- lB,Cl- lBÐl = 
u*=tB$(b) 

- 
ç|9"S*¡,'(b) 

=

I (d(b) - dego_o.(b)). Now consider an arbitrary c¡ in N. There are no edges
be B*

from C¡ to D or to any C¡, i*j, in N, so C¡* is a component of G - (A*uB*). By

definition, lB,Cil + IC¡ is odd; but lB*,Ci*l = lB,Cil and I d(c) = ÐCi, so C¡* is
ce C¡*

a component of G - (A*uB*) such that lB*,C¡*l + L d(c) is odd. Thus
ce C¡*

oddr(A*,B*) > k.
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Combiningtheaboveresultswehave: Ed(a) = EA < IB + k- lB,Bl - lB,Cl
ae A*

- tBÐl < oddt(A*,B*) + t (d(b) - degc-¡(b)).
b€B

Now suppose the sets A* and B* exist. Let Cl*,C2*,...,Ck* be the components

of G - (A*uB*) such that lB*,Ci*l + I d(c) is odd, C* = Cl*uC2*u...uC¡* and
ceC¡*

D* = V(G) - (A*uB*uC*). If we form the batanced network N that corresponds to

G, and the edge cut K in N defined by A,B,C and D, then, from above, K is clearly

a balanced edge cur Furthermore,

EA= Ld(a) <oddX(A*,B*)+ >(d(b)-dego-o'(b)) =k+ (EB - lB,Bl -
ae A* be B*

lB,Cl- lB,Dl). Hence, by theorem 4.9,G does not have a factor. u

Thus we have proved the factor theorem using the theory of balanced networks. As

was the case with perfect matchings, in the case that no factor exists in G the maximum

balanced flow algorithm actually Íînds A* and B*, the sets from the statement of the

factor theorem. That is, it is an algorithm for either finding the factor or finding the two

sets that prove, by the factor theorem, that G does not have a factor.

Now suppose we relax the requirement that H be a subgraph of G, and demand

instead that if uv is an edge of H then uv is an edge of G, and that the multiplicity of an

edge in H does not exceed m. We call such a graph H an m-multifactor. If G has an

Gmultifactor then we say that G is soluble. @xisting terminology calls G f-soluble,

where f is the function defined on V(G). As was the case with f-factors, a slightly

different terminology is used here.) From preceding arguments, we have the following

theorem:

Theorem 4.10

H does not exist if and only if IA < IB + k - mlB,Bl - mlB,Cl - mlB,Dl.
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Let oddXr(A*,B*) denote the number of components C¡ of G - (A*uB*) such that

mlB*,C¡*l + I d(c) is odd.
ceC¡*

Theorem 4.11

G is without an ÍFmultifactor if and only if there is a subset A* of V(G) and a

subset B* of G-A* such that:

L d(a) < oddEm(A*,8*) + I (d(b) - m.degc-o'(b))
ae A* b€ B*

Proof:

The proof is similar to that of the factor theorem. Suppose G has no

rn-multifactor and let f be a maximum balanced flow in N. By corollary 2.20 f

defines a balanced edge cut K = tS,S] in N, where S is the set of all vertices that

are s-reachable in (N,Ð. By theorem 4.10 EA < tB + k - mlB,Bl - mlB,Cl -
mlB,Dl.

It is clear that XB - mlB,Bl- mlB,Cl- mlB,Dl = > d(b) - f, m.deg6-¡'(b)
beBt beB*

= L (d(b) - m.degc-,r'(b)). Now consider an arbitrary C¡ in N. By a previous
b€ B*

argument, Ci* is a component of G - (A*uB*) such that lB*,Ci*l + ), d(c) is odd.
ce C¡*

Thus oddlr¡(A*,B*) > k.

Combining the above results we have: L d(a) = IA < tB + k - mlB,Bl -
ae A*

mlB,Cl-mlB,Dl <oddlm(A*,B*) + I (d(b) - m.degc-r(b)).
b€B

Now suppose the sets A* and B* exist. Let Ct*,C2*,...,Ct* be the components

of G - 1A*uB*¡ such that mlB*,C¡*l + I d(c) is odd, C* = Ct*uC2*u...uC¡*
c€q*

and D* = V(G) - (A*uB*uC*). If we form the balanced network N that
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conesponds to G, and the edge cut K in N defined by A,B,C and D, then, from

above, K is clearly a balanced edge cul Furthermore,

ÐA= Id(a) <odd>m(A*,B*)+ L(d(b)-m.deg6-o'@)) =k+ (tB -
". 

À* be B*

mlB,Bl - mlB,Cl - mlB,Dl). Hence, by theorem 4.10, G does not have an nr
multifactor.¡

Let us now extend the definition of def(G), so that def(G) = 
up"(d(v) 

-

degs(v))). Theorem 4.12 follows directly from the preceding discussion and theorem

4.13 is the generalisation of all the resuls in this section:

Theorem 4.12

When looking for an rn-multifactor, def(G) > r if and only if EA < EB + k -
mlB,Bl- mlB,Cl- mlB,Dl- r.

Theorem 4.13

When looking for an rn-multifactor, def(G) > r if and only if there is a subset

A* of V(G) and a subset B* of G-A* such that:

I d(a) < oddlr(A*,8*) + I (d(b) - m.deg6-o'(b)) -r
ae A* be Bi

Proof:

The proof is simila¡ to that of the factor theorem, but contains the extra terrn r.

4.3.3.3. Balanced Flows and Soluble Graphs

We may determine whether or not a graph is soluble using the balanced network

technique. We create the balanced network corresponding to G, give the edges sx¡ and

y¡t capacity d(i) and all other edges capacity oo. Then a balanced flow in N defines a

solution H for G, and conversely. The previous definition of lA,Blis now extended to
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denote I cap(e). læt A* c V(G) and B* denote the set of vertices of G-A* which are
ee tA,Bl

joined only to vertices of A*. oddt(A*) denotes the number of components C¡ of G-A*

such that C¡ contains more that one vertex and I, d(c) is odd.
ce C;*

The following theorem gives a known necessary and sufficient condition for a

graph to be soluble [7]:

Solubility Theorem

G is not soluble if and only if there is a subset A* of V(G) such that:

I, d(a) < oddt(A*) + L d(b),
ae A* be B*

where B* is the set of vertices of G-A* which are joined only to vertices of A*.

Proof:

Suppose that G is not soluble and let f be a maximum balanced flow in N. By

corollary 2.20 f defines a balanced edge cut f = tS,Sl in N, where S is the set of

all vertices that are s-reachable in (N,f). By theorem 4.10, IA < k + EB, since it is

clear that we must have lB,Bl = lB,Cl = lB,Dl = 0 when m=oo. Thus there are no

edges from B* to any C¡*, so the C¡* are all connected components in G-A*. It also

follows that L d(c) is odd, since I d(c) = ICi = lB,Cil + IC¡ = cap(Ki),
c€q* ce Ci*

which is odd. Also, each C¡* must contain more that one complementary pair of

vertices, or it is not connected. Hence oddl(A*) 2 k, and so L d(a) = IA < k +
aeA*

I,B <odd)(A*)+EB =oddI,(A*)+ > d(b).
b€ B*

Now suppose the sets A* and B* referenced in the theorem exist. Let

Cl*,C2*,...,Ck* be the components of G-A* with more than one vertex such that

L d(c) is odd, C* = Cl*uC2*u...uCk* and D* = V(G) - (A*uB*uC*). If we
c€q*
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form the balanced network N that corresponds to G, and the edge cut K in N

defined by A,B,C and D, then, from above, K is clearly a balanced edge cut.

Furthermore, [B*,8*] - [B*,C*] - [B*,D*] = Ø,by the defrnition of B, so lB,Bl =

lB,Cl = lB,Dl =0. Thus EA + lB,Bl + lB,Cl +lB,Dl =EA= I,d(a) < oddE(A*)
ae A*

+ L dO) = k + EB, so by theorem 4.10, G is not soluble.
b€B*

As is the case with factors, it is easy to see that the maximum balanced flow

algorithm will either find an f-solution or a set A*EV(G) that proves, by the solubiliry

theorem, that G is not soluble.

4.3.3.4. Balanced Network Blossoms Generalise Edmonds' Blossoms

First we give some terminology. If H is a subgraph of G then GVI denotes the

graph G* with V(G*) = V(G) and E(G*) = E(G) - E(H). Now suppose there is a

function d defined on the vertices of G, and that H is a subgraph of G such that deg¡¡(v)

< d(v) for every vertex v in G. An H-alternating walk in G is a walk W in G such

that: W begins at a vertex v in G such that degr(v) < d(v); W begins with an edge in

G\FI; the edges of W are alternately in G\FI in H. An H-augmenting walk in G is an

alternating walk W in G such that: if W begins and ends at the same vertex v then

deg¡¡(v) < d(v) -2;W ends with an edge in G\FI.

If we use 1,2,3,... to number the edges on an H-alternating walk W, then the

edges in CilFI on V/ always have an odd number; thus we call such edges odd edges,

and for a similar reason the edges in H are called even edges. Observe that if V/ is an

H-augmenting walk, then if we set H* = HO\ü/, where @ denotes the "exclusive or"

operation, then H* has more edges than H but still satisfies the constraint that deg¡¡(v) S

d(v) for every vertex v in G. Performing this @ operation is called augmenting on

W. The notion of a saturated vertex is now extended; v is said to be saturated if

deg¡¡(v) = d(v).

!
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For the remainder of this section it is assumed, unless otherwise stated, that N is a

balanced network created from a graph G in the manner described in section 4.1.4.1,

and f is a balanced flow in N.

Let us now attempt to analyse what the balanced max-flow algorithm is doing in

terrns of the underlying graph G. When the balanced max-flow algorithm searches for

an augmenting path in N, it is really searching for an H-augmenting walk in G, since

there is a 1-l correspondence beween the two.

Before explaining this remark further, let us first elaborate on the relationship

between G and N. N contains exactly one pair of complementary vertices {x¡,y¡} for

each veftex i in G, plus a source and a target. Thus we may think of x¡ and y¡ as the

x-copy and the y-copy of i in N respectively. Hence a path in N defines a unique walk

in G, if we disregard the copy of the vertex we are visiting. For example, the path

xiyjxk in N uniquely defines the path ijk in G. Also, recall that edges in N between X

and Y that carry flow correspond to edges in G that a¡e in the subgraph H that the

algorithm has discovered so far, and edges between X and Y that do not carry flow

correspond to edges that a¡e not in H.

Now let us first examine an augmenting path P in N. It sta¡'ts with an edge sx¡,

where flow(sx¡) < cap(sx¡). Thus i is a vertex in G, such that degr(i) < d(i). P then

follows an edge x¡y¡ that has no flow, which is equivalent to following an edge ij in G,

such that ij is not in H. The next edge that P follows is y¡x¡, and this edge does carry

flow; this is equivalent to following the edge jk in G, where jk is in H. These last two

steps ¿¡re repeated until, after repeating the first step, P takes an edge y¡t instead of an

edge y¡x¡. As before, j is a vertex in G such that degH() < d(i).

It should now be clear that an augmenting path in N corresponds to a unique H-

augmenting walk in G, but we must do a little more work before deciding on the
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converse. Observe that an H-augmenting walk does not contain any edge fwice, and

does not begin and end at the same vertex v if deg¡¡(v) + 1 = d(v).

Now let us determine the features of the walk W in G determined by an invalid

sr-parh R in N. R contains a pair of complementåry edges with residual capacity l, so

let these edges be e and e'.lf e has an endpoint incident on either s or t so that, for

example, e = sxi and e'= yit, then V/ begins and ends at vertex i, and degu(i) + 1 =

d(i). If e does not have an endpoint incident on either s or t then 
" 

= xiyj and e' = xjyi,

and W therefore contains the edge ij wice, but in a different direction the second time.

In both cases it is clear that W is not an H-augmenting walk in G. Thus an H-

augmenting walk in G cannot conespond to an invalid st-path in N.

However, it is clear that an H-augmenting walk W does correspond to an

unsaturated path in N; if V/ begins ijk... then P begins sxiyjxk... . But is P unique? The

answer is no, and to see this just notice that if W ends with kji then sx¡y¡x¡ is once

again the beginning of an unsaturated path in N. Thus if 'W = 1234 is an H-augmenting

walk in G then both P = sxly2x3y4t and Q = sx+y3xzyl.t are augmenting paths in N. P

corresponds to walking along W in one direction and Q corresponds to walking it in the

other. But closer examination of Q reveals that Q = P'! This may seem to be a rather

startling coincidence, but in fact it exemplifies the fundamental relationship benveen any

path P and P in N.

læt us now look at a couple of examples. Figure a.3 (a) shows a graph G1 in which

we are looking for a maximum matching. Notice that P -- 123456 is an augmenting path

in G1, and is also the only augmenting path. Let us suppose that the Hungarian

algorithm is applied to this graph in an attempt to find P, and that the search begins at

vertex 1. 3 will be visited by the search, and if 5 is searched before 4 on this visit, and

it may well be, then we get the sea¡ch tree T shown in figure 4.3 (b). But only the

outer vertices in T are put on the ScanQ; thus 5, which is an inner vertex, is never

added to T, and the edge 56, which completes the only augmenting path in Gt, is never
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searched. This illustrates why the Hungarian algorithm does not work for non-bipartite

graphs.

(a) O)

Figure 4.3
Part (a) shows a graph G1 in which we are looking for a l-factor. Indicated in G1 is a

subgraph H1 suth that deg¡¡,(v) S d(v) for every vertex v in G1 (the thicker edges

belong to H1). Part (b) shows a possible search tree T afterthe Hynga{an algorithm- 
has been applied to Gt. The inner vertices in T are shaded

In developing an algorithm to find maximum matchings in general (i.e. possibly

non-bipartite) graphs, Edmonds overcame this by recognising that the problem is the

existence of an odd cycle in G1, combined with the fact that if the search proceeds

around this cycle in the \ryrong direction, an augmenting path may be missed. His

algorithm makes use of the key observation that there is an augmenting path in a graph

G if and only if there is an augmenting path in GÆ, where GÆ denotes the graph

obtained from G by shrinking into a single vertex b all the vertices on an altemating odd

cycle B. Thus all the vertices in B are put onto the ScanQ and eventually searched, so

that all the edges incident on the new vertex b are examined. Of course it is possible to

have odd cycles within odd cycles, and Edmonds called such a recursive collection of

odd cycles a blossom. Thus B = {3,4,5} is a blossom, and is in fact itself a collection

of blossoms, since Edmonds algorithm initially places each vertex v in the search tree

intoablossomC= {v}.

T
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læt us now look at another example, specifically the one depicted in Figure 4.4. Gz

contains exactly one H2-augmenting walk, namely W = 123425. Thus in order to find

the required factor, we must perform a sea¡ch of GZ that allows us to visit vertex 2

twice. It is worth elucidating the reason that this second visit is required. The first visit

to 2 is on an edge in G\FI, so we may extend an alternating path from2 only on edges

in H. But in order to find W the sea¡ch must at some point extend an alternating path

from 2 on an edge in (ilII. Hence a second visit to 2 is required and, incidentally, this

is why we must deal with H-augmenting walks when looking for general factors,

rather than the H-augmenting paths that appear in the special case of maximum

matchings or l-factors. However, one should notice that there is a restriction on the

kind of second visit that is allowed. If a vertex was flrst visited on an edge in Ci\FI, then

it may only be visited a second time on an edge in G, and conversely.

I (1) 3 (l)

G2

5(Ð 4G)

Figure 4.4
A graph G2, with d(v) shown in parenthéses for each vertex v in G2. {s91ndi.c3ted in

dz ii a súbgraph H2 such that deg¡¡r(v) < d(v) for every vertex v in G2 (the thicker
edges belong to H2).

Balanced networks take ca¡e of this quite nicely. Allowing one visit to a vertex in a

balanced network N formed from a graph G is equivalent to allowing two visits to a

vertex i in G, since there are two copies in N of each vertex in G. Furthermore,

provided that it is not first visited from s, the x+opy of i is always visited on an edge

that ca¡ries flow, which corresponds to an edge in H, and the y-copy is always visited

on an edge that does not carry flow, which corresponds to an edge in G\H. If the x-

copy is visited on an edge from s, this just means that i does not yet have its required

degree d(i) in H; then all the edges to y-+opies of vertices in G a¡e examined, which is
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equivalent to examining all the edges in CilFI that are incident on i. Thus no visit to i in

G on an edge in H will be required, which is good because x¡ will now be marked

searched in N.

There is one other hitherto unmentioned point about searching for a factor, that

balanced networks take ca¡e of automatically. In the maximum matching case we are

free to sea¡ch for an alternating path P that begins and ends at an unsaturated vertex;

this is because if a vertex is unsaturated, then there is no edge in H incident on it, so P

must begin and end with an edge in G\II. However, in the general factor case it is quite

possible for an alternating walk to begin or end on an edge in H at an unsafurated

vertex. We must ensure that we do not consider such a walk to be an H-augmenting

walk, because it cannot be used to augment H. But balanced networks are bipartite

graphs, and any path from Y to X (and an unsaturated path P in N is such a path) has

an odd number of edges; this eliminates the possibility that exactly one of the first and

last edges on P is an edge in H. FurtheÍnore, P visits the x-copy of some vertex fi¡st,

so the first edge on the path defined by P in G is an edge in G\FI.

Figure 4.5
The two types of blossoms required for factors. The thick edges are edges in H.

Let us now take a closer look at Edmonds' blossoms. Edmonds' algorithm looks

only for a l-factor, and since there can never be two edges in H incident on the same

vertex in a l-factor, Edmonds' blossoms always have the form shown in figure 4.5

(b)(a)
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(a). The important feature is that the odd cycle has more edges in Ci\FI than in H.

However, when searching for a general factor, it may be necessary to create blossoms

with more edges in H than in Ci\FI; such a blossom is illustrated in figure 4.5 (b).

Figure 4.6
Two graphs, and the mirror nenvorks created by a search beginning at vertex 0 in G1
and vertex I in Gz. It is assumed that d(v) = degn(v) for every vertex except 0 in G1

and I in G2.

But consider what these blossoms represent in a balanced network. If we add the

edge 01 to Gl, then the mirror networks created by a search of G1 from vg and Gz

from v1 a¡e shown in pars (a) and (b) respectively of figure 4.6. The balanced network

blossoms created a¡e indicated. Notice that they consist of exactly both copies of every

vertex in the blossom in the original graph. Thus, as one would expect, the max-
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balanced-flow algorithm for balanced networks handles both kinds of blossoms

indicated in figure 4.5.

There is an interesting observation that can be made by examining the paths in these

blossoms from w' to w, the base of the blossom. Consider 81. The base is w' = yz,

and there are two paths in 81 from w = xzto y2: P = xzy3x¿yz and Q = x2y¿x3y2. But

Q=P', so these paths represent sea¡ching the blossom in G1 in opposite directions from

the base. At first glance it appears that this may enable us to do away with blossoms

entirely, but the simple example in figure 3.1 illusrated that this is not the case, since

an augmenting path could not be found in the network using the standard techniques.

There is one other point that is of interest - if P is an invalid st-path in N, then what

does the walk defined by P in G look like? Let e and e'be the pair of complementary

edges with capacity 1 on P; if e and e' have an endpoint incident on s or t then let P be

called a type 1 invalid path, otherwise let it be a type 2 invalid path. The residual

capacity of the edge sx¡ tells us the amount by which we are allowed to increase

deg¡¡(i), and still have deg¡¡(i) S d(i). Clearly, augmenting on an H-augmenting walk W

increases by I the degree in H of the first and last vertices on 'W, and does not change

the degree of any other venex in H. Hence a type I invalid st-path corresponds to an

alternating walk in G that starts and ends at a vertex v, where there can be only one

more edge incident on v in H. In figure 4.7 (a), both l23l and 4564 a¡e such walks.

A type 2 invalid path P contains some pair of complementary edges x¡y¡ and x¡yi,

and thus follows some edge ij in G twice. If ij is in H then if we try to augment on W

this means that we will uy to take ij out of H twice, thus inroducing a 'negative'edge

into H. In figure 4.7 (b) 12345326 is such a walk. Interestingly, if we allow negative

edges in a graph, whatever they may be, then W is not really an invalid walk at all,

since everything works out when we augment on W! Also, if we allow negative edges

in G then we must really allow a vertex to have a negative degree, and if we do this

then type I invalid paths are not invalid either. Finally, if ij is in G\tI then we uy to add
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it to G twice. This may seem alright for multi-graphs, but we will see that it violates the

problem boundary, just as the previous two examples violate the inherent problem

boundary that limits deg(v) to the non negative integers.

2(1) 3 (1)

4 (t) 5 (r)

6 (1)

Two graphs with walks defined ritträtÍåttarhs in N. d(v) is in parentheses.

4.3.3.5. The Multi-Craph C-ase

The extension of the simple graph cÍrse to the multi-graph case is easy. If V(G) =

{ 1,2,...n}, then create a balanced network N from G as follows:

. V(1.Ð - {s,t }u{x¡,yi}, 1 <i Sn;

. E(N) = {sx¡,y¡t I I < i S n}u{x¡y¡,x¡yi I ijeE(G)};

' caP(sx1) = cap (Y¡) = d(i);

. cap(x¡y¡) = cap(x¡yù = m(ü),where m(ij) is the maximum allowed multiplicity for

the edge ij in G.

Again, it is easy to see that a maximum balanced flow in N that saturates all the

edges incident on s defines a factor H of G; EGI) is simply {ij I x¡y¡,x¡li carry flow},

and m(ij) = flow(xiYj¡ = flow(x¡YÙ.

The only point that has changed from the simple graph case is the fourth. This is

really just a generalisation of the simple graph case, where m(rj) = I for every edge ij in

G.

6(Ð2(r)1 (1)

(b)(a)
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There is one point of interest with regard to the algorithm when it operates on this

general case. Edges may now be unsaturated in both dírections, which raises the

possibility that an unsaturated path P may contain a pair of complementary edges,

where one is a forwa¡d edge and the other is a backward edge; for example, both x¡y¡

and y¡x¡ could appear on P. However, this is not a problem; traversing x¡y¡ on P is

equivalent to adding ma = flow(x¡y¡) edges ij into G, and traversing y¡x¡ is equivalent to

subtracting ms = flow(y¡x¡) edges ij from G. The net result will therefore be to either

add 0 2 ma - rns ) rn¿ edges or subtract 0 > ms -ma ) ms edges; in either case, if m¿

and m5 were alright, then so is the net result.

However, with the algorithm given in this thesis, this is all purely academic, since it

will never record such a path in the mirror network. This is illustrated by the multi-

graph example shown in figure 4.8.

Only vertices I and 2 a¡e unsaturated, and each requires one more edge incident on

it in H. Notice that 1,3,6,10,11,7,3,8,12,9,5,2 is an H augmenting walk in G. Also

notice that we may move from vertex 8 to vertex 12, and conversely, on an H-

augmenting walk, whether we arrive at 8 on an odd or even edge; this is only possible

in the multi graph case.

The non-trivial blossoms created by the algorithm as it forms the mirror network A

are as follows, provided sx1 is the first unsaturated edge examined: Discovery of the

switch edge ylgxll causes the blossom {xiyi li=3,6,'1,10,11} based at x3, or

simply B t = [ 3,6,'7 ,10,11 ], base=x3, to be formed; the next switch edge found by the

algorithm is x3yg, and this causes formation of the blossom Bz = B tu { 8,4, I } , base =

y1. Thus vertex yg will eventually be searched. The multiple edge y8xt2 will thus be

added to A, so vertex x12 will eventually be examined. Then the switch edge x12y9 will

be found, and a blossom based at t and containing every vertex in the graph will be

created, indicating that an augmenting path has been found-
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Figure 4.8
A Graph G in which we are looking for a factor. Only vertices 1 andZ are unsaturated,

and d(l) = d(2) = 1' The thicker edges belong to H'

The main purpose of this example was just to illustrate the balanced network nuü-

balanced-flow algorithm operating on a multi graph but, as mentioned above, one can

observe that the valid st-path found by the algorithm does not contain a pair of
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complementary edges with opposite direction, and it is fairly easy to deduce that this is

tn¡e in general.

As in the simple graph case, the complexity of the algorithm is O(me), where m is

the number of edges in the required factor. However, this is no longer O(e2), since

multiple edges are now allowed

4.4. Future Research

Let G be a graph, and w be an integer valued function defined on E(G). Then G,

together with w, is called a weighted graph, and w(e) is called the weight of an

edge e. The problem of finding a matching M in G such that w(M) is as small as

possible is called the minimum weighted matching problem. All the applications

of balanced networks considered in this thesis use capacities rather than weights.

However, this does seem like a natural extension of the work herein.

Another interesting research problem is to improve the complexity of the balanced

network maximum balanced flow algorithm. One of the fastest maximum matching

algorithms known, described in [3], explicitly uses the concepts of odd and even length

alternating paths, and performing a breadth first search of the graph beginning

simultaneously at all unsaturated vertices. But these are both things that the balanced

netr,vork maximum balanced flow algorithm does implícitly. The problem that must be

overcome is that of fficíently choosing switch edges so that the shortest augmenting

paths are recorded in the mirror network. Micali and Vazirani [3] use a technique that

delays the shrinking of blossoms, and one expects that a similar technique would work

for balanced networks.
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Appendix A

{ * *** * * *** ** ** ** ** ******* * ******* * *** ****** * ******* ****** * ********* *** ** }

{*
{*

*]
*)PROGRAM MAXBAIF1OW

{* *}
{ ** ** *** ****** **** * *** * ****** *** *** ****** * ** ******** ********** *** ***r(* ** }

{*
{* Author :

{* Date :

{*
{*
{*
{*
{* where:

Doug Stone
July, 1991-.

{*
{* Purpose:
{* io find an f-factor of a graph, 1f one exists. More formalJ-y'
{* given a graph G and a functlon d defl-ned on v(G)' to find a
{* épanning sub-graph H of G, such that every vertex v in H has
{* degree < d(v), and H has as many edges as possible.
{* Algorithm:
{* The bal-anced network maximum balanced flow algorithm.
{* Remarks:
{* This program gives an implementation of the above algorithm.
{* Input :

{* An initial- graph G and d(v) for each vertex v in G. The input
{* fil-e has the following format:
{* name$
[* n$

-1 l- (r.) L (2) 1 (kl-) -d(1)$
-2 2(r) 2(21 2(k2l -d(2)$

-n n(1) n(21 ... n(kn) -d(n)$

$ denotes an end of 1lne character,'

*]
*]
*]
*Ì
*Ì
*Ì
*)
*]
*Ì
*Ì
*)
*)
*i
*)
*Ì
*)
*)
*Ì
*Ì
*Ì
*Ì
*)
*Ì
*){*

{*
{*
{*
{*
{*

a

a

{* The vertices in G must be nurnbered from 1 to n.
{* Output:
{* 1. confirmation of the lnput graph'
{* 2. the subgraph found by the algorittun.
{*

i (j) denotes the vertex v), where vertex i is adjacent to *
vértices ulru2 r... rurrv1rv2, ...rvk, u1<u2<...<ur<iSvlS... *
Svk;

. 'name' is the name of the graph (alpha-numeric)

. 'n' is the number of vertices ln G (positive ínteger) ,'

*
*
*
*
*
*
*)
*)

{ ***********************************************************************

prograrn MaxBal-Flow (input, output) ;

const
MaxGraphVert
MaxNetVert =
source = 1;

target = 0,'
t=0,'

: 50; { rnax # of verticies aÌIowed in the input
(I4axGraphVert * 2) + 2; {max # verts allowed in

the source vertex is always vertex 1 Ì
aLias for source )
the target vertex is aJ-ways vertex 0 ì
alias for target )

graph
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type
GraphVertexTlpe = 0..MaxGraphVert,' { a vertex ln the graph }
NetVertexType = -l..MaxNetVert; { a vertex in the network }
DirectionTlpe = (OutEdge, InEdge); { tyPe of an edge }
IntPtrType : ^integer; { ptr to an lnteger variabl-e }
AdjPtrTlpe = ^AdjNodeT]æe; { ptr to node 1n adjacency list }

AdjNodeType = record { node ln adjacency list }
vert: NetVertexTlrpe; { adjacent to this vertex }
dir: DlrectionTlpe; { direction of an edge }
cap: integer;
flow: IntPtrTlpe;
next: AdjPtrTyPe;

end.' { record }
NetworkTlPe = record

Network: NetworkTlPe;
infile: text,'
flow: integer,'

max capacity of edge Ì
ptr to fl-ow on this edge Ì
ptr to next node ín adjacency list )

Adjlist: arraylNetVertexTypel of AdjPtrT!¡pe; { a network }

Noverts: integer; { number of vertices in the network }
Segot: ínteger; { sum of degrees of aLl- edges incident

{ on the source }
end; { record }

va-r
the
the
the

balanced network )
input file Ì
maximum bal-anced flow Ì

{ 
************************************************,h**********************

{* *

{* Function ComPlementVert *

{* *

{ * * ** ***** * * * ************** ** * ************* ************** *******'kJ.*'k)t trir*

{*
{* PURPOSE : Given a vertex xi in the network, this function returns*
{* the vertex Yi, and converselY
{* PASSED TO : *

{* ui - the vertex to be complemented. )k

{* PASSED BACK: *

{* the comPlement of ui. *

{* *

{ ******************************************i(*************r(*********rr****
function ComplementVert (ul: NetVertexTlpe) : NetVertexTlpe"

begin
if ul mod 2 = 0 then { thls ls an x-vertex }

ComPlementVert := ui + L

else { this is a Y-vertex }
ComPlementVert :: ui - 1,'

end,' { Functlon ComPlementVert }
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{ *********************************************************************** J

{*
{*
{*

{*
{* PURPOSE

Function I\4apNtoG

*)
*)
*)

{ *********************************************************************** }*)
: Given a vertex in the network (xi or yi) ' this function*)

{* returns the corresponding vertex (i) in the graph.
{* PASSED TO : The vertex ln the network.
{* PASSED BACK: The correspondíng vertex ln the graph.
{*

{*
{ 
* PIIRPOSE

{* the x copy (xi) of the vertex in the network.
{* PASSED TO : The vertex in the graph.
{* PASSED BACK: The x copy of the vertex in the network.
{*

{*
{* PURPOSE

*)

{ *************t(*********t(********************t(**tilk**********************

function ¡4apNtoc (u: NetVertexType) : GraphVertexTlpe;

begin
[4apNtoG :: u div 2;
end; { Function ¡4apNtoc }

{ * * * ***** * * ** * ** * *** *** ** ***** * *********** ** ** **Jr*ìlc**** ****-À******t( * ** **

{*
{* Function ¡4apctoNx

*
*

{* 
ìk

*
*
*

*
*

*)
*i

f***********************************************************************Ìt *Ì
: Given a vertex (i) in the graph, this function returns *Ì

{ * ** * ****** * ***** *** ***** **** ******** *** **************** ******** ** ******
function MapGtoNx (u: GraphVertexTlpe) : NetVertexTlpe;

begln
I4aPGtoNx z:2*D;
end; { Function }4apGtoNx }

{ *********************************************************************** }

{* *}
{* Function l4aPGtoNY *}
{* *}
{ ******************************************rk**************************** }*)

: Glven a vertex (i) in the graph, thls function returns *)
{* the y copy (yi) of the vertex ln the network.
{* PASSED TO : The vertex in the graph.
{* PASSED BACK: The y copy of the vertex in the network.
{*
{***********************************************************************}
function l4apGtoNy (u: GraphVertexTlpe) : NetVertexTlpe;

begin
l"fapGtoNy := (2 * u) + I;
end,' { Function MapGtoNY }

*Ì
*]
*Ì
*)
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{***********************************************************************}
{* *}
{* Procedure PrintsubgraPh *}
{* *}
j***********************************************************************l
{* *}
{* PURPOSE : To print out the subgraph deflned by the flow in a *}
i* balanced netwórk. *)
{* PASSED TO : *}
i* Network - the balanced network 1n questlon. *)
{* PASSED BACK: *}

i* Nothing. *]
{* *}
i ************r(*********************************************'k************ )

procedure PrintSubgraph (var Network: NetworkType) ;

var
i: GraphVertexTlPe,'
xi: NetVertexTlPe,'
curr: AdjPtrTlPe;

the next vertex 1n the graPh Ì
x copy of i in the network ]
ptr to adjacency node for current edge )

begin
writefn ('Vertex Adjacent to') ,'

for i :: 1 to ( (Network.Noverts - 2) dív 2) do begin
xi := MapGtoNx(i);
write(i i 4, t I : 4);
curr := Network.Adjlist[xi] ;
while curr <> nil do begin

ifcurr^.flow^>0then
wrlte (l,4apNtoG (curr^.vert) | 4l ;

curr := curr^.ngxt;
end,' { whl1e }

writeln,'
end;{forl}

end,' { Procedure PrlntSubgraPh }

{ *********************************************************************** }

{* *}

{* Procedure }4akeEdge *}
*]{******************************************r(***************************** )

* puRposE : To create ln the balanced network the pair of
* complementary edges that correspond to a partlcular edge
* input graph.
* PASSED TO :
* i, j - the two endPoints of the

*)
*)

in the *)
*)
*)
*Ì
*)
*)
*)
*)

{* capacity - the initiaL capaclty
{* PASSED BACK:
{* Network - the uPdated network.
{*

edge,
of the edge,

i***********************************************************************)
procedure l,lakeEdge (1, J: GraphVertexTlpe;

capacity: integer;
var Network: NetworkT!¡Pe) ;
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var
NuAdJ: AdjPtrÎlrpe; { ptr to newly alfoc'd adjacency J-lst nodes
NuFfow: IntPtrTlpe; { ptr to the flow on an edge }
xi, xJ, yi, yJ: NetVertexT]æe; { vertices in t'he network }

begín
xi :: MapGtoNx(1);
yi := MapctoNy(i);
xj := ¡4apctoNx(j);
yj := MapGtoNy(J);
new (NuFlow) ;
NuFlow^ := 0; { network lnltially contains the zero flow }

{ make x-node for directed edge xu-yv in network }
new (NuAdj ) ;
with Nu.Adj^ do begln

vert := Yj;
dir := OutEdge;
cap :: capacity;
fl-ow := NuFlow;
next :: Network.AdJlist[xi] ;
Network.Àdjlist [xiJ := NuAdj;
end; { with }

{ make y-node for directed edge xu-yv in network }
new (NuAdj) ;
with NuAdj^ do begin

vert := xi;
dlr := InIdge;
cap :: caPacltY;
flow := NuFlow;
next :: Network.AdJLlst [yJ] ;
Network.Adjtist tY jl := NuAdj;
end,' { with }

{ make x-node for directed edge xv-yu in network }

new (NuAdj) ;
with NuAdj^ do begin

vert := Yi,'
dír := OutEdgei
cap := capacity;
ffow := NuFlow;
next := Network.Adjlist [xj] ;
Network.Adjlist lxj] := NuAdj;
end,' { with }

{ make y-node for directed edge xv-yu in network }
new (NuAdj) ;
vrith NuAdj^ do begín

. vert :: xJ;
dir := InEdge;
cap := capacity;
flow :: NuFlow,'
next :: Network.Adjlistlyil ;
Network.Adjlist [Yi] := Nu-Adj;
end; { with }

end,' { Procedure MakeEdge }
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{ ************************************************'k********************** }

{* *}
{ * Procedure l\4akeDegEdge * }

{* *}
{ ************************************************************ìk********** }

{* *}
{* PTIRPOSE : To create in the bal-anced network an edge that is *}
{* lncident on the source vertex, and ltrs complementary edge which *}
{* is incident on the target vertex. The capacíty of each of these *}
{* edges 1s the degree of some vertex ln the subgraph that we are *}
{* trying to find.
{* PASSED TO :

*J
*]

{* i - some vertex in the graph, *}
{* degree - degree of u in the subgraph that we are trying to fÍnd' *}
{* PaSSnn BACK: *}
i* Network - the updated network. *Ì
{* *}
{ * * ****** * * *** * * ** ** ******* *************** ** ***** **** ***** ***ìk* ****** * ** }
procedure MakeDegEdge (i: GraphVertexTlpe,'

degree: integer,'
var Network: NetworkType) ;

AdjPtrTlpe; { ptr to newly alloc'd adjacency list nodes
IntPtrqrpe; { ptr to the flow on an edge }

NetVertexTlpe; { vertlcies ln the graph }

var
NuAdj:
NuFlow:
xi, yi:

begin
xi :: MapGtoNx(i);
yí :: MapGtoNy(l);
new (NuFlow) ,'

NuFlow^ := 0,' { network initially contalns the

t make s-node for directed edge s-xi in network
{ ( we don't need an x-node for these edges
{ since hle never follow them backwards )

new (NuAdJ) ;
wÍth NuAdJ^ do begin

vert := x1;
dir := OutEdge;
cap :: degree;
flow := NuFlow;
next := Network.Adjlíst [s] ;
Network.Adjlist Is] := NuAdj,'

new (NuAdj) ;
with NuÀdj^ do begín

vert :: target;
dlr :: OutEdge;
cap :: degree,'
flow := NuFlow;
next := Network.Adjlistlyil ;
Network.Adjlist [yl] :: NuAdJ;
end; { with }

end,' { Procedure MakeDegEdge }

zero flow )

end,' { wlth }

make y-node for directed edge yi-t in network )
( we don't need a t-node for these edges Ì

since we never follow the¡n backwards) Ì
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{ ******************************rk**************************************** }

{* *}
{* Procedure CreateNetworkccformat *}
{* *}
i ** * ** * ***** ***** **** * ******** **** **** ******* ***** * * **** ** ********* * **** ]

{* *}
i* punpoSe : To read in (and echo) the graph for which a subgraph is*)
i* to be found, and create the corresponding balanced netlrork. The *Ì
i* graph wíll be in the standard format used by the rGroups and *Ì
Ì* étaþns' program. *)
Ì* pessno-to : *Ì
i* inftle - the input file. *)
i* passnp BAcK: *]
i* Network - the updated network. *)

i* nSMARKS: the formatting of the listlng of the input graph wil-l be *)

i* spoiled if any vertex has degree greater than MaxDegree, but the *)
i* progratn will still execute properly. *)
{* *}
i ************************************************,k*rrJç******************* ]
procedure CreateNetworkGGFormat (var infile: text,'

var Network: NetworkT\Pe) ;

const
MaxDegree = 10;

va.r
í, j: integer;
degree: lnteger,'
caPacitY: lnteger;
count: integer"
NoGVerts: integer;
k: lnteger,'

begin
readfn(inflle); { skiP over graph
readln (infile, NoGVerts)
Network.Noverts := (2 * NoGVerts)

for i := 0 to Network.NoVerts do
Network.Adjtist [i] := nil;

capacity := 1; { this program is for simple graphs only }

{ read in the input graph and set up the balanced network }

Network.Se$ot := 0;
writeln ('The input graph was as fol-lows: ' ) ,'

writeln('Vertex Adjacent to', t r : 24, tDegree in Subgraph');

max degree of a vertex in input graph )

vertlces in the graPh ì
degree of a vertex in graph )
the capacity of an edge Ì
output formatting variabl-e )
number of vertices in the graPh )

loop control )

name l

+ 2; { # of verts in network,
{ including s and t }
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while not eof (1nf11e) do begln
read(lnflle, 1); { sklp over 1 ln input file }
i := -i; { vertex is always negative value }
write(1 2 4, ' ' : 4\;
count := MaxDegree,' { for output formattlng }
read(infile, J);
whil-e (j t 0) do begin

write(J z 4);
count :: count - 1,'
lf (1 < J) then { don't dupllcate pair of comp edges }

MakeEdge (i, J, caPacitY, Network);
read(infiJ-e' j);
end; { while }

degiree := -J; i last value read was minus degree in subgraph )

Network.Se$ot := Network.Se$ot + degree;
for k := count downto 1 do

write(r ' : 4\;
write (degree z 6l ;
laakeDegEdge (i, degree, Network) ;
readln (infj-le) ;
writeln,'
end; { while }

end,' { Procedure CreateNetworkGGFormat }

{***********************************************************************}
{* *}
{* Function MaxBal-Fl-ow *}
{* *}
i***********************************************************************Ì
{* *}
Ì* punposs : To flnd a maxlmum balanced flow in a bafanced network. *)
i* passno ro : *Ì
i* Network - network in which a max balanced flow is to be found. *Ì
{* PASSED BACK: *}
{* Network - the updated network, whlch now contalns a maximum *i
i* baranced flow. *)
{* *}
i***********************************************************************]
function MaxBalF1ow (var Network: NetworkType) : integer"

var
TotFlo\.¿: integer; { total flow 1n the network }
TempFlow: 1nteger,. { amount by which flow was just increased }
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{ ******************************************************************* }

{* *}
{* Functlon AugmentBaLFlow *}
{* *}
i ******************************************************************* Ì

{* *}
{* PIIRPOSE : To augment the balanced flow in a balanced network'*}
i* if possibre. *)
{* PASSED- TO : - 

*}
l* Network - the balanced network in which the balanced flow is *)
i* to be augmented. *Ì
{* PASSED BACK: - *}
i* Network - the updated balanced network, which may now contain*)
i* an increased balanced flow. *)
{* *}
i*******************************************************************)
function AugmentBalFlow (var Network: NetworkType) : integer,'

const
MaxQueue = MaxGrâPhVert,' { capacity of queue }

type
OueueTlpe = record

data: array[0. .]4axQueuel of NetVertexType,'
{ the vertices in the queue }
front, back: integer,'

{ ptrs to front and back of queue }
end; { record }

EdgeTlpe = record { type for an edge in the network
head, tail": NetVertexTl1)e,' { endpoints of edge }

end,' { record }
SwitchEdgeTlpe = record

e: EdgeTtpe; { endpoints of
node: AdjPtrTYPe;

{ Ptr to adj node for e
end,' { record }

var
ScanQ: QueueType; { gueue of vertices to be searched }

SwitchEdge: array [NetVertexType] of SwitchEdgeType;
{ edge that allowed us to search vj }

LongBase: array IGraphVertexType] of NetVertexllpe,'
{ base of blossom containing a vertex }

sReach: array[NetVertexType] of bool-ean,'
{ ls there a valÍd unsaturated path to a vertex ? }

Depth: array[GraphVertexType] of NetVertexT]Pe,'
{ depth of xi and yi in their respective trees }

ui, vj: NetVertexTlpe; i vertlces in the network Ì
ieasel jBase: l¡etvertexTlpe,' { blossom bases for ui and vj
í, j: GraphVertexTlpe,' { vertices in the graph }
previ: GraphVertexTlpe;{ prevpt of vertex ui }-ResCap: lnleger; { the residual capacity on an 

"dg9 }

augmeñted: bóoleaU { was the flow in N just increased ?

cuir: AdjPtrType; { ptr to node in adjacency list }

the switch edge )

or compÌement (e) Ì
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{***************************************************************}r* *i
ì. Procedure rnitQ *Ì

{* 
*}

i *************************************************************** )

t* 
*)

ì* "o*"ot" 
: To initiarise a gueue for use' *)

{* PASSED TO : *}

i" 
- 

Queue - the queue to be lnitlallsed' *Ì

i* pessno BA.K: 
^ . ^., +i:r i corì rnrorrê :i

{* Queue - the initialised queue *}
{*
i * ** ** ****** *************** ******* ******* **** 

** * *** * * * * ** * * ***** l
procedure InltQ (var Queue: QueuerlPe);

begin
gueue.front :: 0;
Oueue.back :: 0;
end,' { Procedure InitQ }

{***************************************************************}
!* 

*)

ì. Function EmPtYO ii
{*
i ******************************************************r(******** Ì

{* 
*}

{* PURPOSE : To determlne whether or not the queue is empty *}

i* pessno ro t-.^ 
-,^,,- rn mroq{-l^n- :l

i* Queue - the queue ln guestion'
i* PASSED BACK: *Ì

t* a boolean value lndlcatlng whether or not the qr:eue ls *)

i* enpty :i
{*
i *************************************************************** Ì

function EmptyQ (var Queue: QueueType): boolean"

begin
if Queue.front - Queue.back then

EmPtYQ := true
else

EmPtYQ :: false,'
end; { Function EmPtYQ }

{***********************************************,(***************}
I* 

*Ì

ì. Procedure EnQ :l
{* *********** '
i *************************************************************** Ì
r* *)

ì* nu*"ott : To put a vertex at the end of the qr:eue. *Ì

{*PASSEDTO , 
' 

- 
*}

i" ui _ The vertex to be placed into the queue. *)

{* PeSSSP BACK: 
' *}

i* Queue - the uPdated gueue. *)

{*
i *************************************************************** )

procedure EnQ (ui: NetVertexTlpe;
var Queue: QueueT]¡Pe) ,'
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begln
tf ((Queue.back + 1) mod l4axQueue)

Queue.datalQueue.back] := ui;
Queue.back '= (Queue.back + 1-)

end { then }
else

writeln ( r *** ERROR *** queue overflow. I ) ;
end,' { Procedure EnQ }

{ *************************************************************** }

{* *}
{* Functlon DeQ *}
{* *}
1 

* * *** ****** * ********* ******** **** ***** ** **** ***tr **r( ** ***** * **** ]

{* *}
i" punpOSu : To remove and return the vertex at the front of*)
i* the gueue. *)

i* passno ro : *)
i* eueue - the queue from whlch the vertex is to be removed.*]
Ì* passsp BACK: - *Ì
i* Queue - the updated queue. *)

{* *}

i *************************************************************** )

function DeQ (var Queue: QueueTlPe): NetvertexT]æe;

begin
if not EmptyQ(Queue) then begin

DeQ := Queue.datalQueue. front] ;
Queue.front := (Queue.front + 1) mod MaxQueue;
end { then }

el-se
wrlteln('*** ERIìOR *** queue underflow'),'

end; { Function DeO }

{ **************'k**********************tk************************* }

{* *}

{* Function FindResCaP *}
{* *}

i *************************************************************** Ì

{* *}
i* punposn : To find the residual capaclty on an edge. *)
* PASSED TO : *)

(> Queue.front then beqin

mod MaxQueue;

* AdjPtr - ptr to the adjacency list node for the edge'
* PASSED BACK:
* The value of the residual- capacity of the edge.

i* *

1 
***************************************************************
function FindResCap (AdjPtr: ÀdjPtrType) : lnteger,'

begin
if (AdjPtr^.dir = OutEdge) then

FindResCap := AdjPtr^.cap - AdJPtr^.flow^
else

FindResCaP := AdjPtr^. flow^;
end,' { Function FindResCap }

*)
*)
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vJ: NetVertexTlpe,. { the LongBase for graph vertex i }j: GraphvertexT]æe; { vertex in G cor=esponding to vj }

begin
vJ :: LongBaselil;
if vj <> -1 then begin

j := MapNtoG(vj);
if I <> j then begin

vJ := FindBase(j);
T,ongBase[1] := vJ; { path compression }end; t if Ì

end,. { if }
FlndBase := vj;
end,. { Functlon FlndBase }

{ *************************************************************** 
}l*t *Ì

{* Procedure pull-F1ow *}
{* *}
{ *************************************************************** 

}T*' *]
{* PURPOSE : To put frow on the edges that lie on the path *}
{* from one vertex to another (Í.e.to purl flow from u to *}
{* v) . *}
{* PASSED TO *}
{* ürv - the vertices in guestion. we want to pull flow down*}{* from u to v ar-ong the unsaturated path iound by the *}
{* algorithm *}
{* amount - the amount of flow that is to be put onto those *}
f i edges *Ì
{* PASSED BACK: i*)
{* Network - the updated network (implicitly). *}
T*, *l
{**************************¡k********************J c*************** 

)procedure PullFlow (ui, vj: NetVertexTlpe;
amount: integer),.

var
uh: NetVertexType; { head of SwitcEdge for u }vh: NetVertex\pe,. { head of SwitcEdge for v }i, j: GraphVertexTlpe,. { vertices in the graph }
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{ *********************************************************** }

{* *}
{* Procedure Augment *}
{* *}
{ *********************************************************** }

{*
{* PURPOSE : To augnent the flow on an edge by a
{* specified amount.
{* PASSED TO :

{* AdJPtr - ptr to adJacency node for edge 1n question,
{* amount - the amount by which the flow is to be
{* increased.
{* PASSED BACK:

{* the updated network (impltcitly).
{* *}
{ ************ ******* ******* *** * ********* * **** ******** ***** ** }

procedure Augiment (AdjPtr: ÀdjPtrTlpe;
amount: integer) ,'

begin
if AdjPtr^.dir = OutEdge then

{ we followed edge forwards }
AdjPtr^.ffow^ := AdjPtr^.flow^ * 1

else { we foLlowed edge backwards }
AdjPtr^.flow^ := AdjPtr^.fIow^ - 1,'

end,' { Procedure Augment }

{ *********************************************************** }

{* Procedure PullFl-ow Mainline *Ì
{ ** ***** ******** * * * ** ******** ******** **** *** *** ***** **** ** ** }

begin
if ui <> vJ then begin

vh := SwitchEdgetvjl.e.head; { head of SwitchEdge[vj] ]
Augiment (SwitchEdge [vJ ] . node' amount) ;
PuIJ.Flow(ul, SwltchEdge lvj] .e.taíl-, amount) ;
Pul-IFl-ow (ComplementVert (vJ ) ,

end" { if } 
complementvert (vh) ' amount) 

"

end,' { Procedure PulLFlow }

*Ì
*Ì
*)
*)
*)
*)
*]
*]
*)
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{***************************************************************}
{ * n,,n¡+ i an f'vtanrìT,ôn.rRese : i{* Function ExtendlongBase *}
{*
i *************************************************************** Ì

{* ir^-- ^ 

*}

{* PuRPoSE : To make the changes that allow a valid path to *}

i. 
---O¿ foundto some vertices in the lower tree that were *Ì

{* hltherto unreachable on such a path' *}

{* PASSED TO :

i. 
- --"i,vj 

- the endpolnts of the edge that allows extension *)

{* of search , -r r _^^- 
*}

ì" lBase,JBase - the LongBase of I and J respectively, *Ì

{* AdjPtr - ptt tð ã¿i nóde for edge (ui'vj) ' *}

i* pass'ó BAqKi :--^-..^-; /{mnrì^rr'-; :i
i* the updated network (lmplicitly). *Ì
{*
i *************************************************************** Ì

function ExtendlongBase (ui, vj, iBase' jBa?9:. 
-NetVertexTlrpe"- AdjPtr: AdjPtrType) : NetVertexTlpe;

begin
{ flnd common base }
pg :: lBase,'
qh :: JBase;
wntte pg <> qh do begin

g := MapNtoG(pg);
h := MapNtoG(qh);
if DePth[g] > Depthlhl then

pg , = FindBase (I4aPNtoG (

SwitchEdge[Cðmptementvert (pg) ] 'e'tail) )

else
qh : = FindBase (!4aPNtoG (

SwitchEdge[Cõmplementvert 1qh) j 'e'tail) ) ;

end,' { while }
wk := pgi;

var
Pg, th: NetVertexTlpe; t
ô, tt GraPhVertexTyPe; {

1 corresPonding to Pg and qh
wk: NetVertexTlpe;

{ common base for I

temp vertices in the network ]
temp vertices in G )
in N resPectivelY )

and j (in lower tree) Ì
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{ deal with bases from ul- back to conrnon base }

pçt := 1Base,'
while pg <> wk do begin

g := MapNtoG(pg);
LongBase[g] :: wk;
if not sReachlpg] then begin

SwitchEdgéÞgl .e.tail := ComplementVert (vj) ;
SwitchEdgetpgl .e.head :: ComplementVert (ul) ;
SwitchEdge[Pg] .node := AdjPtr;
sReach[Pg] := truei

{ also sets tReach for comp. vertex }
EnQ (Pg, ScanQ) ;
end,' { ff }

pg := FindBase (I'4aPNtoG(
SwitchEdge [Complementvert (pg) ] .e.tail) ) ;

end; { whlle }
{ deal with bases from vj back to common base }

9h :: jBase;
whlle qh <> wk do begln

h := MapNtoG(qh);
LongBase [h] := wk;
if not sReach[qh] then begin

SwitchEdge [qh] .e.tail :: ui,'
SwitchEdge[qh] .e.head := vj;
SwltchEdge[qh] .node :: AdjPtr;
sReachIqh] :: true;

{ also sets tReach for comp. vertex }
EnQ(qh, ScanQ);
end; { if }

qh := FindBase (¡4aPNtoG(
SwitchEdge [ComplementVert (qh) ] . e. tail ) ) ;

end; { whlle }
{ deal wlth corunon base - no need to set longBase }
if not sReach[wk] then begin

SwltchEdge[wk] .e.talI := ui,'
SwitchEdgelwkl .e.head := vj;
SwltchEdge[wk] .node := AdJPtr,'
sReach[wk] := true;

{ also sets tReach for complementary vertex
EnQ (wk, ScanQ) ;
end; { if }

ExtendlongBase := wk,'
end,' { ExtendlongBase }
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{ ************************************************************** }

{* Functlon AugrnentBaLFlow l4ainline *}
1 

* ** *** **r( ** * * *** * * **** ****** *************** * *** ****** *** ** **** )

begin
for ui := 0 to Network.NoVerts do

sReach[ui] :: false;
for i :: 0 to ( (Network.NoVerts - 2) div 2) do

I,ongBase[1] z= -Li { an invalld value }
InitQ (ScanQ) ;
SwitchEdgelsl.e.tall := s; { really just a flag }
SwitchEdge [s] .e.head := t;
DepthIs] ::0,'
sReachIs] := true;
LongBase[0] := 0;
EnQ(s, ScanQ);
augmented := false;
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repeat
ui := DeQ(ScanQ);
1 := MapNtoG(u1);
lBase := flndgase (1) ,' { may change dynamical-Iy }

curr :: Network.AdJList [u1] ;
while (curr <> n11) and not augmented do begin

vJ := curr^.vert,'
ResCap := FindResCaP (curr) ;
if ResCap > 0 then begin

J :: MapNtoG (vJ ) ;
JBase := FindBase(J);
if jBase : -1 then begin

DepthIj] := Depthlil
EnQ (v j, ScanQ) ;
sReach[vJ] := true,'

{ vj not
+ 1,'

1n either tree ]

LongBaseI j] := Complementvert (vj) ;
SwitchEdgelvjl .e.tail := ui;
SwitchEdgelvj] .e.head := vj;
SwltchEdge[vj] .node :: curr,'
end{lf}

else if (ibase <> jBase) and
(sReachlConptementVert (vj) I ) then begin

{ edge is from an s-reacha-ble to a }

{ t-ieacha-ble vertex and aflows us to go }

{ farther uP bottom tree }
previ := MaPNtoG(

SwitchEdge [CompJ-enentVert (ui ) ] .e. tail- ) ;
lf (lBase <> ui) or (Previ <> j)

or (ResCaP > 1-) then
begin
{ not extending an invalid unsat path }

lBase:=
ExtendlongBase

(ul, vj, iBase, jBase, curr) ,'

1f lBase : t then begin
{ augmenting Path found}
PuLlFlow(s, t, nesCaP) ;
augmented := true,'
end; { if }

end; { if }

end; { tf }
end,' { lf }

curr:= curr^.next;
end,' { while }

or augmented,'

t= 2 I 2'I, slmple graPhs onlY ]

until EmptyQlScanQ)
if augmented then

AugimentBalFl-ow
else

AugmentBalFlow := 0;
end,' { Function AugmentBalFlow }
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{*********************,r********************************************}
{ * Function }4axBa1Flow }4ainline * }

i******************************************************************Ì
begin
TotFIovJ :: 0;
repeat

TempFlow := AugmentBalFlow (Network) ;

TotFlow := TotFl-ow * TemPFlow,'
until TemPFlow = 0,'
¡4axBal-Flow :: TotFlow;
end; { Function MaxBalFlow }

{**********************************************************************}
{* *}

{* MAINLINE *}
r* *Ì
t

i ********************************************************************** Ì

begin
showtext,'
reset (infite, 'data3. dodec. 3regr ) ,'

CreateNetworkGGFormat (infile, Network),'
writeln,'
f l-ow :: I4axBalF]ow (Network) ;
writeln;
writeln('Flow was íncreased by', flow : 3, t units't);
writeln,'
writel-n('The subgraph found by the algorithm is:')"
PrintsubGraph (Network),'

writef n,'
writeln;
writeln ('Processing successfully completed. I ) 

"end. { program MaxFlow }
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